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Abstract
In this work, a new supervised learning method called artificial organic networks is proposed for modeling problems, i.e. fitting, analyzing, inference and classification. In fact, this technique is inspired on
chemical organic compounds due to their characteristics of stability, encapsulation, inheritance, organization, and robustness. Additionally, this work presentsartificial hydrocarbon networks, a supervised
learning algorithm inspired on chemical hydrocarbon compounds and proposed under artificial organic
networks technique. Theoretical and experimental results showed that both artificial organic networks
technique and artificial hydrocarbon networks algorithrn can be used for fitting functions, modeling
systems, and inference and classification purposes. In addition, results proved that artificial hydrocarbon networks can be applied for static, rnultivariate, aml nonlinear systems, under uncertain data;
arising on organized and parametric structures that allow users better understanding any modeled
system through the resultant topology and metadata enclosecl in its parameters.
Furthermore, severa! cases studies are presented to show that artificial hydrocarbon networks algorithm can be used in applications like: filtering audio signals. facial recognition systems, ancl control and
automation processes. Moreover, a new hybrid fuzzy inference system based on artificial hydrocarbon
networks is proposed ancl implemented in various control applications such as: motion controllers for
direct current (DC) motors, position controllers for computer numerical control (CNC) machine tools,
liquid-level controllers for coupled-tanks systems, and motion controllers for alternating current (AC)
motors using a hybrid spatial vector pulse-width moclulation (SVPvVM) with artificial hydrocarbon
networks method.
At last, this work proves that artificial hyclrocarbon networks is an e fficient learning algorithm for
automatic processes in modeliug problems, and that chernical organic compouncls -based algorithms,
i.e. artificial organic uetworks teclrniquc. can be usecl in modeling problems and, more generally, in
rnachine learning.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The magnificence of nature has been theme for ali over the years. It manifests in very different ways:
the cycles of rocks, the mountains, the dawn in the skyline, the flow of water; the multiple social
living organisms as humans, birds, bees, ants; the molecular structures in matter. But, nature evolves
through the time; adapts their features to the most intricate circumstances.
The evolution and adaptation are just a few of the characteristics nature has as aces up its sleeve:
social behavior in anirnals, cultural staternents of hurnans, cornrnunication in bees, organization in
ants, etc. Exarnples are a lot.
In association with these features, researchers all(l scientists have been studying these phenomena
in order to appreciate the valuable contribution to problerns. In fact, naturally inspired systerns are
around us, since human beings have started to get rnetaphors between rnechanisms of nature and those
problems that need to be solved in human realities.
Biological and natural inspiration systerns ancl teclmiques are applied in rnodern sciences. Actually,
computational science uses these kinds of inspirations in, but not lirnited to searching, optirnization,
approxirnation, learning, and sorting algorithrns. For example, the observations in the cornmunication
of bees can handle with problerns over the Internet in terrns of the load balance. In other context,
the studies of the organization in ants are used to optirnize severa! problems in the industry or in the
engineering design. Much more close to humans, biology inspires researchers to emulate the behavior
of ueurons giving way to artificial ueural uetworks typically used to learn ancl approxirnate functions
or systems.
Particularly, observations m matter and how it is constitute, !et to the current work suppose
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that might exist a way in which basic components (e.g., atoms and molecules) can contribute with
sufficient knowledge in order to open a new brand of solutions to computational problems. In fact,
if few elements can interact with sorne rules of composition and there exists a vast set of organic
compounds with different characteristics pointing out the topologies and their relatively easiness for
bonding; then, it assumes that organic chemistry gets a starting point to research in developing new
computational learning algorithms.

1.1

Motivation

When looking at nature, and more specifically at the structure of matter, sorne characteristics of
chemical compounds are rapidly noticeable. For instance, just around eleven elements can derived in
more than twenty millions of different organic compounds [3, 4]. In addition, these compounds can
be made of other simple molecules, describing "intelligent" organized units. Also, this organization
is based on chemical rules that are applied over and over again from atoms to molecules, and from
molecules to mixtures of those [5, 6]. I3ut the must important observation is that chemical structures
look for stabilization via energy minimization [3, 6, 7]. Thus, organic compounds are made of minimal
resources and optima! ways to do that.
Actually, note that the relationship of atoms makes possible molecular units. Different atoms and
different arrangements of those make different molecules. In fact, the differentiation of molecules may
be observable frorn their physical and chernical properties. In that sense, physical properties may refer
to the structure of the rnolecule while chernical features rnay refer to the behavior of that rnolecule.
Thus, molecules can be seen as basic units of inforrnation characterized by the atorns in the inside.
Moreover, rnolecules might be seen as encapsulation and potential inheritance of information. However,
relationships among atoms cannot be performed without two possible interactions: chemical bonds and
chemical reactions. The first interaction forrns basic and complex rnolecules, and the second one forms
mixtures of rnolecules.
In a nutshell, the environment plays an important role when creating or modifying chemical organic
compounds. It starts with a punch of atorns subjected to conclitions that allows favorable internctions
on them. Chemically, the relationships in that atoms are searching for optima! solutions, like energy
minimization. This optimality makes possible organizecl structures, seen as modules or units of information. ~Ioreover, the whole assembly responds to the environment. At last, the obtained chemical
structure not only satisfies environrnental constraints ancl stability, but also it clevelops a proper be-
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havior. In fact, similar chemical organic compounds have similar structures and behaviors. In other
words, molecules can package information and inherit that to other compounds, representing the same
structure and behavior.
Now, consider that there are artificial structures inspired on chemical organic compounds satisfying
sorne inspired chemical rules. Then, the same characteristics of modularity, inheritance, organization
and stability found in chemical organic compounds might be present in these artificial structures. At
last, these artificial structures based on chemical organic compounds can be implemented as a class of
computational learning algorithms to model systems.
For instance, consider the modeling problem that refers to approximate a system or function that
is complex, in terms of a huge number of variables, in order to describe nonlinear relationships among
variables, or in the worst case, to describe systems or functions that are not mathematically analytic [8, 9]. Moreover, the modeling problem can be solved using computational learning algorithms.
However, modeling can be classified in their majority, using the measurement of algorithms related to
computational complexity theory [8, 10, 11], asN P problems which it means that the solution might
not be calculated in polynomial-time. Thus, a set of algorithms has being developed with different
techniques such as: reductions to NP-completeness 18, 10, 11]; randomization [8]; conditional probabilities [8, 12, 13]; heuristics 18, 9]; naturally inspired paradigrns [8, 9]; artificial intelligence [9, 13, 14, 15]
or parallel prograrnming 116]. As notice so far, rnost of the algorithms to compute rnodeling problems
rneet the solution in a non polynomial-time. In addition, sorne of the weaknesses of these algorithms
can be enumerated as following 114, 8, 10, 111:
l. Sorne algorithms accept the worst case exponential cornplexity, if they are efficient and fast

enough.
2. Sorne algorithms accept the time average complexity to be exponential.

3. Sorne algorithms do not meet thc optima! solution, but approximate it by a feasible solution.
4. Sorne algorithms depend on heuristics or randomization.
5. Not ali the algorithms allow an interpretation of the data usecL i.e. the:v are black boxes.
6. Sorne algorithms do not converge for a feasible solution or they meet local mínima.
7. They depencl on a specific problem.
8. Sorne algorithms cannot be extended ca;;ily.
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In that sense, this work is motivated by looking for new paradigms and techniques naturally inspired
in order to achieve new problem solving strategies that better draws much more understandings on
themselves and solves modeling problems. Following this line, the proposal of the thesis is inspired on
chemical organic compounds, handling sorne weaknesses of modeling algorithms. In particular, chemical organic compounds inspire the current work to design an algorithm with a degree of convergence,
easily spanning of the structures or topologies, well forming without ambiguities in the definitions of
the structures and data analysis, anda degree of interpretation as gray boxes (against to black boxes).

1.2

Problem Statement

As mentioned above, modeling problems can be solved with N P-algorithms that present severa! weaknesses. In fact, convergence is not reached in every case, depending on the situation; typically falling
into local minima or at least in a feasible solution; in addition, there is not an interpretation of the
data information used because it resembles as black boxes; and, sorne algorithms cannot be extended
easily. Thus, there exista need to find new solutions in order to achieve new problem solving strategies
that better draws much more understandings (at Ieast as a gray box) and solves modeling problems.
As introduced earlier, this work uses inspiration from chemical organic compounds to propose a
new class of computational learning algorithms that solves suitable modeling problems in the scope
of convergence, stability of the algorithm, well-formed structures, easiness of spanning structures, and
getting a degree of interpretation of the data involved in the model.

1.3

Objectives

This work has the objective to designa computational Iearning algorithm inspired on chemical organic
compounds that solves suitable modeling systems, primary engineering systems, based on its structural
adaptation. In particular, the proposed algorithm must meet the next requirements:

• lt has to be stable, i.e. it converges for the input domain.
• lt has to be well forming in structure without ambiguities.
• It has to have structures with a degree of interpretation, i.e. such as gray boxes, in order to
partially understand modeled systems.
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Thesis J ustification

The interest to open a new brand of solutions in computational modeling problems is justified by their
inherent conception of classical studies in reduction of time solution and space efficiency, and their
applications on other fields different from computational sciences. Moreover, computational learning
algorithms for solving the modeling problem is highly appreciate in industry, government, education,
economics, physics, biology, chemistry, etc., since there is no one general learning algorithm that can
model every problem [13].
For example, applications of modeling problems most used, but not limited to, are: control systems
in industry [17, 18]; expert systems as imitation of human being actions for a given process [9]; make
decisions in financia! markets, or matching information as face recognition [19]; forecasting and function
approximations [20]; and so forth. Thus, the importance of studying rnodeling problems resides on the
usefulness of models in analysis, sirnulation or prediction of inforrnation, and valiclation of prototypes
on research ancl clevelopment groups [21].
Far instance, in 2012 the Global Agenda Councils on Ernerging Technologies of the ·world Economic Forurn considered cornputational learning algorithrns and big data techniques as a high impact
ernerging technology [22].

1. 5

Hypothesis

The current work is supportecl by thc fact that organic chemistry, ancl more preciscly, organic cornpounds have relevant inforrnation on convergence and stability of structures, well-forrned topologies
without arnbiguities, and easiness of spanning basic elernents to perforrn cornplex actions or systems.

In fact, rnolecules can be seen as clusters of inforrnation that rnight be useful when clesigning a new
computational learning algorithm. Then, the following hypothesis has to be proved:

It is po8sible to develop efficient autornatic processes based on chernical organic structures that allow
getting stable, well forming, and partially organized structures far solving rnodeling problems .

•
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Contribution

This work ma.kes the following contributions:
• lt defines artificial organic networks, a new class of computational learning algorithms inspired
on chemical organic compounds that is stable, self-organized and modular.

• It defines artificial hydrocarbon networks, a supervised, multivariate, and parametric learning
algorithm based on artificial organic networks, allows users to model systems and to partially
understand them via its self-organized and parametric structure. In addition, it provides mechanisms to encapsulate and inherit information over new artificial carbon based networks.

• It defines a new hybrid fuzzy inference system namedfuzzy-molecular inference system in order
to improve the performance of type-1 and type-11 fuzzy inference systems, mainly on dealing with
uncertain, and highly noise-corrupted information.
• lt proposes novel approaches on different fields of applications: modeling, analysis and inference

of engineering systems; noise-reduction of audio signals; facial recognition systems; and control
applications (i.e. motion controllers and a novel spatial vector pulse-width modulation SVPvVM
controller).
• lt implements artificial hydrocarbon networks in a freeware toolkit using LabVIEWTM.

In addition, the following research papers derived from this work have been published, ordered chronologically from bottom to top:
l. Ponce, H., Ponce, P., Molina, A. (2013), Método de Aprendizaje Automático Basado

en Compuestos Orgánicos (A Machine Learning Method Based on Organic Compounds), Komputer Sapiens, year V, vol. III, in press.

Nowadays, the interest of new computational techniques for modeling systems has grown. In
that sense, artificial organic networks is proposed as a new machine learning method inspired on
chemical compounds based on carbon atoms. This technique contributes in stability of algorithms
and in organization of information based on the analogy of organic compounds

ª"

well

ª"

the

implementation of chemical heuristic8. In addition, the supervised learning algorithm named artificial hydrocarbon networb is pre8ented a8 an instance of artificial organ,ic networb. Through
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experimental results over testing data sets, filtering of audio signals and design of controllers,
this paper exposes the potentiality of artificial hydrocarbon networks.

2. Ponce, H., Ponce, P., Molina, A. (2013),Artificial Hydrocarbon Networks Fuzzy Inference

System, Mathematical Problems in Engineering, vol. 2013, article ID 531031, 13 pages.

This paper presents a novel fuzzy inference model based on artificial hydrocarbon networks, a
computational algorithm for modeling problems based on chemical hydrocarbon compounds. In
particular, the proposed fuzzy-molecular inference model (FIM-model} uses molecular units of information to partition the output space in the defuzzification step. Moreover, these molecules are
linguistic units that can be partially understandable due to the organized structure of the topology
and metadata parameters involved in artificial hydrocarbon networks. In addition, a position controller for a direct current (DC) motor was implemented using the proposed FIM-model in type-1
and type-2 fuzzy inference systems. Experimental results demonstrate that the fuzzy-molecular
inference model can be applied as an alterna ti ve of type-2 M amdani 's fuzzy control systems because the set of molecular units can deal with dynamic uncertainties mostly present in real-world
control applications.

3. Ponce, H., Ponce, P., l\,Iolina, A. (2013), A New Training Algorithm for Artificial Hydro-

carbon Networks Using an Energy Model of Covalent Bonds, 7th IFAC Conference on
Manufacturing Modelling, l\fanagement, and Control. vol. 7(1), pp. 602 - 608.

Computational algorithms far modeling problems are widely used in control engineering systems.
Several algorithms far modeling systems are proposcd in literature. However, they have some
drawbacks like stability of algorithms and absence of information inside the model acting as black
boxes. Recently, a novel technique called artificial hydrocarbon networks (AHNs) was proposed
to improve the latter drawbacks in computational algorithms; but there is no training algorithm
that specifies how to build the structure and tune all parameters involved on it. Thus, this paper
introduces a new training algorithm. for AHNs using an cnergy model of covalent bonds inspired
on organic chem.istry observat'ions. Results report that this training algorithm can be used for
designing the structure of AHNs while obtaining the pararneter values, both at the sam.e time.

4. Ponce, H., Ponce. P. (2012). Artificial Hydrocarbon Networks: A New Algorithm Bio-
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Inspired on Organic Chemistry, International Journal of Artificial lntelligence and Computational Research (IJAICR), vol. 4(1), pp. 39 - 51.

This paper introduces a new algorithm bio-inspired on organic chemistry for approximation problems, named artificial hydrocarbon networks ( AHN). In fact, hydrocarbon compounds present
characteristics as stability, well-forming structures, and easily spanning; properties that are
needed modeling problems. Actually, artificial organic networks are also presented as basis of
AHNs. The description of the proposed algorithm and interesting results like the approximation
of elemental arithmetic operations, trigonometric functions, and XOR nonlinear classifiers, are
discussed.

5. Ponce, H., Ponce, P., Molina, A. (2012), A Novel Adaptive Filtering for Audio Signals

Using Artificial Hydrocarbon Networks, 9th lnternational Conference on Electrical Engineering, Computing Science and Automatic Control IEEE-CCE, pp. 277 - 282.

The present paper introduces a novel adaptive filtering for audio signals corrupted with white
noise. The audio filter is based on artificial hydrocarbon networks ( AHNs), a novel approach
inspired on organic chemistry for stability, well-forming and easy-spanning topologies. In that
sense, an AHN-molecular structure adapts its parameters in a specific window to cancel signa[
noise from original audio sequence using the notion of filtering given by AHN-topologies. Results
of the present approach show that artificial hydrocarbon networks can achieve audio filtering for
noisy signals.

Then, a comparison between AHN-filtering and FIR filtering is presented.

In

addition, the AHN-filtering is implemented on DSP NI-Speedy 33 hardware.

6. Ponce, H., Ponce, P. (2011), Artificial Organic Networks, Conference on Electronics, Robotics,
and Automotive Mechanics IEEE CERMA, pp. 29 - 34.

This paper introduces a novel artificial intelligence technique bio-inspired on organic chemistry:
Artificial Organic Networks (AON). In fact, organic compounds present severa/ characteristics
as stability, well- f ormed molecules, and easily-spanning. Thus, these compounds can be taken as
inspiration in which a primitive structure assures stability in itself, and then sorne of these structures might be mi:red in arder to f orm more complex structures in a natural and easy way, also
assuring stability. In this contexl, there e:risls the opportunity to investigate and to create new
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organic structures, not only based on primary elements. Thus, organic chemistry knowledge and
mathematical formalization are applied into this new algorithm. Moreover, Artificial Hydrocarbon
Networks ( AHN), particular artificial organic compounds, are also defined and implemented.
7. Ponce, H., Ponce, P. (2011), Artificial Hydrocarbon Networks, IX Congreso Internacional
sobre Innovación y Desarrollo Tecnológico CIINDET, pp. 614 - 618.

In this paper, Artificial Hydrocarbon Networks ( AHNs) are introduced as a novel technique of
artificial intelligence bioinspired on organic chemistry. In particular, characteristics of organic
compounds, i.e. hydrocarbons, are used in arder to explore stability in structures, well-forming
topologies and easiness of spanning them. Formally, the algorithm is presented in a mathematical fashion helped with truncated power series and its radius of convergence. At the end, basic
operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication and division are implemented with this
new algorithm. Finally, conclusions and future work is also discussed.
Other research articles submitted for review (until November 2013):
l. Ponce, H., Ponce, P., Malina, A. (in review), Adaptive Noise Filtering Based on Artificial

Hydrocarbon Networks: An Application to Audio Signals, Submitted to ELSEVIER
Expert Systems with Applications.

Many audio signa[ applications are corrupted with noi8e. In particular, adaptive filters are frequently applied to white noise reduction in audio. Recent work provides that there exi8t 8ome
insight8 on U8ing an artificial intelligence method called artificial hydrocarbon networks (AHNs}
far filtering audio signals.

Thus, the scope of this paper is to design and implement a novel

approach aj artificial hydrocarbon networks on adaptive filtering far audio signals. Three experiments were developed. Results demonstrate that AHNs can reduce noise from audio signals. A
comparison between the proposed algorithm and a FIR-filter is also provided. The short-time objective intelligibility value (STO]) and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) were used far evaluation.
At last, the proposed training method far finding the parameters involved in the AHN-filter can
also be used in other fields of application.
2. fllolina, A., Ponce, H., Ponce, P., Tel10. G., Rarnírez, 11. (in review), Artificial Hydrocarbon

Networks Fuzzy Inference Systems for CNC Machines Position Controller, Submit-
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ted to The International Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology (Springer).

This paper proposes a novel position controller far computer numerical control (CNC) machines
based on a hybrid fuzzy inference system that uses artificial hydrocarbon networks in its defuzzification step, so-called fuzzy-molecular inference system. The fuzzy-molecular based position
controller is characterized to improve the accuracy in position and the time machining. In order
to prove these characteristics, a case study was run over a reconfigurable micro-machine tool
(RmMT) assembly in lathe configuration. In addition, a workpiece machining in the RmMT
assembly serves to realize a comparative analysis between the proposed controller and three other
controllers: a classical PID controller manually-tuned, a PID controller auto-tuned, and a fuzzy
Mamadni controller. Experimental results validate the performance and the implementability of
the proposed fuzzy-molecular position controller against the others.

3. Ponce, H., Ponce, P., Molina, A. (in review), Artificial Hydrocarbon Networks Algorithm:

A Tutorial, Submitted to Artificial lntelligence Review (Springer).

Artificial hydrocarbon networks is a new supervised learning algorithm inspired on chemical hydrocarbon compounds for modeling, inference and classification purposes. Since, this algorithm
requires interdisciplinary knowledge about chemistry, computational intelligence and machine
learning, it represents a challenging problem for new users. In arder to understand its implementability, this paper presents a brief review of the algorithrn and introduces a step-by-step
tutorial for artificial hydrocarbon networks with numerical examples.

4. Ponce, H., Ponce, P., Molina, A. (in review), A Review of Artificial Organic Networks:

A Novel Supervised Learning Technique Inspired on Chemical Organic Compounds,
Submitted to IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computing.

This paper presents the statc-of-the-art of artificial organic networks as a supervised learning
technique far modcling, infcrcnce and classification applications. This technique is inspired on
chemical organic compounds due to its energy stabilization properties as well as encapsulation of
information in molecules and its hierarchical organization of chemical structures. In addition,
this paper also reviews the artificial hydrocarbon networks algorithm that is inspired on chernical hydrocarbon cornpounds and follows the artificial organic nctworks technique. Experimental
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results over different cases studies like filtering audio signals, facial recognition, and control applications, are covered in arder to expose the potential of this new supervised learning technique
and the artificial hydrocarbon networks algorithm.

5. Ponce, H., Ponce, P., Bastida, H., Molina, A. (in process), A New Liquid-Level Controller

for Coupled-Tanks Systems Using Artificial Hydrocarbon Networks, in process.

This paper presents a novel robust liquid-level controller far coupled-tanks systems using artificial hydrocarbon networks. In fact, the proposed controller is based on a hybrid fuzzy inference
system with artificial hydrocarbon networks that deals with noisy and uncertain data expressed in
linguistic units of information. Experimental results over the CEJ 05 TecQuipment coupled-tanks
system were done using the proposed controller. These results proved that the controller can handle with different discharge rates at the secondary tank, given its robustness property, against to
classical PID controllers.

6. Ponce, H., !barra, L., Ponce, P., iviolina, A. (in process), A Novel Artificial Hydrocarbon

Networks Based Spatial Vector Modulation Controller for Induction Motors, in process.

This paper presents a novel spatial vector with pulse-width modulation (SVPWM) controller far
induction motors based on artificial hydrocarbon networks. The proposed controller is based on a
hybrid fuzzy inference system with artificial hydrocarbon networks that -irnproves the performance
of the SVPWM in a direct control torque (DTC) strategy far controlling induction motors. Experimental res-ults proves that the proposed controller improves the transition and steady states
of the stator flux, torque and velocity responses in comparison with a classical PID controller.

Chapter 2

Learning Algorithms for Modeling
Problems
Modeling algorithms are widely used in real world applications, such as: predicting behaviors in
systems, proving any particular description of systems, or fincling patterns in unknown and uncertainty
data. l11 fact, mocleling algorithms achieve simplifications of real phcnornena. :.Ioreover, interesting
applications have been developed for engineering, biology, physics, biomedical, chemical, economics,
statistics, and so forth. Examples are a lot: security intelligent systerns, recornmencler agents for social
networks, stock exchange analysis, etc. In that sense, severa! automatic techniques and methods have
been developed for that purpose. In liternture, there are different cornputational algorithms that allow
suitahle solutions for modeling problerns. The rnost prorninent algorithms of these typcs fall into the
field of rnachine learning that studies. analyzes and builds systems that can learn frorn inforrnation

[13).
In that sense, this chapter introduces the definition of the rnocleling problern and the irnportance
of studying it. After that, it presents the rnost cornrnon rnethods in rnachine learning, classifying thern
in supervised and unsupervised learning algorithrns. Then, a brief review

011

graph theory is presented

in orcler to represcnt visual rnodels. Finally, this chapter describes the notion of cornputational time
complexity allCI stability analysis in algorithms.
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Overview of Computational Modeling Algorithms

An algorithm is a sequence of finite and specific set of instructions for solving a suitable problem in a
finite amount of time [11]. In addition, computational algorithms sol ve different type of problems like:
sorting, searching, string processing, graph problems, combinatoria! problems, geometric problems,
optimizing, learning, and numerical problems [11, 9]. On these areas of interest, severa! algorithms
have been adopted. In particular, learning algorithms have been used for analyzing and identifying
systems, predicting, forecasting, classifying, etc. However, the main purpose of these algorithms is to
find a model of a given system, also known as the modeling problem.
In fact, given a set of data observations, e.g. sample pairs (x, y), from an unknown system, the
modeling problem refers to find, or build, a functional relationship between the attribute variables
x and the target variables y, such that, this relationship describes the system closely and generally.

l\Ioreover, the functional relationship is called the rnodel of the system. Thus, learning algorithms use
the set of data observations in order to build a model of a system [13, 23]. In Section 2.3, different
class of learning methods will be described.

2.2

The lmportance of Studying Modeling Problems

The irnportance of studying rnodeling problerns resides

011

the usage of them in analysis, sirnulation,

and validation of physical prototypes on research and developrnent groups [21]. Actually, rnodeling
concerns to get an approximation of a systern or process [9]. For example in physical systerns, control
systems need a simplifiecl moclel of the real world, knowing as the plant [241, automatecl greenhouses
claims for getting the cornplex nonlinear model of the generated rnicro-climate and cultivation growth
[17], analysis and performance of rnanufacturing plants [24], filtering severa! media like audio and video
[25], and so forth. As notice so far, modeling has important applications like: predicting behaviors in
systems, proving any particular description of systems, or finding patterns on unknown and uncertainty
data.
l\loveover, rnodeling algorithrns are widely used in real world applications, primary because computational algorithms for analysis all(I rnodeling systerns have given ·'value" to data. In fact, the vVorld
Economic Forum in its Global Agenda Councils on Ernerging Technologies consiclers these computational learnable systerns as one of the top ten emergent technologies with high impact in 2012 [22].
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2.3

Learning Algorithms

Interesting real world phenomena is highly complex in terms of their behavior. If delimited these
phenomena to be any system (e.g. physical, medical, economical, biological, and so forth), it can be
analyzed, predicted or described by a model. In fact, a model is a simple representation of a system
or process [26]. In suitable cases, representation of those systems as models is done by experts or
by extracting information of amounts of data. However, the process is intractable if systems have
complex, unpredictable behaviors or there are huge amounts of data. Thus, other techniques need to
be applied.
In general, learning algorithms intend to make this process easier [8, 23]. Those can be classified
as supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms. The first class of algorithms salves for a model
using information in the form of input and output signals; while the second type of learning algorithms
only uses the input signa! in order to recognize regularities on it [13].

2.3.1

Supervised and Unsupervised Learning Algorithms

Let I:: be any given system with ordered pairs (x, y) of attribute and target variable observations,
respectively. Then, supervised learning algorithms build a model y of I:; using past and present data
or experience in the form of ordered pairs of attribute and target variables, also denoted inputs and
outputs [13]. The idea behind these algorithms is to minimize any metric that measures the distance
between the target observations and the model. This metric is known as loss function or error function
E, and rneasures how precise the model is in terms of target data [23]. In optimization procedures,

this loss function is called the objective function.
Actually, the most common metric is the so-called squared loss function like (2.1); where,q is
the number of data observations (samples), Xk E IR" is the k-th sample of attribute variables xk =
{x1k, ... , Xnk}, Yk E !Rm is the k-th sample of target variables Yk

=

{ylk, ... , Ymd and Yk

= J(xk) is

the response of the model clue to Xk1

E=

'I

2 ¿ (y,.. -

f(x¡,.))

2

(2.1)

k=I

In contrast, unsupervisecl learning algorithms build rnoclcls

y of a systern

I:;

only using attribute

variables x. These learning processes recognize regularities in the input clomain of the system [13].
Different rnctrics are widely used, but a squared loss function E can be computed as (2.2): where, q
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is the number of input samples,

Xk

E lRn is the k-th sample of attribute variables xk

= {x 1k, ... , xnd

and 0i is a set of parameters defined in the model.

(2.2)

2.3.2

Other Classes of Learning Algorithms

Machine learning distinguishes the above classification of algorithms.

However, they can also be

classified based on their interna! processes, like [23, 13]: parametric and nonparametric, probabilistic,
and univariate and multivariate learning algorithms.

• Univariate and multivariate algorithms. If algorithms build models that only depend on
an attribute variable x E JR, then they are known as univariate algorithms; while multivariate
learning algorithms build models that depend on severa! attribute variables x E lRn.

• Parametric algorithms. They build a model
such that,

y= J(xJ0¡) .

y of I: that depends on suitable parameters 0i,

Moreover, they are reduced toan optimization problem in which the set

of optima! parameters 0; minimizes E like in (2 .1) or (2.2).

• Nonparametric algorithms. They build a model y of I: that only depends on data observations from the system, such that,

y = f (x) . Then, these algorithms suppose similarities in input

data such that similar inputs may have similar outputs.

• Probabilistic algorithms. They claim for uncertainty in data observations (x, y), such that, a
model is built in terms of dependencies of uuits of information that are related with conditional

'

probabilities, typically dueto the Bayes' rule. However, probabilistic algorithms are not restricted
to Bayes' theorem, they can also apply statistics of data observations in order to build a suitable
model.

2.4

Brief Review on Graph Theory

Graph theory is a branch of discrete mathematics that studies mathematical structures called graphs
[27]. A graph is a collection of vertices and eclges together with a rule of counection among them [27) .
Actually, graph theory is very important in computer science. biology, engineering, informatics, mathematics, linguistics, medicine. and social science: cspecially because they are excellent representational
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modeling tools [27]. For example, combinatorial problems extend graph theory [10]. In that way, sorne
graph algorithms developed so far are [27]: the well-known breadth-first search and depth-first search,
connected components algorithm, and Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm [11].
Several techniques in computer science use graph theory.

For instance, m feedforward neural

networks, vertices are called cells that are linked between them with directed and weighted edges. The
flow of information goes through the edges passing over the cells and computing activation functions
[24]. In addition, Bayesian networks use vertices as discrete randomized values linked with directed
edges, representing conditional probabilistic tables.

In that case, evidence nodes are inputs, and

outputs work as inference nodes [12]. In state machines, vertices are states of a process or system,
and edges are transitions or conditions among states; in fact, an initial state and one or more final
states are the input and output states, respectively [13]. Directly from graph theory, trees and forests
apply vertices as values or symbols, and edges represent relationships or possible paths among vertices.
In sorne cases, edges can be directed or undirected, weighted or un-weighted; the only restriction is
that graphs must be acyclic. lntuitively, trees ancl forests represent inheritance; thus, data flows from
parents to children [27, 28]. Furthermore, systems theory represents functions, systems or processes
via vertices; and the directed edges connect them in order to get a flow of information. In graphs of
systems theory, information starts as an input, goes through the directed graph, and finishes at the
output vertex [29].
As seen, graph theory can <leal with so different approaches. In that context, each of the above
teclmiques and theories can solve modeling problems through visual representations like graphs. In
the following discussion, sorne key concepts of graphs are introduced. For detailed information about
graphs, refer to [27].

Definition 2.1. (general graph) Let G = (V,E,d>) be an ordered triple, where V

-f.

0, V

n E= 0

and d> ---+ P(V) is a map from the set E to the power set of V, such that, lld>(e)II E {l, 2} for each
e E E. Then, G is called a general graph, V is a set of vertices of G, E is a set of edges of G, and
ó is an edgemap with <P(e) called endvertices.

Definition 2.2. ( simple graph) Let G

= (V. E)

be an ordered pair, where V

2-element subsets of V, such that E ~ { {u, v} lu, v E V. u

-f. v}.

-f.

0 and E is a set of

Then, G is called a simple graph.
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From here, this work considers Definition 2.2 as a graph. In fact, there is an important class of
graphs in which it assumes that every edge in the graph is just a relationship between two vertices,
considering no loops (an edge over itself). Following, another helpful concept is the degree of a vertex:

Definition 2.3. ( degree of vertex) Let G

=

(V, E) be a graph and u E V be a vertex of G. The

degree of u, denoted by dc(u), is defined as:

dc(u)

= l{e E Ele= {u,ui}, 'v'u;

-=J.

u,u; E V}I

(2.3)

Where, ISI stands far the cardinality of the set S.

Note that from Definition 2.3, the degree of a vertex is equal to the number of vertices connected
to it. The notion of degree will be important when defining components in next chapters. In addition,
let introduce subgraphs because they are also a key concept in visual representations of structures:

Definition 2.4. ( subgraph) Let G = (V, E) and G' = (V', E') be two graphs. Then, G' is a subgraph
of G, denoted G' ~ G, if V'~ V and E'~ E.

From Definition 2.4, Gis induced by G'. This means that Gis an extension or spanning of G'. In
that way, this work uses the term spanned and induced indistinctly.

2.5

Complexity of Computational Algorithms

Since two or more computational algorithrns can solve the same problem, the measurement of how
well or how efficient is the algorithm is called complexity. In a more formal way, the time complexity,
denoted by O ( t( n)), me asures the time taken by an algorithm to run in terms of the size of the instan ce
n, and t(n) is a given function [28]. For instance, if the time complexity is linear, it is represented
as O(n); in cases in which the algorithm salves the problem in polynomial time, the time complexity
is typically denoted by a rn-order polynomial, e.g. O(nm). However, if the time complexity of the
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algorithm is exponential, or 0(2n), then for a very large problems, the algorithm will not converge
[28].
It is important to note that the mathematical tool O(·) measures the time complexity when the
time tends to be very large. In addition, this notation describes the upper bound of how a function
might growth. If a lower bound of time complexity is needed, ther2( ·) is preferred. This assumes that
the algorithm run proportionally at least as O(f (n)) for input size n. Sometimes, for sorne values of
n, the time complexity of the algorithm is the same as the upper bound, and symmetrically. In such

cases, the mathematical tool is referred to as 0(f(n)) [30].
In computational complexity theory, problems can be classified depending on the running time that
their algorithms take to solve them with respect to an input size n. For instance, in complexity classes,

P and N P are two fundamental classes [28, 30]. Ali problems that can be sol ved at most in polynomial
time with deterministic algorithms are P problems. In constrast, ali problems that can be solved with
non-deterministic algorithms and their solutions can be checked in polynomial time are N P problems.

In fact, P C N P (it remains open the question if P

= N P).

As noted, P problems are preferred more

than N P problems, when n tends to be large. The hardest problems in the N P class are considered
N ?-complete problems. Furthermore, problerns that can be solved with 11011-deterministic algorithrn

but their solutions cannot be checked in polynornial time are N P-hard problerns. Roughly, N P-hard
problerns are at least as hard as N ?-complete problems. Furthermore, it is known by Ladner's theorem
[31], that there exist sorne problems in N P that are neither as easy as P problems nor as hard as
N ?-complete problems, if and only if P -1- N P.

2.6

Stability Analysis of Computational Algorithms

When designing computational algorithms for modeling problems, the generalization property is clairned.
In fact, the notion that any training set of data might be used in the learning process of algorithms,
supposes that any other set (e.g., the testing set) might be successfully reached. Thus, stability is
the property of algorithrns that claims. whenever possible, that for srnall changes in input elata the
algorithms will produce small changes in the final results [21]. If this property is not satisfied, then
the algorithm is to be said unstable. When algorithms are stable only for certain choices of input
data, they are callecl conditionally stable [21]. In learning algorithms. stahility is important because
this property is closcly related to generalization [23, 13]: which it is consiclcrecl as the ability of an
algorithm to return an accurate output valuc for a new, unseen elata obscrvation.

Chapter 3

N aturally Inspired Algorithms
This chapter introduces the concept of naturally inspired algorithms and describes the most relevant
techniques developed so far.

Moreover, since the current propasa! is inspired on chernical organic

compounds, this chapter intents to present an overview and the state-of-the-art of chernically inspired
algorithms. To this end, it is important to note that, until now, Artificial Organic Networks is in the
frontier of trends on chemically inspired computing.

3.1

Introduction to Naturally Inspired Algorithms

Many algorithms in machine learning and optirnization proceclures are inspirecl in nature, from phenomena to structures. arising the so-callee! naturally inspired algorithms [9, 32]. Roughly, these algorithms
use inforrnation about natural processes like water activities, social behavior, living organisms and
their different levels, environmental actions, physical phenomena, ancl so forth. In fact, during the last
decades, these algorithms have been clcveloped and used more ancl more clue to the advantages they
bring on computing. In addition, naturally inspired, or simply nature-inspired, algorithrns are related
to artificial intelligence, a field in which theories of knowledge, soft-computing, mathematical models
and biological or natural stuclies are joinecl together in arder to give to an autonomous agent a specific
behavior [9].

In computer sciences, nature-inspirecl algorithrns are appliecl to achieve approximate solutions to
problerns likc mocleling, optimization, searching, schecluling, classification, clustering, etc. They employ hcuristics that can hanclle with a largc variety of problerns lrnt reaching approxirnate solutions,
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giving robustness. In sorne problems, it is preferable reaching an approximate solution more than an
exact solution because the algorithm gets the solution in less time and solves different problems with
minor changes. For example, common nature-inspired algorithms are [8, 9, 32]: meta-heuristic algorithms, evolutionary algorithms, artificial neural networks, swarm intelligence, and DNA computing
algorithms.
Two subclasses of algorithms can be found under naturally inspired algorithms. Biologically inspired, or simply bio-inspired, algorithms are those that emulate the way of reasoning, developing
and solving problems using observations of biology processes.

In contrast, chemically inspired or

chemistry-inspired algorithms are those that use chemical rules, interactions and organic agents to
solve problems.

3.2

Biologically Inspired Algorithms

Biologically inspired, or simply bio-inspired, algorithms are those that emulate the way of reasoning,
developing and solving problems using observations of biology processes [9, 33].

Following, three

representative bio-inspired techniques are described.

3.2.1

Evolutionary Algorithms

Nature evolves itself for adapting to an environment. Evolutionary algorithms are inspired on natural
evolution in which preserved relevant information is coded. In fact. the process of evolution uses two
simple operations: mutation and recombination. Mutation rneets the criterion of variability in a pool
of basic inforrnation while recornbination exchanges inforrnation arnong individuals. These operations
are done overa population ora set of individuals that evolves through epochs. At last, natural selection
causes extinction in non-adapted organisrns and provides better resources to adapted organisrns [13, 9].
In the context rnentioned above, evolutionary algorithrns can be classified into three families [9]:
evolutionary prograrnrning (airning the adaptation of individuals rather than the evolution of thern),
evolution strategies (looking for optirnization in engineering problerns with sorne rules of adaptation
in operations and individuals), and genetic algorithrns (the rnost popular farnily of evolutionary algorithrns which it prirnary uses recornbination because independent solutions can derive in better
solutions for a suitable problern). Hybrid cornbinations of these algorithms can also be found. In
that way, sorne other techniques are evolution prograrns, genetic programming, and rnirnetic algo-
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rithrns. Detailed inforrnation can be found in [13, 9]. Sorne applications of evolutionary algorithrns
are focused to solve problerns of cornbinatorial optirnization, scheduling, placernent problerns, searching, telecornrnunications, design, rnechanical optirnization, power planning, error coding design, etc.

[8, 9, 17, 34, 35].

3.2.2

Artificial Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks are rnathernatical rnodels based on nervous systern for ernulate learning, and
they can irnprove their behavior with training or historical experience [14, 36, 15]. This technique is
inspired by neurons as the basic rnodel in which they are cells and they can forrn relations vía links
shaping networks. In fact, cells are the cornputational part of the algorithrn in which reasoning and
genetic activation signals are perforrned. Input rnessages pass through the network interacting with
the cells. Typically, cells evaluate a performing weighted surn of inputs [15, 9].
Severa! types of neural networks are available. For exarnple, single or multilayer perceptrons are the
first neural networks irnplernented. They use a threshold as activation function in the cells. Another
type is the general single and rnultilayer feedforward neural network, which differs frorn the previous
one in the activation function (actually, it has to be any continuous function) [13, 15].
One of the rnost appreciated features of neural networks is the ability to rnodel a process or learn the
behavior of a systern [9]. In that sense, neural networks have to be trained to rneet a rnodel orto learn
behaviors. Sorne algorithrns for supervised learning are perccptron learning, linear auto-associators
learning, iterative learning, Hopficld's model, rneans square error algorithms, and the \,Vidow-Hoff rule
or LMS algorithrns [9, 14]. Severa! unsupervised learning algorithms are K-rneans clustering, Kohonen
clustering or Self-organizing rnodcls, ARTl, and ART2 [14, 9]. Howcver, the above learning stands for
single neural networks. If rnultilayer neural networks have to be trained, the rnost popular algorithrn
is the back-propagation algorithrn and its modifications [15, 13].
Sorne of the applications of neural networks are control systerns m industry in order to model
systems and to regulate variables that might present unccrtainties [18], or create micro-climate for
cultivation crops in automated greenhouses [17]; expert systerns as imitation of human heing actions
for a given process [9]; make decisions in financia! markets or matching information as facial rccognition
[19]; forecasting and function approximations [20].
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Swarm Intelligence

Roughly, swarm intelligence is the artificial intelligence technique inspired by social behavior in sorne
animals, i.e. insects [9]. In addition, social behavior in insects means the interaction of individuals in
which they solve an optimization problem like finding the optima! path for food, task allocation, or
optimization based on communication, and so forth [9, 33].
Actually, swarm intelligence is one of the most useful bio-inspired techniques for optimization
problems. Social interactions asserts that individuals who act for a specific task and a collaborative
working are employed to reach a common goal. To this end, sorne algorithms in swarm intelligence are
reported in literature, such as [9, 32, 33, 37, 38]: ant colony optimization, particle swarm optimization,
honeybee forager allocation, intelligent water drops, artificial immune systems, bee colony optimization,
cuckoo search and firefly algorithms.

3.3

Chemically Inspired Algorithms

Chemically inspired or chemistry-inspired algorithrns are those that use chemical rules, interactions and
organic agents to solve problems. Following, interesting chernically inspired techniques are described.

3.3.1

Organic Computing

This is an emerging paradigrn of cleveloping large collections of agent systems inspired on living organisms, proposed by the Gerrnan Research Foundation (DFG, by its Gerrnan acronyrn). This paradigm
aims the following characteristics: self-organizing, self-configuring, self-optirnizing, self-healing, selfprotecting, self-explaining, and context aware [39]. Thus, organic cornputing systerns dynamically
adapt from the current state of the environrnent. lt is primary focuses on autonornous systems. Severa! artificial intelligence techniques and control system methods are used on it for achieving the final
objective [39, 40].

3.3.2

Chemical Reaction Algorithms

This is an ernerging class of algorithrns based

011

chemical operntions, proposed in 2010 by 1am and

Li [41]. The proposed chemical reaction optirnization (CRO) algorithm loosely mimics what happens
to rnolecules rnicroscopically when they are subjected to chernical reactions, following the energy
minimization rule in the potential energy surface (PES) [41].
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DNA Computing

This technique is biologically and chemically inspired in the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). Two main
classes of algorithms have been proposed. On one hand, the idea is to represent information as DNA
strands or chains which they are subjected to real chemical reactions, i.e. computing operations, over
DNA strands. In that way, parallel computation is done using severa! strands and applying the same
operation at once. In fact, DNA is a string of bases, i.e. adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine; and
then, data can be represented in these bases [8].
For example, Adleman [42] first proposed a DNA computing to solve the Hamiltonian Path Problem
(HPP) [42, 43]. In this case, bit strings (or strands) of bases were used to codify information, i.e.
vertices and edges of a graph representing the HPP, via ligation reaction to produce an initial random
set of strands. Secondly, these strands were amplified by polymerase chain reaction in order to find
ali strands that start and end in specific vertices, and then they run on an agarose gel to purify them
to get only specialized strands. Affinity of these strands is also implemented with a biotin-avidin
magnetic beads system. Finally, another amplification via polymerase chain reaction is done [42].
Other methods are presented in literature as the sticker based model in [44]. Applications for solving
NP-problems are reported in [45, 46], or for molecular computing [47].
On the other hand and in extension of genetic algorithms, gene expression algorithms are also
biologically and chemically inspired in the central dogma of biology in which it stands that DNA is
the central part of the gene information. In fact, it is translated to proteins via the mRNA aiming
proteins to synthetize themselves [9]. In fact, genes are expressed in clifferent ways depencling on
the transcription. Actually, genetic algorithms in the usage of fitness functions, inclividuals are not
properly preparecl to be encoded and to be evaluated into the fitness function. Thus, genes, in genetic
algorithms, can be evaluated in the fitness function via gene expression algorithrns in which it takes
into account the expression of the gene or chromosome in individuals and then it processes a phenotype
to translate individuals properly [9, 48, 49, 50]. Severa! aclvantages can be pointed out: binary strings
in genetic algoritluns can be used in operations (i.e., rnutation and crossover), fitness functions can
interact with individuals without ambiguities, getting optirnization in heuristics [9].
For exarnple, Xu, Wunsch 11, and Frank [51] proposecl the usage of recurrent neural network and
particle swarm optimization [37, 52] in order to obtain a forecasting from the time-series gene expression
data previously acquired. The proposal of the gene expression algorithrn argues that the algorithm
works similar to genetic regulatory networks and provides meaningful insights in understanding the
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nonlinear dynamics of the gene expression time-series [51]. Additionally, the gene expression algorithm
of Xu, Wunsch II, and Frank revealed potential regulatory interactions between genes [51]. In each
case, organic chemistry inspired algorithms and techniques to get better understandings of the proper
chemistry, but also helps other fields to construct new knowledge and applications.

Chapter 4

Organic Chemistry Inspiration
Nature shows adaptation and feasible solutions to sorne problems like the structure of matter, animal
survival or environmental analysis in terms of thermodynamics. Nature can also performs the intimate
relation among different elements forming different and a vast of compounds that preserve particular
characteristics depending on their relationships, the bonds of atoms, the electron configurations, and
so forth. The notion of the latter features is highly important in this work because it opens a new
brand of solutions while studying the structural behavior of organic compounds.
Since this work is inspired on chemical organic compounds as introduced in the preliminary notes
of this chapter, it reviews the fundamentals on organic chemistry pointing out the stability of organic
compounds, sorne chemical aspects of the components present in these specific compounds, the notion
of the chemical moclel of covalent bonding related to their energy, and sorne existing measures of energy
in chemical reactions. After that, the classification of organic compounds and their characteristics are
also discussed. In particular, it is important to highlight hydrocarbons bccause of their properties;
and interestingly, they offer enough inspiration into this work.

4.1

Preliminary Notes on Artificial Organic Networks

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the furnlarnentals on organic chemistry because artificial
organic networks, the proposed technique of this work, uses chernical organic compouncls as inspiration.
However, it is remarkable to say that, as noted in the following chapters, artificial organic networks can
be usecl by any user with no background of organic chcrnistry because ali the tcrrninology employed is
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Chemical Organic Compounds
Atoms
Molecules
Compounds
Mixtures
Chemical bonds
Stoichiometric coefficients
Chemical balance interaction
Enthalpy
Environment
Chemical properties
Chemical organic compound
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Meaning in Artificial Organic N etworks
Basic structural units. Parameters of properties.
Basic units of information.
Complex units of information made of molecular units.
Combination of compounds.
Rules of interaction in atomic and molecular units.
Definite ratios in mixtures. Weights of compounds.
Solution to definite ratios of mixtures.
Energy of molecules or compounds.
Input or exciting signals.
Output signals. Behaviors.
Structure and behavior of the obtained model.

Table 4.1: Key concepts of chemical organic compounds and their meanings in artificial organic networks.
defined within the technique.
Thus, this chapter intend to highlight key concepts of organic chemistry that work as inspirational
to artificial organic networks. To this end, Table 4.1 summarizes the key concepts of organic chemistry
and their meanings in the proposed technique.

4.2

Fundamentals on Organic Chemistry

Organic chemistry is the study of the cornpounds of car bon [3]. Interestingly, rnost of these compounds
consist of carbon atorns and a few of other elernents like hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, and
halogens (group 17 of elements, also known as VII-A group) [53[. In fact, these elernents only use their
first two orbitals s and p to form ionic interactions and covalent bonds [3].
In that way, atorns have a particular way of distribution in their electrons, known as electron
configuration. This assumes that electrons around the nucleus can only be in specific energy spaces
called shells. Additionally, shells are divided into subshells (i.e., s, p, d, and !) in which electrons are
grouped in orbitals. However, electrons rnight be placed in an infinite set of configurations. Thus, the
study of electron configuration is lirnited to the ground-state [3]; which it guarantees the lowest energy
or the tending to energy stabilization in the atorn due to the electron configuration.
Noble gases are the only atoms that present mínimum energy. Thus, atorns in the ground-state
that do not fully fil! its outer shell (i.e., valence electrons) require more electrons in order to complete
it. Basically in organic compounds, there exist two ways to do that: ionic interactions, and covalent
bonding [3, 53].
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In the next subsections there is an introduction to components of organic compounds, foundations
on energy stabilization, the model of covalent bonding, and the measurements of energy.

4.2.1

Description of Components

Summarily, organic compounds are constituted with the following components: atoms, molecules, and
their chemical relationships.
Organic compounds are made of the most basic units called atoms. Each atom is a set of charged
particles like protons, electrons and the neutral particles so-called neutrons. Roughly, any atom has
protons and neutrons joined together at its nucleus and the latter is surrounded by a set of electrons.
The sum of protons and neutrons is equal to the mass number of the atom. The number of protons in
the nucleus is referred as the atomic number. Hence, different atoms have different atomic numbers.
The well-known periodic table summarizes this and other concepts about atoms. Thus, different atoms
have distinct physical characteristics [6, 5]. In the sense of this work, the distinction of an atom is
limited to the atomic number, and different atoms refer to different behaviors due to their physical
characteristics.
A set of two or more atoms acting as a single unit is called molecule. The notion of molecule refers
to the incrernent of behavior for such units. Thus, rnolecules can perform more cornplex and different
actions than single atoms. In nature, atoms are not found isolated. Instead, they appear as elements,
particular rnolecules rnade of like atoms [6, 4].
Elements can be classified into three categories: metals, nonmetals ami rnetalloids. l\letal elemeuts
have physical characteristics: they are solid at room ternperature (except rnercury), they can also be
shiny, rnalleable ancl ductile, and they serve as conductors of electricity; chernically, they react losing
electrons. Nonmetal elernents do not have the physical characteristics listed above, and when reacting,
they gain electrons. Finally, metalloids have sorne metal properties and sorne others from nonmetal
elernents. In the context of organic cornpounds, there are only nonrnetal elements present in thern [4].
However, the ouly way to rnix elements is via chemical reactions forming more cornplex molecules,
sometirnes referred as compounds. In the general case, a compound is rnade up elernents proportionally
to its mass. Again, cornpounds have more complex and different behaviors than single atoms.
Another special type of molecules is the so-callee! functional group. lt is the set of atoms when a
car bon atom is bonded with one of the following atoms: hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur, or halogens
[6J. The importancc of them resides on the following [6]:
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l. Organic compounds are classified based on functional groups.

2. Chemical reactions act on functional groups in order to form other stable molecules, simple or
complex.
3. Functional groups are the basis for naming organic compounds.
lnterestingly, organic compounds are made of carbon elements with different elements: hydrogen,
oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, and halogens (fluorine, chlorine, bromine, iodine and astatine). Notice that
no other elements in the periodic table are involved in organic compounds, directly.
In molecules, the relationship between atoms is based on chemical bonding. In fact, the only way

atoms can interact is through charged particles inside them by attraction. There are two main types
of chemical bonds: covalent bonding and ionic bonding [6, 7]. In a nutshell, covalent bonding refers to
share electrons from the outer shell of atoms while ionic bonding refers to lose or gain electrons from
the outer shell of atoms. In both cases, they are explained by electronegativity, which it is described
in Section 4.2.2.
Covalent bonding is important to this work. For instance, these chemical bonds appear between
two nonmetal elements or one nonmetal element ancl one metalloid, whose electronegativity is less
than 1.7 in the scale of Pauling, as explained in the introduction of the chapter. There is an usual
classification of covalent bonding: polar and nonpolar bonds. A nonpolar covalent bond is formed
between two atoms whose difference in electronegativity is less than 0.5 while a polar covalent bond
appears between two atorns \Vhose difference in electronegativity is in the range of 0.5 ami 1.7 [3, 6, 4[.
For sirnplicity, through this work, a nonpolar covalent bond is referred to when two like atoms are
interacting, e.g. between two carbon atoms. In the similar way, a polar covalent bond is referred to
when two different atoms are interacting, e.g., between a carbon atom and a hydrogen atom. Finally,
covalent bonds are characterized by the arder, the length and the mínimum energy required to be
broken, as explained later in Section 4.2.3.

4.2.2

Stability of Organic Compounds

The structures of organic cornpounds preserve stability in their distinct levels of components. At the
first leve), atoms tends to energy rninirnization via the electron configuration in which it guarantees
that electrons are arranged ali around the nucleus of the atorn in separate levels of energy callee! shells.
However, there existan infinite set of electron configurations for each atom. The electron configuration
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with mínimum energy is called the ground-state [3, 6, 7].
The ground-state of an atom is explained by three principies. The first one is called the Aufbau
principie which it describes the energy levels and the shape of them. The second one is the Pauli
exclusion principie that explains electrons can only be arranged in groups of at most two with different
spins, a quantum state of electrons. Finally, the Hund's rule states the way in which electrons fill up
ali shells defined on the atom in arder to get the most stable representation [3, 6].
Roughly, ground-state of atoms explains why they share electrons in chemical bonds. In fact, any
atom with any number of electrons in the outer shell (the farther energy level defined for the atom)
tries to fill it up with a total of eight electrons (the octet rule) similar to noble gases that are atoms
in nature with the mínimum energy. In practice, not all atoms claim for the octet rule, but elements
in organic compounds follow this rule [53].
The next level of energy stabilization is done when atoms interact among them forming molecules.

In fact, these chemical bonds are based on the notion of the ground-state of atoms. Because atoms
need to fill their outer shell with a maximum of eight electrons; then atoms can share, lose or gain
electrons in arder to follow the octet rule. From the point of view of this work, chernical bonds are
mechanisrns for energy stabilization in molecules. In Section 4.2.3, the model of covalent boncling is
introduced. In that model, it can be seen that the optima! length of boncling offers energy stabilization,
i.e. the optima! distance from two nuclei of atorns involved in the chernical bond.
The notion of the tenclency of atorns to attract electrons is the chemical property of atorns known
as electronegativity. The Pauling scale mea~ures this tendency in which zero-value represents the
absence of electronegativity ancl high values represent high electronegativity [3]. In the periodic table,
electronegativity increases frorn left to right and from top to bottorn, except for the hydrogen atom
that has similar electronegativity as atoms related to organic compounds [3].
One visual representation for the ground-state of atorns, the notion of chemical bonds and the
electronegativity all together, is the so-called Lewis dot structure. It draws the symbol of the atom
and sorne dots around it representing the nurnber of valence electrons (the electrons in the most outer
shell) [6, 53].
The Iast leve! of energy stabilization is present on cornplex molecules. In that ca~e, the theory of
chemical balance determines the different ways two or more substances (elements or rnolecules) interact
via a chemical reaction in order to rnix them up to forrn products (new molecules or mixtures). In
the simplest form. compounds might be determined as a linear mixture of substances. The ratio
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of substances involved in the compound is called a stoichiometric coefficient.

In fact, if optimal

stoichiometric coefficients were found, then it can be viewed as an energy stabilization process that
needs the minimum energy in all relationships inside the compound.

4.2.3

Chemical Covalent Bonding

In organic chemistry, the model of chemical covalent bonding refers to the mathematical expression
that characterizes the chemical covalent bond between two atoms [54]. This model relates the energy
of the bond E 8 and the distance r between the nuclei of two atoms. When the distance is too large
there is no bond, thus the energy of bond is equal to zero. The energy related to the attraction force
between electrons of one atom and the nucleus of the other, increases rapidly when the distance is
short. However, if atoms are too close, a repulsive force appears due to the electrons of both atoms
and the energy associated to this force increases negatively. The sum of both energy of attraction Ea
and energy of repulsion Er gets the total energy Ea involved in the chemical bond as (4.1) [54]:

(4.1)

In fact, the empirical model of chemical covaleut bonding [54] is based on (4.1) in terms of the
distance between the nuclei of atoms as expressed in (4.2); where, A ancl B are constants related
to the charge of atoms, r is the clistance between atoms, and m and n are two positive empirical
coefficients defining the attractive ancl repulsive forces.

A

B

rm

r"

En=--+-

(4.2)

Actually, there are two interesting parameters: the length of bond and the minimum energy. The
magnitude of the minimum energy is the maximum energy needed to break the bond, and it represents
the most stable state of the chemical bond. In fact, the optimum length of bond is the distance of
the two atoms in which the minimum energy is reached. Naturally, the clistauce between two atoms
linkecl tends to this optimum length of bond. increasing the stability in the structure already formecl
by them [4, 5].
In organic chemistry, the above parameters have specific values for each chernical bond analyzed
[55]. In fact, there is another useful pararneter in chernical covalent boncliug referrecl as the order of
bond: simple, double and triple. Simple bonds share one pair of electrons, clouble bonds share two
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pairs of electrons, and triple bonds share three pairs of electrons. If the order of bond increases, the
bond is physically stronger and more stable [6].

4.2.4

Energy in Organic Compounds

In thermodynamics - a branch of physics which describes the relationship between heat and work,
changes in temperature, and transformation of energy -, transference and conversion of energy in
chemical reactions are studied [6, 4]. Actually, three important thermodynamic properties are considered to measure energy in chemical reactions: enthalpy, Gibbs free energy, and entropy. In practice
these properties cannot be measured directly to the system, thus the difference of them are useful, as
described later.

4.2.4.1

Enthalpy

Enthalpy H is a thermodynamic property of chemical bonds [56]. In practice, the energy involved
in these bonds is directly related to the chemical energy at constant pressure. Thus enthalpy can be
measured using the heat in reaction. When computing the enthalpy in chemical reactions, Hess' law
[56] states that enthalpy of a reaction is independent of the pathway between the initial and final states,
then the heat of reaction 6.H is used instead of H, defined as (4.3); where, H i is the initial enthalpy
(e.g. energy of reactants) and H ¡ is the final enthalpy (e.g. enrgy of products). In laboratory, the
heat Q measured with a calorimeter is equal to 6.H such that (4.1) holds.

(4.3)

6.Hº

=Q

(4.4)

As a conventional nomenclature, the superscript () means that the property is measured at stardard
states of 298K in temperature ancl latm in pressure.

4.2.4.2

Gibbs Free Energy

The Gibbs free energy C is another thermodynamic property of chemical reactions that measures the
velocity (rate) of reaction all(l its equilibrium [57]. At standard states. the change of Gibbs free energy

(j_G is relatecl to the equilibrium constant Kec, as (4.5): where, R is the gas constant (8.3141/mol · K),
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and T is the temperature. If b,.G < O refers to an spontaneous reaction. Otherwise, reactions need
external energy to produce it.

!::,.Gº = -RTln(Keq)

(4.5)

Interestingly, enthalpy, entropy and Gibbs free energy are expressed together in the Gibbs-Helmholtz
equation as (4.6); where, T is temperature, b,.G is the change in Gibbs free energy, b,.H is heat of reaction, and b,.S is the change in entropy.

(4.6)

4.2.4.3

Entropy

Entropy S is the measurement of the number of processes or possible conformations in chemical
reactions [57]. Roughly, entropy measures disorder in reactions. It is an statistical property associated
to stability which it is associated to the second law of thermodynamics that states stable systems are
those with maximum entropy. For instance, in standard states, if the change in entropy b,.S > O, then
the system is more stable; and if the change in entropy b,.S < O, then the system is more unstable.
This behavior is also observed in (4.6). In practice, the change in entropy is calculated with (4.6)
because there are no instruments to rneasure it clirectly in the systern.

4.3

Brief Review of Organic Compounds

Organic compounds are substances made of carbon elements and the other nonmetal elements, as
presented in Section 4.2. In fact, the rnost studied organic compounds are: hydrocarbons, alcohols,
amines, aldehydes, ketones, carboxylic acids, polymers, carbohydrates, lipids, amino acids, proteins,
and nucleic acids [3, 6]. As discussed above, these compounds are based on their own functional
group. Following, there is a brief description of each organic compound. Refer to Appendix A for a
comparative chart of organic compounds explained here.

4.3.1

Alcohols, Ethers, and Thiols

Alcohols are considered the central organic compounds because they can be transformed in other

organic compounds or they can be a product of Lhe reaction of other compounds. Their functional
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group is the hydroxyl -OH that is bonded to a carbon atom. In general, alcohols are more soluble in
water than hydrocarbons (see Section 4.3.6) since their molecular weight comes to grow. In addition,
alcohols can form weak acids in presence of water; and in presence of strong acids, alcohols can form
weak bases. Severa! compounds that alcohols can be converted are alkyl halides, alkenes, aldehydes,
and carboxylic acids, among others [3, 6].
Ethers have a functional group with oxygen bonded to two-hybrid carbonssp3 . They are more soluble in water than hydrocarbons because the oxygen may form hydrogen bonds (weaker bonds between
a hydrogen atom and an electronegative element). In fact, ethers are very stables as hydrocarbons
and they cannot react with the majority of the organic compounds. Actually, ethers can be used as
catalyst in other organic compounds [3].
Thiols are organic compounds with sulfhydryl -SH as functional group. Physically, they cannot
form hydrogen bonds; thus, the boiling point of thiols is lower than alcohols or ethers. Moreover, thiols
may not be too soluble in water [3].

4.3.2

Amines

The functional group of amines is the amino, a compound formed with nitrogen and one, two, or
three groups of car bon atoms. Depending on the ammonia, amines can be classified as primary amines
if its ammonia has one-hydrogen atom replacecl; seconclary amines if its ammonia has two-hydrogen
atoms replaced; or tertiary ammines if its ammonia has three-hydrogen atoms replaced [3, 6]. In fact,
amines can present hydrogen bonds with nitrogen. The more molecular weight presents amines, the
less soluble in water they can be [3].

4.3.3

Aldehydes, Ketones, and Carboxylic Acids

Aldehydes have a carbonyl functional group C = O, and a union of one or two hydrogen atoms. In
addition, ketones have the same carbonyl functional group union with two-carbon atoms. In general,
the boiling point of aldehydes and ketones is higher than the boiling point of nonpolar compouncls.
Aldehydes can react in order to form carboxyl acicls because they are the

011c

of the easiest compouncls

that can oxidize. In contrast, ketones cannot oxiclize easily [3, 6].
Carboxylic acids have the carboxyl functional group -CO 2 H. This functional group has a carbonyl
ancl a hyclroxyl. In reactions, carboxyl acids can be convertecl into acicl chloricles, esters ami amieles.
Because carboxyl acicls have oxygen and hydrogen atoms, they are quitP stablcs and they can form
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hydrogen bonds. In comparison with aldehydes, ketones or amines, carboxyl acids have high boiling
points [3J.

4.3.4

Polymers

Polymers are molecules of long chains formed by monomers (simple molecules) bonded. In general,

polymers have different structures, the most common are: linear, branched, comb-shaped, ladder, star,
cross-linked network, and dendritic. The properties of polymers depend on the size and topology of
the molecules [3J.
Physical properties of polymers are related to resistance, elasticity, and so forth.

In general,

monomers used in polymers are iteratively repeated through the whole network, and relationships
are formed using covalent bonds [6, 53].
There exist two processes of polymer synthesis, the way a polymer is produced.

Step-growth

polymerization is a laboratory synthetic process in which monomers are added to the chain one at
a time. Since, polymerization is the process in which small molecules are added to the chain in one
chemical reaction without loss of atoms. The most important polymer structures are polyamides,
polyesters, polycarbonates, polyurethanes, and epoxies [3].

4.3.5

Biomolecules

In this subsection there are presented organic compouuds with functionality, known as biomolecules
because they are associated to cornpouuds of living organisrns.
In that context, carbohydrates are compounds that can store energy, form part of structural tissues,
and they are part of nucleic acids [3]. Lipids are organic compounds typically known as the energy
source of living beings. In contrast, amino acids are organic compounds formed with a carboxyl and
an amino, used in the transportation of enzymes. For example, alpha-amino acids are monomers of
proteins [4, 3]. Finally, proteins are organic compounds with one or more chains of polypeptides,
macromolecules containing ten or more amino acids joined together with peptide bonds. In general,
proteins are the structural basis of organisms, the growth regulators, the transportation of other
molecules, etc. [4, 6].
Other biomolecules are nucleic acids. They form the basis of information over the organization,
maintenance, and regulation of cellular functions. This iufonnatiou is expressed in genes via deoxyribonucleic acids (DNA) translatecl by ribonucleic acids (RNA) in the synthesis of proteins [4. 3].
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Roughly, the structure of DNA is based on deoxyribose units and phosphate, in which simple bases
of aromatic heterocyclic amines mate to them: adenine, guanine, thiamine, and cytosine. The entire
structure has two helices. Observations summarized the following [6, 4]: (i) composition of bases in
any organism is the same in every cells of the organism, and it is unique to it; (ii) molar percentages
of adenine and thiamine are equal and molar percentages of guanine and cytosine are equal, too;

(iii) molar percentages of purine bases (adenine and guanine) and the pyrimidine bases (cytosine and
thiamine) are equal; and, (iv) in comparison to DNA, RNA is based in one structure in which uracil
and cytosine are bases rather than thiamine and cytosine.

4.3.6

Hydrocarbons

Hydrocarbons are the simplest organic compounds with functional group CH.

Hydrocarbons are

classified as a/kanes, alkenes and alkynes, depending on the order of bonds among carbon atoms in
their structures [4].
Alkanes are the simplest hydrocarbons formed by one polar covalent bond between two carbon
atoms.

The general formula can be expressed as C 11 H2 11 +2, in which n is the number of carbon

atoms in the molecule [3]. Structural isomers are different forms that alkanes can be expressed in
terms of the topology of the molecules with the same number of elernents. Structural isomers have
particular physical and chemical properties. The average density of alkanes is 0.8g/ml, so they float in
water. Also, the more compact isomers (fewer branches) have, the boiling point highs. These organic
compouucls are more stable dueto strong CH bonds, but they may react to form oxygen and oxiclation.
This oxidation can release heat that can be used as an energy source. l\lainly, they come from fossil
fuels [3J. Other types of hydrocarbons are alkenes and alkynes. Alkeues are unsaturated hydrocarbons
having carbon atorns with double bonds and alkynes are those with carbon atoms of triple bonds.
Another type of hydrocarbons is the cyclic hydrocarbons in which carbon atoms are ring-shaped
bonded. If ali car bon atoms in cyclic hydrocarbons are bonded with hydrogen atoms fulfilling the octet
rule, they are callee! cycloalkanes. In nature, the most abundant are cyclopeutaue ancl cyclohexeues
[3]. When alkaues ancl cycloalkaues have low molecular weight, they tend to be gases; aud when the
molecular weight grow, they are solicls. That depeuds on the iutra-rnolecular forces and the meltiug
ami boiling poiuts, where they become smaller as the clispersion forces become weak. Also, the arenes
are functional groups forrnecl by a ring of carbon atoms with clouble bonds. In general, they share the
same physical aud chemical properties of alkanes. but are not soluble in water, only on themselves. The
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most common processes in nature are the formation of CH skeletons that allow biodiversity, mainly
in plants, where the structures are iterative and the ramifications have taken for enzymatic reactions

[3].

Chapter 5

Artificial Organic N etworks
In nature, organic compounds are based on a finite, small set of elements forming more than twenty
million known compounds [4]. In addition, these compounds are characterized to be stable, primary
due to chemical bonds. In addition, molecular structures tend to be organized depending on chemistry
rules. Furthermore, different organic molecules show different physical and chemical properties and
behaviors. Then, mixtures of these molecules create a huge set of different and more sophisticated
organic compounds. Roughly, the latter composition is simple and do not represent too much effort.
In that sense, this work proposes the artificial organic networks technique, a learning method inspired on chemical organic compounds ami their chemical rules. Moreover, that technique extracts
interesting properties or organic compounds such as stability and organization in structurcs as well
as cncapsulation of information via molecules. Then, thcse properties can be usecl to create structures topologically stable that allow to model nonlinear systems ancl to partially intepret unknown
information in them.
Thus, this chapter firstly presents an overv1ew of the proposal, highlighting the assumptions of
the systems to model and the organization of the technique. Later, it defines the components and
interactions required, the heuristic rules to form compounds, ami the rnathernatical rnodel of artificial
organic networks. After that, it cliscusses the irnplernentation of the rnethocl ami two issues clirectly
concerned on the formation of compouncls. Finally, it surnmarizes the proposed technique listing its
characteristics as a learning rnethod. If necessary, refer to Chapter 4 for a review of fundarnentals on
organic chernistry.
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5.1

The Paradigm of Artificial Organic Networks

Artificial organic networks technique is a class of supervised learning algorithms that is inspired on
chemical organic compounds. In that sense, all definitions and heuristics are based on organic chemistry theory. Even the technique can be understood and implemented by any user with no previous
background on chemical organic compounds, it is recommended to refer to Chapter 4 whenever possible.

In summary, this technique implements a structure as a model of any given system (its assumptions
are detailed in Section 5.1.1). However, the structure mimics rnolecules of organic cornpounds. In fact,
these structures are built based on heuristics that come frorn observations in these chernical organic
compounds. Moreover, these molecules can be seen as packages of information that can be related
among them in order to describe cornplex relationships in information; and, assuming that these
rnolecules follow rules of interaction, they can be organized.
Then, artificial organic networks are sets of molecules interacting among them, forming organized
structures that encapsulate information, i.e. they model the given system. To this end, new attribute
variables (inputs) can excite molecules of artificial organic networks that return processed values (outputs) based on previous information stored in molecules.

5.1.1

Scope of the Model

Artificial organic networks is rnainly a class of supervised learning algorithrns that <leal with static,
nonlinear and multivariate systerns; ancl they can model systems as a gray box in arder to partially
understand the behavior of systems. Then, the assumptions of the systems that can be modeled using
artificial arganic networks are limited to the following:

• lt is required a set of pairs of input-output data collection from the system (supervised learning).
• The system can be continuous ( inference) ar discrete ( classification).
• The system can be linear ar nonlinear, univariate ar rnultivariate, ami static (preferable).

5.1.2

Framework

The technique of artificial organic networks is organizecl as follows.

Firstly. it defines the set of

components and interactions that are required to builcl structures.

After that, a heuristic rule is
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Framework level

Description

implementation
mathematical model
heuristics
interactions
components

training and inference
structure and functionality
rules of organization: three-level energy scheme
relationships: covalent bonds, chemical balance interaction
units: atoms, molecules, compounds, mixtures

Table 5.1: Framework of the artificial organic networks technique.
described inspired on basic chemical rules and observations. Then, the technique expresses an artificial
organic network mathematically in order to formalize ali previous discussion. Finally, it presents
how to use artificial organic networks as a learning method and it states two practica! issues in the
implementation. Visually, the framework of the artificial organic networks technique is shown in Table
5.1.

5.2

Components and Interactions

This section presents the components and interactions of artificial organic networks. Four components
are clefinecl: atomic units, molecules, compounds a11Cl mixtures.

In adclition, two interactions are

required to make components interact among thern; those are: covalent bonds a11Cl chemical balance
interaction. Ali together produce structures with functionality similar to organic compounds.

Furthermore, physical properties of artificial organic networks are represent by structures (graphs );
while chemical properties of artificial organic networks are represent by behaviors (functional relationships ).

5.2.1

Atomic Units

The simplest physical unit of artificial organic networks is the atom. Since the atomic number defines
the behavior of atoms, it is usecl implicitly to model uniqueness of atoms. In fact, the number of
valence electrons (e.g. the clegrees of freedom of an atom) identifies each different atom because it is
relatecl to the atomic number allCl the group at which the atom belongs.

Definition 5.1. (atomic unit) Let

A(o)

be a set of elements ai, and ei a positive integer. Moreover,

let n be a positive integer related to A. A n element a; is said to be an atom if it has a fixed val u e

e;

denoting the number of valeuce electrous satisfying Vi. e; ::; ~, where o stands far the full number of
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valence electrons. Then,

A(<>)

is said to be a set of atom units.

Definition 5.2. (types of atoms) Let a;,a1 E A(<>) be two atomic units and e;,e1 be the valence
electrons of those. IJ e; = e1 then a; and a1 are called similar atoms denoted by a; = a1 . IJ e; =/- e1
then a; and a1 are called different atoms denoted by a; =/- a1 .

Definition 5.1 formally introduces the notion of atomic units in a set of atom units with a maximum
number of valen ce electrons (e.g., o:

=8

in the octet rule of organic compounds) and Definition 5.2

determines when atoms are similar or different.
In order to determine the number of valence electrons occupied in relationships of atoms, the
following definition is stated:

Definition 5.3. ( degree of atomic units) Let a; E A (a) be an atom with a number of valence
electrons e¡. Let d;, f; be two positive integers with d;, f; ::; o:. Then, d¡ is the degree of an atomic

unit a; defined as the number of valence electrons shared with other atoms, and f; is the number of
free valence electrons in atom a; both of them holding: e; = d¡ + f;.

Moreover, since atoms are directly related to the structure, these atoms also can be considered as
parameters of artificial organic networks. In that sense, the following definition also holds:

Definition 5.4. ( atomic value) Let a; be an atom unit and va, a complex value. Then, va, is said
to be the value of atom a¡.

For simplicity, the value of atom va, E C will be written as the identifier of an atom

a;

indistinctively,

except when a clear difference between them will be required.

5.2.2

Molecules

The next cornponent of artificial organic uetworks is the molecule. It is the ba.c,ic unit with information.
Similarly to nature. these artificial molccules are formed using atomic units and chemical interactions
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(see Section 5.2.5); but also define a behavior (e.g. the resultant functionality of molecules). The
definition of a molecular unit and the types of molecules are stated following:

Definition 5.5. ( structure of a molecular unit) Let M = (A (o), B) be a graph and A (o) be a set
of n ~ 2 atoms (vertices) connected with a set of covalent bonds B (edges). Also, let d; ande; be the
degree and the number of valence electrons of atomic atoms a; E

A(<>),

respectively. Then, M is said

to be a molecule if far all d;, d; :::: e;.

Definition 5.6. ( states of molecules) Let M be defined as above. If far each d;, d;

= e;

then M is

said to be a stable molecule. If far any d;, d; < e; then M is said to be an unstable molecule. Those
are the only states of a molecular unit M.

As noted, Definitions 5.5 and 5.6 mentioned above are inspired on the ground-state principie and the
essence of organic molecules. Similarly to organic molecules, these molecules can perform a behavior
depending on their own characteristics.

lt is remarkable to say that stable molecules are the preferred ones more than unstable molecules
because a stable molecule means mínimum of energy clue to the ground-state principie of atomic units.
I3ut consider that only unstable molecules rnight be connecting to others in order to increase the
complexity of its behavior.

In fact, the behavior of molecules is given in terms of sorne inputsX that excite the molecular
structure. The definition below synthetizes it:

Definition 5.7. (behavior of a molecular unit) Let AJ be a molecule and X be the set of inputs
that excite the rnolecule AJ. Also, let <; be a function such that <; : X --+ IR. Then, <; is referred to the

behavior of the rnolecule AJ clue to X, if there exists an atorn ac E A (n) of AJ with degree de and the
following holds:
l. <;=<;(X,clc)-

2. <; converges in the input domain X.
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In order words, the properties of Definition 5.7 refer as follows.

Property 1 assures that the

function depends on the number of valence electrons shared with the atom ac, so-called the central
atom. It implicitly says that the behavior of a molecule is associated to ac and its relationships with

other atoms inside the molecule. In addition, property 2 is modeling stability of chemical structures,
mathematically. Here, the behavior of molecule is inspired on reaching a steady-state of the molecule;
then, as in mathematics, convergence is one way to do that, assuring a radius of convergence R, such
that,

IIXII <

R.

On the other hand, artificial organic networks define three different types of molecules: functional
groups, primitive molecules, and compounds. The first two are described following; however, artificial

compounds are treated separately because they are important molecules in the technique (refer to
Section 5.2.3).

5.2.2.1

Functional Groups

Functional groups are the type of molecules that determine the primary structure of the overall topology
in artificial organic networks, i.e. they can actas kernel of molecules (and later of compounds).

Definition 5.8. (functional group) Let M be a molecule and G be a subgraph of M, denoted by
G

~

M. Then, G is a functional group if G is an unstable molernle.

lt is clear by Definition 5.8 that a functional group can be any subgraph of any molecule. However,
defining first a functional gro u p G, a set of rnolecules
all molecules in

n

n = {M 1 , ... , /,,he}

have the same primary structure defined

011

can be spanned from G. Then,

G. This notion of spanning will be

useful when formalizing artificial organic networks.

5.2.2.2

Primitive Molecules

Primitive molecules are simple rnolecules that can be joined together in order to increase the behavior
of them, and to reach a steady-state of energy. In fact, an unstable condition is the only way in which
they can be defined, as follows:
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Definition 5.9. (primitive molecule) Let G be a functional group and M = (A (a), B) be an unstable
molecule spanned from G. Then, M is said to be a primitive molecule, and it satisfies the following
properties:
1. M is unique.
2. Far each ai E

A(a),

there is at least any di, di < ei.

3. B is a set of polar covalent bonds.

The first property of Definition 5.9 claims for the uniqueness of primitive molecules. In that way,
if any molecule Mis a primitive molecule with a set of degrees of atomsD

= (d 1 , ... ,dn),

a set of

numbers of valence electrons E = (e 1 , ... , en) and a set of polar covalent bonds B; then, if M' is
another primitive molecule with the same sets D, E and B, both spanned from a functional group G;
necessarily, M

= M'. The second property explicitly states that M is unstable because there is at

least one free valance electron. The last property asserts that primitive molecules cannot have similar
atom units interacting.

5.2.3

Compounds

Artificial organic networks makes a distinction in molecules. As seen before, functional groups and
primitive molecules are tiny molecules. However, another type of molecule is the so-called compo11nd.

It is a complex molecule made of two or more primitive molecules which they interact together in order
to increase the complexity of its behavior. Compounds inherit the notion of molecules, as follows:

Definition 5.10. (structure of a compound) Let
spannedfrom af11nctional gro11p G. Also, let C
molecules

=

n = {1\I1 , .... Mk}

be a set of primitive molewles

(O,BN) 2 G be a molecule consisting of primitive

n linked with a set of nonpolar covalent bonds B N.

Jf far IBN l-pairs of molecules (M;. MJ) E

0 2 with i =I= j, there exists a pair of similar atornic units (a;,aJ), such that, b!? E BN; then, C is a

compound.

Consider that

1( ·) 1

stands for the carclinality of the set ( ·).
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Definition 5.11. (states of compounds) Let C be a compound as defined previously. Also, let Di
be the set of the degree of atoms and Ei be the set of the number of valence electrons in each Mi E
Jf

Li D; = Li E;,

n.

then C is said to be a stable compound. Otherwise, C is an unstable compound.

Definition 5.12. (behavior of a compound) Let C be a compound made of a set of molecules

n = {M1 , ... , Mk}

with molecular behaviors cp 1 , ... , 'Pk · Also, let X be the set of inputs that excite the

compound C. Then, 1/J is the behavior of the compound C due to X, such that, 1/J : cp 1 x · · · x 'Pk --+ lR.

As notice, compounds are based on nonpolar covalent bonds. Roughly, it means that a compound
is necessarily made of at least two similar atoms joined together. Additionally, compounds map from
the set of behaviors of primitive molecules to a real value giving a more complex behavior than simple
molecules. This is important when different information needs to be crossover. In practice, compounds
might be nonlinear relationships among molecular behaviors.

5.2.4

Mixtures

The last component of artificial organic networks is the mixture. lt assumes that any number of
molecules can interact without sharing electrons, e.g. when molecules or compouncls are stable, mixing
them up in definite ratios in order to represent linear combinations of information.

Definition 5.13. (mixture of molecules) Let f = {AI1 , ... , Ah} be a set of molecules, or compounds,
with a set of behaviors iI>

= {cp 1 , ... , cpk}.

Then, the mixture of molecules S is a linear combination of

behaviors of molecules in <I> such that there exists a set of coefficients A

= {a 1 , ... , ak} of real values,

called the stoichiometric coefficients. Herzce,
h'

S(X)

=

L O:¡¡p;(X)

(5.1)

i=l

Moreover, <I> is the basis of the mixture of molecules, f is the structure of the mixture of molecules,
and S(X) is the behavior of the mixture of molecules.
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Covalent Bonds

The first interaction between components of artificial organic networks, except or mixtures, is the
covalent bond. Intuitively, it relates two atoms in order to reach a ground-state or a minimization of

energy, obtaining stability in structures. Thus, the following definitions hold:

Definition 5.14. (covalent bond) Let ai,aj E A(a) be two atomic units. Also, let B be a set of
elements b~. If b~ links atomic units ai and aj then it is called a covalent bond. Hence, B is called
the set of covalent bonds.

Definition 5.15. (types of covalent bonds) Let ai, ªí E A(a) be two atomic units with covalent bond
b~ as defined above. In particular, if ai = ªí then b~ is called a nonpolar covalent bond. Similar/y,
if ai -/:- ªí then b~ is called a polar covalent bond.

Definitions 5.14 and 5.15 forrnalize covalent bonds in artificial organic networks. Besides the representation of a relationship between atoms, nonpolar covalent bonds have sorne properties that promote
a kind of behavior in them. Thus, the following statements hold for nonpolar covalent bonds:

Definition 5.16. (properties of nonpolar covalent bonds) Let b~ E B be a nonpolar covalent
bond of a pair of atoms a;, aJ E A (a). Also, let D.

= (i5 1 , ... , 6

11 )

be an n-tuple of interesting properties

of b~. Then, b~ is said to be a nonpolar covalent bond characterized by D.. Also, let
such that

5.2.6

1r :

D.

--t

R Then,

1r

1r

be a rnapping

is referred to the behavior of the nonpolar covalent bond bi.

Chemical Balance Interaction

Artificial organic networks also defines the chemical balance interaction, a mechanism nseful to find
the optima! ratios of rnolecules in mixtures to get the mínimum energy loss.
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Definition 5.17. ( chemical balance interaction) Let X be the set of inputs that excites the set of
molecules

r=

{ M 1 , ... , M k} with behaviors <I> = { cp 1 , ... , 'Pk}. Let S ( X) be the response of the mixture

of molecules S, such that,
k

S(X) =

L ºWi(X)

(5.2)

i=l

The chemical balance interaction is the solution to the problem of finding the set of stoichiometric
coefficients A = {o: 1 , ... , o:k} of the mixture of molecules S.

5.3

The Three-Level Energy Scheme

Artificial organic networks considers energy minimization as the central observation. For instance,
consider any set of observations from a given unknown system. Knowing that the proposed technique
requires to learn that system, the structure of artificial organic networks 'grows' from that information;
but chemically, it has to be minimized, i.e. optimizing the energy and increasing the stability of
structures. Components and interactions are prepared to do that; however, they need a rule for this
process. It is summarized in the three-level energy scheme as proposed follows.
This scheme identifies three levels of energy around the structure of artificial organic networks
in which the energy is supposed to be minimized. The information of the system allows organizing
the structure of artificial organic networks. First, atoms interact among thern to make molecules.
Then, molecules interact to make cornpounds. And finally, compounds interact making mixtures. In
a nutshell, the three-level energy rule is presented next:
l. First level: ground-state electron configuration.

lnformation tends to be packaged in

stable molecules using atomic units, i.e. as parameters, with free valence electrons. Polar covalent
bonds are required at this leve! of energy minimization.
2. Second level: composite units. lnformation not covered in stable molecules tends to be
packaged using a set of molecules, i.e. primitive molecules, to create compounds. Actually,
nonpolar covalent bonds are requirecl at this leve! of energy minimization.
3. Third leve!: mixtures. Complex inforrnation tends to be packagecl as mixtures of molecules

-~
and compounds. At this leve!, chemical balance interaction regulates energy in 'sfr~ctures.
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Notice that this rule allows components of artificial organic networks interact among them, as chemical
organic compounds do in nature. Furthermore, this rule implicitly organizes the structure of the
artificial organic network because simple information is stored in primitive molecules, and complex
information can either be modeled as compounds or mixtures. Moreover, it is remarkable to say that
in this rule, lower levels guarantee energy minimization more than upper levels. In practice, this energy
rule has to be implemented in an algorithm, let say

5.4

f.

Mathematical Model of Artificial Organic Networks

Until now, the framework of artificial organic networks defines components, interactions anda heuristic
rule inspired on chemical organic compounds. Now, it introduces the mathematical formalization of
artificial organic networks as an organized and stable structure that models any given system with the
assumptions already defined.

Definition 5.18. ( artificial organic networks) Let f ¡ be the structure of a mixture S built by
algorithm f, with basis <I>, a set of stoichiometric coefficients A

= {n 1 , .. , Cl'.m}

and S(X) be the behavior

of a mixture S due to a set of inputs X. Then, an artificial organic network AO N

= (f ¡, <I>, A, X) is

a quadruple consisting of the structure of a mixture S, a basis, a set of stoichiometric coefficients and
a set of inputs, that holds the following properties:
1. There exists a finite set

of atomic units spanning f f·

A(a)

= (A(a), Bp)

2. There is a unique functional group G
3. Each molecule l\fki) E

n(i)

in C; E

r

with polar covalent bonds Bp.

¡ is spanned from G and each behavior of molecule IPki)

represents a single unit of information.

4. Each compound C;

E

r¡

the form '1/.J; : IPii) x · · · x

is spanned from G and each behavior of compound Ü; is a function of
ipi.i)

x ··· x

ip~i)

-+ JR, where r is the cardinality of n(i), representing a

composite unit of information.
5.

f is an algorithm basecl on the three-level energy scheme.

6. S(X) is the behavior of AOiV due to X.

Tecnológico de Monterrey, Campus Ciudad de México
Dihli,.f.n.~ ...
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Figure 5.1: An example of a simple artificial organic network structure.

In fact, ali properties of Definition 5.18 assume that molecules and compounds are rnade of the
sarne prirnary structure G and they can be used for representing information in a compact form
(rnolecules) or in a cornposite form (cornpounds). According to the three-level energy scheme,

r¡

is

defined with rnolecules as the first compact units with information. Compounds are the next leve! of
packing inforrnation, and finally, the mixture of compounds is the last leve! of packing information.
This notion of packaging or encapsulation of information reveals sorne understandings on how artificial
organic networks might be used for partial interpretation of systems when they are modeled.
The above is remarkable because sorne components of artificial organic networks has both a structure and a behavior that define the two main characteristics of artificial organi networks: modeling
nonlinear systems and partial interpretation of unknown information. To this end, Figure 5.1 shows a
simple artificial organic network as defined earlier.

5.5

lmplementation

This section describes how to implement an artificial organic network as a learning method, and then
it introduces two practica! issues in the implementation of the method.
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Figure 5.2: lmplementation of artificial organic networks as a learning method.

5.5.1

Implementation as a Learning Method

In order to use artificial organic networks as a model of any given system, two steps are defined:
the training process and the inference process. In the first case, the training process refers to build
the structure of an artificial organic network based on atoms, molecules, compounds, mixtures and
interactions, and then to fix ali parameter values in the structure capturing ali relevant information
from the given system.
The second process refers to actually use the structure of this artificial organic network, obtained
in the first step, as an inference system. In that sense, the structure of the artificial organic network
can return an output value based on a stimulus, i.e. the input value, of the system. Figure 5.2 shows
the two steps of the artificial organic network as a learning method. Notice that once the structure of
the artificial organic network is founcl by thc training process, it can be usccl separately as a model of
the given system.

5.5.2

Implementation Issues

There are two practica! issues related to artificial organic networks: how to find a structure that
models any given system, ami how to obtain the parameter values of that structure. These two issues
are stated following.
On one hand, suppose tlmt there is any givcn system I:

=

(X. Y) with a set of input signals X all(l

a set of output signals Y. Also, !et suppose that there exists an artificial organic nctwork AON with
structure I'¡ and basis cI> that ha.-; to rnoclel the system I:. However, ali parameters in

r¡

has to be

founcl in order to use AON as a moclel of I:. In other words, a topology of molccules and mixtures are
aJready fixed, but atomic pararneters all(I stoiclüometric coefficients are not set. Tlwu. auy process to
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find these values is necessary. Equivalently, this problem can be stated as Definition 5.19.

~

Definition 5.19. (search topological parameters problem) Let
signals X and output signals Y, and let AON
model of ~- Also, let
parametric function

<pii)

<pii)

= (f ¡, <I>, A, X)

be the behavior of molecule Mki) E

= <pii)(0i2, ... ,0¡~))

be any given system with input

be an artificial organic network as a
far all compounds C; E

fl(i),

with atomic parameters

0i2, ... ,0¡¡).

r ¡,

as a

Also, let S(X) be the

behavior of AON due to X, such that,
m
~

( i)

(i)

(i)

(5.3)

S(X) = L., a.;ipk (01k, ... , 01k, X)
i=l

The search topological parameters problem ( or STPP far short) refers to find the set of stoichiometric
coefficients A = { a. 1 , ... , a.m} and the collection of atomic parameters

0i2, ... ,0¡¡) far all i =

1, ... , m,

such that S(X) be equivalent to Y.

On the other hand, Definition 5.19 <loes not define how to obtain

r / · Then, this problem of building

the structure is also defines as follows:

Definition 5.20. ( build topological structure problem) Let
signals X and output signals Y, and let AON

= (f /· <I>, A. X)

~

be any given system with input

be an artificial organic network with

behavior S(X) due to X as a model of E. Then, the build topological structure problem ( or BTSP
far short) refers to find any r ¡

i- 0, such that, S(X) be equivalent to Y and AON holds for the input

set X.

In practice, the build topological structure problem has to be merged with the search topological
parameters problem in order to find the whole structure and functionality of an artificial organic
network AON that models E. In fact, these problems can be solved using an instance algorithm of
the artificial organic networks paradigm, as shown later in Chapter 6.
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Characteristics of Artificial Organic Networks

Since the paradigm of artificial organic networks is inspired on chemical organic compounds, this class
of algorithms maintains and adds characteristics related to organic compounds. These characteristics
of artificial organic networks are summarized following:

• Structural and behavioral properties. On one hand, structural properties refer to units
or subsystems with specific properties. For instance, these units are molecules while specific
properties are atoms. On the other hand, behavioral properties refer to functions or processes
inside units. These processes are chemical interactions and chemical behaviors of compounds.

• Encapsulation. Structural units with processes can be encapsulated. Thus, information of
subsystems can be easily clustered. In fact, inheritance and organization are derived from this
characteristic.

• Inheritance. Consider a given, known system that is inspired on chemical organic compounds.
If another, unknown system has similar behavior to the given one; then, structural units from
the known system might be inherited to the unknown system. This characteristic comes from
the encapsulation property.

• Organization. Since structural units encapsulate information, these can be organized from
basic to complex units. Basic units are the ones that have elemental information, e.g. with
low energy, and cornplex units are rnade of combination of hasic units, e.g. with high energy.
Thc three-cnergy leve! scheme can be used in arder to organize inforrnation into molecular units,
compound units and mixture units.

For example, mixtures can contain severa) compounds,

each one a!-isimilating different characteristics of the whole system inspired on chemical organic
corn pouncls.

• Mixing properties. Organization can derive in rnixing properties. As described previously,
molecular units can be seen as pieces of a puzzle; thus molecules can chemically interact arnong
thcm in order to create complex units as compounds or mixtures.

• Stability.

Since it is the central observation of organic compounds, stability is one of the

rnost important characteristic!:i of systems inspired on chernical organic compouncls. Structural
units. encapsulation, inheritance, mixing properties and organization are possible clue to energy
minimization. Structures of these kinds of systems will be made of minimal units. and optimality
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will be found. Thus, energy is an important property of systems inspired on chemical organic
compounds. As explained befare, chemical rules help molecular structures to be stable since
atoms and molecules are arranged suitably such that the overall structure has the mínimum
energy.

• Robustness. The notion of the finite small set of atoms and the huge amount of different organic
compounds characterizes systems inspired on chemical organic compounds in robustness. This
characteristic can be seen as the power of finite set of parameters to model a large set of different
systems.

Chapter 6

Artificial Hydrocarbon Networks
This chapter introduces a new algorithm, inspired on chemical hydrocarbon compounds, that uses the
artificial organic networks technique developed in Chapter 5. In fact, the objective of this proposed
algorithm is to constrain an artificial organic network to the conditions of stability and easiness of
spanning shown by chemical hydrocarbon compounds, in order to model nonlinear systerns and to
partially interpret unknown inforrnation from thern.
Essentially, the algorithrn introduced in this chapter is inspired in two characteristics of chemical
hydrocarbon cornpounds [6, 4]: (i) they are rnade of the simplest set of atorns (in terms of organic compounds) shaping a great variety and complex compounds, and (ii) they are the most stable compounc!s
in nature.
Thus, this chaptcr describes the proposal algorithm namcc! artificial hydrocarbon networks, or the
AHN-algor-ithm, explaining the assumptions of the systems to rnodel, the mathematical formalization

of the algorithm

a,Jl(]

how it is organizecl. Then, all c!efinitions and theory behinc! the algorithm are

discussed in order to introduce its implementability. Later on, it is analyzec! in terms of cornputational
cornplexity and stability to measure its performance. At last, the chapter finalizes with a description
of the features incorporated in the AHN-algorithm to partially understand the system moc!elec!. If
necessary, refer to Chapter 4 for a review of func!amentals on organic chemistry.
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An Overview of Artificial Hydrocarbon Networks

Artificial hydrocarbon networks is a supervised learning algorithm based on artificial organic networks
that is inspired on chemical hydrocarbon compounds. In summary, ali concepts of artificial organic
networks hold, and they are constrained to a finite set of two atoms, i.e. hydrogen and carbon atoms,
with a set of particular definitions introduced in Section 6.2. In fact, this algorithm can be used for
modeling any given system (its assumptions are the same as in artificial organic networks, detailed in
Section 5 .1.1).
Even the algorithm can be undertood and implemented by any user with no previous background
on chemical hydrocarbon compounds, it is recommended to refer to Chapter 4 whenever possible.

6.1.1

Mathematical Model of Artificial Hydrocarbon Networks

Formally, artificial hydrocarbon networks are defined mathematically as follows, assuming that it is
based on the artificial organic networks technique:

Definition 6.1. ( artificial hydrocarbon networks) Let AH N = (r¡, <I>, A, X) be an artificial
organic network made of a mixture S, and A( 8 ) be a set of hydrogen and carbon atomic units that
exists in AHN. Also, let G be the unique functional group of AHN. Then, AHN is an artificial

hydrocarbon network and G is called the CH functional group. Moreover, AHN has the following
properties:
1.

r¡

is a mixture of artificial hydrocarbon compounds with basis <I> and a set of stoichiometric

coefficients A.
2.

r¡

and S are obtained using the AHN-algorithm as the three-level energy scheme rule f.

3. S(X) is the behavior of AHN dueto X.

Section 6.2 proposes and describes the AHN-algoritlun expressed in property 2 of Definition 6.1.

6.1.2

Phases of the AHN-Algorithm

The algorithm

f expressed in property 2 of Definition 6.1 is proposecl to he the AHN-algorithm,

dcscribed in Section 6.2. As an overview, this algoritlun is based on the three-level energy scheme of
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Figure 6.1: Flow diagram showing the phases of the proposed AHN-algorithm.
Section 5.3, in which three levels of building are identified. In that sense, the AHN-algorithm already
proposes basic molecules (callee! CH-primitive molecules as introduced in Section 6.2.1) as the first
leve! of packaging information. The other two levels are proposed to be as follows:
l. Generate an artificial hydrocarbon compound at a time.

2. Combine the set of artificial hydrocarbon cornpounds in a mixture of cornpounds.
The first step of the AHN-algorithm considers to create the structure of an artificial hydrocarbon
compound and to set the behavior of it, optimizing the number of basic rnolecules used so far (see
Section 6.2.2). However, some given systems require more than one artificial hydrocarbon cornpound
to be modeled. Thus, the first step is repeated until a set of artificial hydrocarbon compounds are
obtained. Later

011,

the second step of the AHN-algorithm considers to combine this set of cornpounds

in a mixture of artificial h:vdrocarbon cornpounds (see Section 6.2.3). Visually, the AHN-algorithrn is
shown in the flow diagrnm of Figure 6.1.
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The AHN-Algorithm

This section defines the components and interactions required to understand the artificial hydrocarbon
networks algorithm, so-called the AHN-algorithm. In addition, this section proposes two mechanisms
of forming of compounds and how these artificial hydrocarbon compounds can be optimized in terms
of the number of primitive molecules. After that, it also introduces the mechanism to form mixtures
of molecules or compounds, and finally it describes the implementation of the AHN-algorithm as a
pseudocode.

6.2.1

Components and Interactions

The artificial hydrocarbon networks algorithm instantiates the four components and the two interactions already defined in the framework of artificial organic networks. In this way, the following section
particularizes these concepts to the notion of artificial hydrocarbon networks.
Inspired on chemical hydrocarbon compounds, there are only two different atomic units in the
AHN-algorithm: hydrogen and carbon atoms. In addition, the valence electrons of both atomic units
are chemically basecl, as follows:

Definition 6.2. ( atomic units) Let H and C be two different atomic units with valence electrons
eH and ce, respectively, in the set of atomic units

A(B).

Then, H is called hydrogen atom with CH= 1

and C is called car bon atom with ee = 4. A/so, A (B) is called the set of atomic units of artificial

hyclrocarbon networks.

Definition 6.3. ( atomic values) Let v H and ve two complex numbers v H, ve E C. Then, VH and
ve are atomic values of hydrogen and carbon atoms, respective/y.

Notice that the set of atomic units claims for the octet rule (i.e. a = 8) as clefining in nature.

lt is important because this condition will constrain the structural forming of artificial hydrocarbon
compouncls.
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Furthermore, the interaction among hydrogen and carbon atoms is important to build artificial
hydrocarbon compounds. Thus, artificial hydrocarbon networks defines a particular component socalled the CH-molecule as Definition 6.4:

Definition 6.4. (CH -molecules) Let Hi be a hydrogen atom with atomic valu e v H,, and C be a
carbon atom with atomic value ve. Also, let M

=

(A(B),

Bp) be a molecular unit formed with a set of

atom units ak E A (B) and a set of polar covalent bonds bl'q E B p, for ali ap -/- aq. Then, M is said
to be a CH-molecule if Hi, CE
some atom ac E

A(B)

A(s)

and bCH; E Bp, and there exists a molecular behavior

ip

around

dueto some input X, such that, i.p = i.p(X,dc,VHJ, Moreover, ac = C.

In other words, CH-molecules are built with one carbon atom and up to four hydrogen atoms.
Actually, any CH-molecule has the carbon atom as the central one of M with structure M =
({C,H1 , ... , Hc1}, {bCHr, ... , bCH<1} ), where, d is the degree of freedom of the carbon atom, such that,
O< d::; ec. For practica! reasons, through this work, CH-molecules with defined degree of freedom d
will be referred as CHd.
To this end, the AHN-algorithm propases the carbon atom as the central one because chernical
hydrocarbon cornpounds change their behavior by adding or subtracting carbon atoms. Thus, carbon
atoms have more complex functionality than hydrogen atoms. Additionally, it is remarkable to say that
CH-rnolecules have at least a carbon and a hyclrogen atoms because of the definition of a molecular
unit (i.e. at least two atorns interacting between thern).
Then, the following Proposition 6.1 determines the behavior cp of CH-rnolecules.

Actually, it

requires a set of input signals x E X corning frorn the environrnent (input variables of a systern, a
query signa!, etc.).

Proposition 6. l. ( behavior of CH -molecules) Let l\f be a CH -molecule with ac = C. Also, let cp
be the behavior of molecule AJ due to an input signa[ x
the behavior ¡p

= (<p¡, .... cpJ • .... 'Pm)

= (x 1 • ••• , x

11 )

in lR" with norm

llxll

< l. Then,

in lRm holds:

V H;

= h;

. h; E (C"

(6.1)
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(x) = veJ
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d'5,ec

¿ IT

(6.2)

(xr - h;r)

r=l i=l

Where, vH, represents a set of hydrogen values of the H; atom, h;

constant values of H;, ve

= {ve 1 , ••• , veJ, ... ,ve,,,}

= (h; 1 , •.• , h;n) is the vector of

represents a set of carbon values of the C atom, d

is the degree of freedom of the C atom, and ee is the number of valence electrons of C.

Notice that (6.2) allows to locate hydrogen atoms h; in any location around the carbon atom C,
in one of its four possible positions. Moreover, Proposition 6.1, and more exactly (6.2), extends the
notion of polynomial roots in one dimension. However, h; does not represent a root of a multivariate
polynomial; but it does represent the roots of the projection of the multivariate polynomial onto a
specific dimension r.
Following, the two special molecules, functional groups and primitive molecules, are also defined in
artificial hydrocarbon networks. In that sense, Definition 6.5 and Lemma 6.1 hold.

Definition 6.5. (CH functional group) Let H and C be a hydrogen and a carbon atoms, respectively, joined together by a polar covalent bond be H. Also, let G be a molecule. Then, G is said to be
a functional group of C H-molecules if G

= ({C, H}, {be H}).

Lemma 6.1. (CH-primitive molecules) Let G be a CH functional group, and let CH,CH 2 ,CH:3
be three different CH -molecules spanned from G with behaviors tpe H, tpe H 2 , tpc H 3 due to the set of
inputs X.

Then, there are at most three CH-primitive molecules. No other molecules more than

CH,CH2 ,CH3 are CH-primitive molecules.

Proof. Let .Al be a primitive molecule as Definition 5.9. I3y induction, using Definition 6.4, .Al can be

CH,CH2 ,CH:i and CH4 , no other CH-rnolecules can be clepicted because the degree of freedom d is
delimited to the interval O< d:::; ec

= 4. I3ut, CH4 is a stable rnolecule, thus CH4 is nota primitive

molecule. Then, the only CH-primitive rnolecules are CH,CH 2 .CH3 .

o
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Artificial hydrocarbon networks also propases the way that CH-prirnitive molecules interact arnong
them in order to increase the behavior of rnolecules, forrning an artificial hydrocarbon compound. This
is stated in the following Definition 6.6:

Definition 6.6. ( hydrocarbon compounds) Let C
molecules

n

= (D, B N)

be a compound consisting of primitive

linked with a set of nonpolar covalent bonds B N. Then, C is said to be a hydrocarbon

compound if n

= {M 1 , •.. Mk}

is a set of CH -primitive molecules, spanned from the CH functional

group, with molecular behaviors 'PI,···'Pk each one in JR.m. Moreover, ¡/;

= ('l¡'., 1 , ... ,'l/Jm) in JR.m is the

behavior of C due to any input signa) x E JR.n, such that, 'l¡'., : cp 1 x · · · x 'Pk -+ JR.m.

Actually,

'l¡) : JR.kXm -t JR.ffi.

Using Definition 6.6, the following Proposition 6.2 simplifies the process of creating artificial hydrocarbon compounds. However, other propositions could be done using the above Definition 6.6.

Proposition 6.2. (piecewise hydrocarbon compounds) Let C be a compound with behavior 'l¡'., as
stated in Definition 6. 6. Then, C is said to be a piecewise hydrocarbon compound if 'l¡'., is piecewisedefined in the input interval x E [a, b] as follows:

Lo~ x < L 1

'P1i(x)
WJ ('P1J, ... , 'Pk.i, x)

U'here, ¡/J

=

. \/j =l. ... , m

= (w1, ... , 'l¡'.,1 , ... , 1/1m) is the behavior of a compound due to an input signa[

(6.3)

x E JR.n

that depends on the set of molecular behaviors <I>

= {cp 1 , ... ,cp,,, .... cpic} each one in JR.m such that

= (cp,, 1••••• 'Pwn), and the set of pammetes L;

JR. 11 far all i = O, .... k that chamcterize molecular

'Pu

E

behaviors stands far the i-th bound in JR. 11 of the input domain in molecular behaviors with lower bound

Lo= a and upper bound Lk = b.

At last. Lhc mixture of artificial hydrocarbon compounds is also defined. Remember that this
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component computes a linear combination of different molecules or compounds in definite ratios socalled stoichiometric coeffi.cients:

Definition 6.7. (mixture of molecules) Let
behaviors <I>

= {<p1,···,'Pu,···,<pk}

of molecules S

r = {M1 , ... , Mk}

be a set of molecules with a set of

each one in ~m such that 'Pu= ('Pul,···,'Pum)- Then, the mixture

= (S 1 , ... , Sj, ... , Sm) in ~m is a linear combination of behaviors of molecules in <I> such

that there exists a set of coefficients A = {o: 1 , ... , O:j,

... ,

o:m} with

O:j

=

{o: 1j, ... , O:kj} of real values,

called the stoichiometric coeffi.cients. Hence,
k

(6.4)

S1(x) = LªiJ'Pij
i=l

Moreover, <I> is the basis of the mixture of molecules,

r

is the structure of the mixture of molecules,

and S(x) is the behavior of the mixture of molecules.

Until now, artificial hydrocarbon networks defines the four components that are used in the AHNalgorithm. Also, it defines the interactions among these components as stated in Proposition 6.3 and
Proposition 6.4.

Proposition 6.3. ( model of nonpolar covalent bonds) Let b~ E B be a nonpolar covalent bond
of a pair of molecules lvli, Mj with behaviors 'Pi, 'PJ each one in

~m

due to an input x E

b. = (<5 1. ó2, ó3) be a tuple of properties of b~. Then, the behavior of nonpolar covalent bonds

~n.
7f

Let

holds:

(6.5)
With,

(6.6)
Where, <5 1 E { 1, 2, 3} is called the order of bond; <5 2 E ~ with <5 2 2'. O represents the length

of bond and it is a metric on the parameters 0i, 0j each one in

~P

that characterize 'Pi, 'PJ; and,

ó3 2'. O represents the minimum energy of bond. Moreover, the behavior ¡/; of an artificial hydrocarbon
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compound C consisting of molecules M;, Mj is equal to the composite molecular behaviors, such that,

Proposition 6.4. (LSE chemical balance interaction) Let S = (S1 , ... , Sj, ... , Sm) E !Rm be a mixture of molecules with basis cii, structure r, anda set of stoichiometric coefficients A =
with

Oj

= {n1j, ... , O'.kj} of real values. Also, let

Xq

be the q-th input sample and

{n 1 , ... , nj, ... , nm}

Yq

be the the q-th

output sample of an unknown system I:. Then, the procedure to find ªJ by minimizing the loss function
Ej for all j

= 1, ... , m is called the chemical balance interaction:

(6.7)

Moreover, if the least squares estimates (LSE) method is used for minimize E 1 , then the procedure
is called the LSE chemical balance interaction.

Proposition 6.3 is inspired on the empírica! model of covalent bonds (see Section 4.2.3). lt will be
useful when deriving the procedure for forming artificial hydrocarbon compounds (see Section 6.2.2).
On the other hand, Proposition 6.4 defines the procedure to optimize the loss function (6.7) that, in
other words, it partially salves the search topological parameters problem (STPP) described in Section
5.5.2. It is remarkable to say that any other optimization procedure could be proposecl as a chemical
balance interaction.

6.2.2

Forming of Compounds

As described in Section 5.5.2, any algorithm based on artificial organic networks is subjected to the
build topological structure problem (I3TSP). In that sense, this section introduces and describes the
first part to salve the I3TSP using two different proposed proceclures to form compounds. In addition,
the second part of the section describes the procedure to sol ve the STPP for the hydrogen values and
other parameters involved in the method.
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6.2.2.1

Structure of Compounds

Considering the three-level energy scheme described in Section 5.3, a heuristic chemical rule is proposed
in order to determine how CH-molecules are bonded to form an artificial hydrocarbon compound.
Actually, Proposition 6.5 holds:

Proposition 6.5. (first chemical rule for structure 's compound) Let f be an algorithm and
~

2 be an integer number. Also, let C = (f!, BN) be a compound made of CH-primitive molecules

n=

{M1 , ... , Mn} linked with a set of nonpolar covalent bonds BN. Then, f returns the structure of

n

C as a saturared linear chain, such that, M 1 = Mn = CH3 and M; = CH2 for all i = 1, ... , n - 2.

Notice that in Proposition 6.5, the algorithm

f that forms an artificial hydrocarbon compound

C = (f!, BN) returns a linear chain of CH-primitive molecules with simple nonpolar covalent bonds,
also known in organic chemistry as a saturated linear chain [4, 5]. Actually, this linear chain is the
easiest artificial hydrocarbon compound that can be formed. However, the order of bond does not
vary, and in sorne cases this arbitrarity is not the optima! way to form compounds.
In order to derive a forming rule closer to chemical hydrocarbon compounds, basic observations
to the trend of nonpolar covalent bonds in carbon-carbon bonds was realized. Tendencies of bonds
in pairs of carbon atoms indicate that simple bonds are more frequent than double bonds, and the
latter are more frequent than triple boncls. It follows from the fact that triple boncls neecl more energy
(837k.J /mol) than double bonds (611k.J /mol) to be formed/broken; in the same way, double bonds
have higher energy than simple bonds (350k.Jjmol) to be forrned/broken [55]. At last, the priority of
occurrence of nonpolar covalent bonds in artificial hydrocarbon compounds can be written as (6.8);
where, b; >- b1 stands for the operation b; inhibits b1 , and b1 , b2 , b3 represent simple, double and triple
bonds, respectively.

(6.8)
Then, consider any given system I: with an input signa! x and an output signa! y. Also, consider
that the system is equally splitted into n clifferent partitions I:; for ali i
sample data, such that, I:

= LJ; I:;.

=

l. ... , n like (6.9) over q

Then, it is possible to capture the behavior of system I:; with a

C H-primitive rnolec:ule vía its molecular behaYior sp;. In that sense, a proper algorithrn to find the
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Order of bond bk

Mean energy Ek

1
2
3

152
132

63

Type of CH-molecules

48

CH=CH

Table 6.1: Relationship among the order of bond bk, the mean energy Ek and the type of CH-primitive
molecules.
best i-th CH-primitive molecule to model ¿;i is required.

(6.9)
Since there is no other information than input x and output y signals of system E, the approximation procedure using artificial hydrocarbon networks results difficult to realize. Thus, implicit
information needs to be extracted from E, i.e. the energy of system. Based on signal theory, the
energy E of signal y = E(x) in the interval x E [Lmin, Lmux] is calculated using (6.10); where,

llgll

stands for the norm of g:
L,n<1;r.

IIYll 2 dx · X

E(y) = /

E

(6.10)

[Lmin, Lmu.r]

Lmin

Thus using (6.10), the energy E; of a partition ¿;i is expressed as (6.11); where,
y; is the output signals of E; in the interval

X;

x;

is the input and

E [L;_ 1, L;].

L;

E;= E(y;)

=

f IIY;ll

2

dx,

X; E

[L;_ 1 , L;]

(6.11)

L¡_1

Iu fact, energy E; is used for selecting the i-th CH-primitive molecule in artificial hydrocarbon
compounds, as explained below. Actually, the uotion of euergy can be used because behaviors of both
molecules and nonpolar covalent bonds might be treated as energy signals.
In that way, an experiment wa.-; run in orcler to prove a significant relationship between the energy
E; ancl the i-th primitive rnolecule that bcst rnodels ¿;;. That experirnent is described in Appeuclix

B iu which the relationship encrgy-rnolecule is proved. In a uutshell, the experirnent reveals that two
CH-primitive molecules, !et say

1'1 1

and l\h, that modcls a given system ¿; form a uonpolar covalent

bond bk with order k, if the euergy of the system E calculated as (6.10) is associated to the mean
cncrgy Ek

o[

the cornpouncl, as depicted iu Table 6.1.

Thus, the two C H-primitive rnolecules l\J 1 . lvf2 cau he selectecl by comparing the energy of system
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Algorithm 6.1 STRUCTURE-COMPOUND(~, n): Algorithm of the second chemical rule for structure's
compound.

Input: the system E = (x, y) and the number of molecules n 2". 2.
Output: the structure of hydrocarbon compound C.
Initialize k 0 = O.
Split E into n equal partitions Ei.
for j = 1 : (n - l) do
Calculate energies E1 and EJ+ 1 using (6.11) and add them up: E= E1 + EJ+I·
Obtain the best order of bond k; using (6.12) and E.
while (k; + k;_ 1 ) 2". 4 do
if (k;_ 1 == 1), then
=
l.
else
=
l.
1
1
end-while
end-for
Select ali CH-primitive molecules using k* and Table 6.1 and set ali molecules {M1 , ... , .M,,}.
n +-- {M1, ... , Mn}
B N +-- { b¡, ... , bi, ... , bn- 1}, b; with order k7 for ali i = 1, ... , n - l
e= (n,BN)
return

k;_

k;_

k; k; -

e

E with the mean energy Ek and selecting the best order of bond k* as expressed in (6.12). Once done,

the type of the two CH-primitive molecules can be looked up in Table 6.1.

k* =argmin{IE-Ekl}, VkE {1,2,3}
k

(6.12)

In that sense, the above experiment of two molecules can be extended to form an artificial hydrocarbon compound with n CH-primitive rnolecules in arder to modela systern E splitted into n partitions
E; far ali i = 1, ... ,n. Algorithrn 6.1 computes that artificial hydrocarbon compound assuming that it

is a linear chain. The inhibition rule (6.8) is also used. Notice that frorn Lemma 6.1, a CH-primitive
molecule cannot be a single carbon atom without hydrogen atorns; therefore, triple bonds can only
appear when there are artificial hydrocarbon compounds with fixed length n = 2, e.g. of the form
CH

= CH, as reflected in Algorithm 6.1.

Concluding, the following Proposition 6.6 raises the usage of Algorithm 6.1 to be the chemical rule
appliecl

011

artificial hydrocarbon networks algorithm to forrn the structure of an artificial hydrocarbon

compound.

Proposition 6.6. (second chemical rule for structure's compound) Let E= (x, y) be any given
system with input signa[ x and output signa[ y, and n 2". 2 be an integer number. In addition, let

f
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be Algorithm 6.1 with inputs E and n. Also, let C
molecules

n = {M1 , ... ,Mn}

=
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(n,BN) be a compound made of CH-primitive

linked with a set ofnonpolar covalent bonds BN. Then, f returns the

structure of C as an unsaturared linear chain, such that, C is clase related to the energy of E.

6.2.2.2

Behavior of Compounds

Until now, both Propositions 6.5 and 6.6 indicate how to build the structure of a compound. After
that, it is necessary to determine a way to train that artificial hydrocarbon compound in order to
define its behavior. Thus, this section proposes a gradient descent method to partially model a given
system with an artificial hydrocarbon compound.
A trivial solution to train an artificial hydrocarbon compound made of n CH-primitive molecules is
to equally split a given system E= (x, y) into n partitions E; for ali i = 1, ... , n, as already described,
and to train the i-th CH-primitive molecule with E;. However, it <loes not assure that compounds
will cover the input domain of E optimally. In that sense, it would be better if each CH-primitive
molecule finds the best interval at which it can act, getting the behavior of a compound with unequal
intervals of molecular behaviors like (6.3). Thus, the objective of the following training is to find the
best partition (possibly unequal) of the input domain x in which n CH-primitive molecules will model
E accurately.
For instance, suppose that an artificial hydrocarbon compound is made of n

= 2 CH-primitive

molecules. Let ;p 1 and ;p 2 in IR.m be the two molecular behaviors of the CH-primitive molecules in
the compound. Also, !et 1j; = (1j; 1 , ... ,'ljJJ, .. ,,t'Jm) be the behavior ofthe compound such that (6.13)
holds. 1,foreover, suppose that any given system E= (x, y) has an input domain in the overall interval
X E

[Lmin, Lmax]; then, Lo

= Lmin

and L2

= Lmux·

(6.13)

In that sense, L 1 might be interpreted as the length of bond r (i.e. the distance between two linked
molecules, as described in the empírica! model of nonpolar covalent bonds) centered at L0 , such that

L1

= Lo+ r.

In fact, the value L 1 has to be optirnized in arder to minimize the overall loss function of

the compound. Then. (6.5) can be usecl as the objective function in this optimization problem; where,
¡3 1 is the arder of bond, ;32

=

r / E; is a transforrnation of the length of boncl r iu terms of the loss
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function

Ei

of (6.14) over

Qi

samples data of partition Ei for i
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= {l, 2} (i.e. the i-th molecule in the

compound), and (33 is a constant value referred to the minimum energy of bond.
1

Ei

=

q,

2 L (Yk - 'Pi(xk))

2

,

V(xk,Yk) E Ei

(6.14)

k=I

Using a gradient descent method to minimize (6.5) with respect to r and calculating the change of
length D.r

= r2

-

rI, the update rule of (6.15) is found; where, O< r¡ < 1 is a small real value called

the step size, EI and E 2 are the loss function values of (6.14) for both molecular behaviors 'PI and cp 2
respectively, I is the identity matrix, and diag(A) represents the diagonal matrix of A.

r

= r + diag ( -r¡ (EI - E2) I)

(6.15)

This procedure can be repeated for n C H-primitive molecules as follows. Now, suppose that there
are n molecular behaviors {'PI, ... , 'Pi, 'Pi, ... , 'Pn} each one in !Rm forming a compound with behavior
1/; as (6.3) with a set of (n

+ 1) bounds L = {Lo, ... , L,.}; where, Lo = Lmin and Ln = Lmax, and the

subset {LI, ... , Li, ... , Ln-d E L is the set of length of bonds, relative to an arbitrary origin set at L 0 ,
between two adjacent linked molecules with molecular behaviors 'Pi and 'Pi· Moreover, since the loss
function

Ei

of (6.14) can be computed for each molecular behavior 'Pi, the update rule of (6.15) can

be extended to an update rule like (6.16) of n molecular behaviors assuming that each pair of linked
molecules has a length of bond ri, and this pair of molecules can be treated asan isolated one; where,
/Ji is the step size of the i-th length of bond. For simplicity, this work will consider a step size r¡ for all

lengths of bond, i.e. r¡;

= r¡.

ri

=

r;

+ diag (-r¡; (E; -

E;+ 1 ) 1)

(6.16)

Finally, in order to obtain the subset of bounds {LI, ... , L;, ... , Ln-d E L relatively measured from

Lo, each bound L; can be calculated as (6.17).

L; = Lo

+¿

r1 :::; L,,

(6.17)

t=I

Using the above information, artificial hydrocarbon networks proposes Algorithm 6.2 to compute
the parameters of an artificial hydrocarbon compound with n. C H-prirnitive molecular hehaviors over
optima] (and possibly unequal) intervals.
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Algorithm 6.2 BEHAVIOR-COMPOUND(I:,C, 1/, E): Algorithm of the third chemical rule for behavior's
compound.

Input: The training set E= (x, y), the structure of compound C = (D., BN ), the step size O< r¡ < 1,
and the tolerance value f. > O.
Output: The compound behavior '!/J.
Determine the number of CH-primitive molecules nin compound C.
Initialize randomly the set of lengths of bonds r.
Calculate the set of bounds L using (6.17).
do
Split E into n subsets Ei using (6.9).
for each partition Ei do
Obtain the parameters h, VH and ve of Proposition (6.1) using LSE over (6.14).
Calculate the loss function E; using (6.14).
end
Calculate the overall loss function E = ¿ Ei.
Update the set of lengths of bonds r using (6.16).
Recalculate L using (6 .17).
while overall loss function E > f. repeat
Build all CH-molecular behaviors <p; using h, VH and ve of Proposition (6.1).
Build the behavior of compound '1/J like (6.3) using all molecular behaviors 'Pi and L.
return '!/J

Proposition 6.7. (third chemical rule for behavior's compound) Let E= (x,y) be any given
system with input signa/ x and output signa/ y, and n 2". 2 be an integer number. In addition, /et
Algorithm 6.2 with inputs E.C,r¡ anda small real value
made of CH -primitive molecules D.

= {I\J 1 , ... , /IJ

71 }

f.>

J

be

O. A/so, /et C = (D.,BN) be a compound

linked with a set of nonpolar covalent bonds B N,

and ¡j; be the behavior of compound as (6.S}. Titen, f returns ib, such that, C has a compound behavior
e/ose to the behavior of E, i.e. llw(x) -

6.2.2.3

YII

S

f.

Optimization of Compounds

This section proposes a rnethod, based on enthalpy, for building an optima! artificial hydrocarbon
compound with the minimum number of CH-primitive molecules that actually approximates E with
sorne accuracy e > O.
In chernistry, enthalpy 6.H refers to the energy transfer in a thermodynamic system that measures
the heating interchange in a chemical reaction at c:onstant pressure (see Section 4.2.4.1). Closely to
rnolecules. it is the energy rcquired to form or break a chemical bond in a reaction, 6.H reactio 11 • In
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order to compute that energy in a compound, the Hess' law states that the enthalpy of a chemical
reaction is independent of the pathway between the initial (reactants) and final (products) states [56],
as expressed in (6.18).

D.H 0 reaction =

L D.H

0

products -

L D.H

0

reactants

(6.18)

On the other hand, in organic chemistry is known that hydrocarbon compounds have higher boiling
and melting points while the number of carbon atoms increases [58]. This tendency occurs similarly
in alkanes, alkenes and alkynes. For instance, consider boiling points in compounds such that at these
temperatures chemical bondings are subjected to be formed or broken.
In particular, the enthalpy D.H is proportionally to the temperature of a given compound, as
written in (6.19); where, D.Cp is the change of specific heat, T is the temperature of the compound in

K and D.HoK is the enthalpy of the compound at temperature T0

= OK.
(6.19)

Thus, if a molecule Al is subjected to a chemical reaction; the enthalpy of reaction D.H M in M
can be derived from (6.19) with temperature T equal to the boiling point Tb, as expressed in (6.20).

(6.20)
From (6.20) and previous discussion, these observations hold:
• The greater the boiling point Tb is in a molecules NI, the larger the number of carbon atoms n
is present in NI.
• The greater the boiling point

n is in a molecule Al, the larger the value of enthalpy of reaction

D.H M is in Al.
Conclucling, the larger the number of carbon atoms n is in a rnolecule 11!, the larger the value of
enthalpy of reaction D.H u is in l'vl, and vice versa. To this end, it is used for optimizing the number
of C H-primitive rnolecules in artificial hydrocarbon compounds.
Let C be an artificial hydrocarbon compound made of n
irnates any given systern I: with sorne accuracy

f

~

2 CH-primitive rnolecules that approx-

> O. Then, the objective of the following procedure

is to find the optima\ number of molecules n* such that C rnoclels I: closely.
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Let í::l.HE be the enthalpy of the system, i.e. the energy E calculated as (6.10); and suppose that
fp is the set of all possible optima! compounds like (6.21); where

artificial hydrocarbon network, and the condition í::l.H e,

r

is the set of all compounds in an

= í::l.H E assures that C; models E.

(6.21)
In addition, it is easy to check that no matter how compounds in

r P were formed

because of the

Hess' law, these compounds have the same value of enthalpy as the system has, if there is no loss
of energy in the chemical reaction, i.e. í::l.H reaction
C; E fp, made of

n;

= O. In that sense, the enthalpy of a compound

CH-primitive molecules, is equal to the sum of enthalpies of the

n;

molecules

that conforms C; as (6.22) derived from (6.18); where, í::l.H k represents the enthalpy of the k-th CHprimitive molecule in C;.
ni

L í::l.Hºk = í::l.Hºc,

(6.22)

k=l

Suppose that enthalpies í::l.H k are fixed, then the condition í::l.H e,

= í::l.H E is clifficult to reach

varying only the number of molecules n;, i.e. í::l.H e, :::; í::l.H E· Thus, there exists a positive number m
such that (6.23) holcls:

(6.23)

From (6.23) ancl using the co11clusio11 about the relationsltip between tite number of carbon atoms
ancl the enthalpy of a molecule (n; :x í::l.Hc,), the heuristic (6.24) using the following rules, assuming
that the initial value of n; = 2, is proposecl:

(6.24)
• If m > 1, then increase n; by one, ancl recalcula.te m.
• If m :::; 1, then remain n; unchanged, and stop the process.

At last, the optimum number of C H-primitive molecules n * of tite optimum compound C E

rP

is

equal to the unchangecl value n; coming from the above rules. Algorithm 6.3 summarizes the upclating
procedure of n*.
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Algorithm 6.3 ENTHALPY-RULE(I:, 1/J, n): Algorithm of the fourth chemical rule for optimizing the number of molecules in a compound.

Input: the system E, the behavior 7/J of an artificial hydrocarbon compound C and the current number
of molecules n in e.
Output: the updated number of molecules n in C and value m.
Calculate
Calculate
Calculate
if m > 1,
return n

í:l.HE using (6.10) over E.
í:l.H e using (6.10) over 7/J.
m using (6.24).
then n = n + l.
and m

Proposition 6.8. (fourth chemical rule for optimizing compounds) Let E = (x, y) be any
given system, C be a compound of an artificial hydrocarbon network with behavior 'ljJ that models E,

i.e. 111/'J(x) -

YII :'.SE,

and n be the number of molecules in C. Then, using Algorithm 6.3 with inputs

E, 1/J and n, the number of molecules in C will be updated such that C will tend to be the optimum
compound with the minimum number of molecules n, if and only if the initial value of n = 2.

To this end, it is remarkable to say that this proposal for optimizing compounds uses enthalpy
instead of any other measurement of energy, e.g. entropy, because enthalpy only uses the initial and
final states of chemical reactions while entropy requires a set of combinations of ali possible forming
compounds. In that way, the latter might not be used in an online process due to the large number
of computations. In comparison, enthalpy only computes the current energy in a compound, at each
iteration.

6.2.3

Forming of Mixtures

This section discusses the second part of solving the build topological parameters problem (BTSP)
already introduced in Section 5.5.2. Until now, an artificial hydrocarbon compound has been built and
trained. However, one complex molecule could be not enough to approximate any given system E. In
that sense, the following propasa! extends cornpounds to a mixture of them in arder to finally obtain
the overall structure and training of an artificial hyclrocarbon network.
For instante, consicler the any given systern E

= (x, y)

with inputs x allCi outputs y. Also, let C

be a compouncl with behavior 1/J;. Then, an error function R; can be computecl as (6.25) between the
output of E ancl Ó;.
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Ri = y - 7Pi(x)

(6.25)

If R is now approximated with another compound, let say Ci+ 1 , then the new error function Ri+ 1
is written as (6.26). Moreover, if the process tends to infinity, then (6.27) holds.

(6.26)

(6.27)
To this end, let AH N be an artificial hydrocarbon network with behavior S like Definition 6. 7, and
let r ¡ be the structure of AHN defined as the set of artificial hydrocarbon compounds r¡
with basis

w = {v, 1 , ... , 1/Jp}

obtained with algorithms

= {C 1 , ... , Cp}

f of chemical rules of Propositions 6.5, 6.6, 6. 7

and 6.8. Then, S approximates AHN with a tolerance value

E> O using

r ¡, such that

(6.28) holds.

p

11

L

0:;7¡]; (x)

- Y 11 :S

(6.28)

E

i=l

Moreover, the set of stoichiometric coefficients A

= {a 1 , ... , ap}

is calculated using a chemical

balance interaction like Proposition 6.4; lastly defining an artificial hydrocarbon network AHN that
models ¿ accurately with a tolerance value

6.2.4

E

> O.

lmplementation of the AHN-Algorithm

According to the abovc cliscussion, an artificial hydrocarbon network AH N can be built and trained
using the heuristic rules for forming of compouncls and mixtures. In that sense, an artificial hydrocarbon network can be irnplernented using Algorithm 6.4, so-called the AHN-algorithm, and the next
Proposition 6.9 formalizes the irnplementation of it to moclel any given system ¿_ A useful tutorial
about the practica! implemcntation of the AHN-algoritlun is covered in Appenclix C.

Proposition 6.9. (AHN-algorithm) Let ¿

=

(x,y) be any given system with input signals x and

output signals y, n 111 a.,, 2 2 and c,,,"x be two positive integer numbers, O < r¡
f

>

O be a small posit-i-uc valuc. In addition, let

r - Also, let

r ¡ = {C1 ..... C,.,,,,,,}

f

< 1 be the step size, and

be Algorithm 6.4 with inputs

"f.,nma.r, Cma.1·, 17

and

be the structun: of a mixture AHN aj cm 01 . artificial hydrocarbon
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Algorithm 6.4 AHN-ALGORITHM(~, nmax, Cmax, r¡, 1:): The implementation of the artificial hydrocarbon
network AHN-algorithm.
Input: the system E= (x,y), the maximum number of molecules nmax, the maximum number of
compounds Cmax, the step size O< r¡ < 1, and the tolerance value E> O.
Output: the structure r, the basis W, and the stoichiometric coefficients A.
Initialize the number of current compounds, e = l.
lnitialize the error function, R = y.

do
lnitialize the number of molecules, n = 2.
do
Build a compound Ci with Proposition 6.5 or STRUCTURE-COMPOUND(R, n).
Obtain the behavior 'I/Ji of Ci with I3EHAVIOR-COMPOUND(R, Ci, r¡, 1:).
Optimize the number of molecules nin Ci with ENTHALPY-RULE(R, 'I/J;, n).
Calculate the heuristic m with ENTHALPY-RULE(R, 'I/Ji, n).
while (m > 1) and (n :S nmax) repeat
Update the error function R using (6.26).
Update the number of current compounds e= e+ l.
while (IIRII > 1:) and (e :S Cmax) repeat
Generate the structure r = {C1, ... , Ccmax}.
Generate the basis w = {'I/J1, ... , 'I/Jcmax}.
Obtain the set of stoichiometric coefficients A = {a¡, ... , acmax} using Proposition 6.4.
return r, w, and A

compounds C; for all i

= l. ... , Cmax,

let W be the set of compound behaviors 7/J; of each C;, and let A be

the set of stoichiometric coefficients that weights the mixture of compounds

r¡.

Then, f satisfies the

three-level energy scheme and retums the structure r ¡ as a mixture of artificial hydrocarbon compounds
that is clase related to the energy of E and completely determines the parameters of

r ¡,

W and

A. Moreover, f builds and trains an artificial hydrocarbon network AH N that approximates E with
accuracy

f.

6.2.5

Artificial Aromatic Compounds

As noted so far, artificial hydrocarbon compounds have been structured in linear chains of CHprimitive rnolecules. However, these topologies do not provide recursive properties. In that sense, a
cyclic network topology is proposed to hanclle clynamic systems. In fact, these recursive networks are
inspirecl

011

chemical aromatic compouncls, i.e. arenes.

Figure 6.2 shows the proposed topology. It is remarkable to say that the recursive CH rnolecule
is inspired on arenes because it is the most stable structure of cyclic cornpouncls in nature. As notecl,
this recursive structure can be treated as another CH-primitive molecule as follows:
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Figure 6.2: Example of the topology of a recursive artificial hydrocarbon network inspired on arenes.

Proposition 6.10. (recursive CH molecules) Let M be a CH-molecule aj the jorm as Fig. 6.2
with ac = C 1 . Also, let cp be the behavior aj molecule lvl due to an input signal x = (x 1 , ... , x,,) in
~"with norm

llxll < l.

Then, the behavior ojcp = (cp¡, ... ,cpj,···,'Pm) in

VH;

= h¡ . h¡

11

'PJ(xk)

=L

~m

holds:

E C"

(6.29)

N

L h;J ·

x(k-i),j

(6.30)

.i=l i=l

Where, N is the number aj hydrogen atoms in M, and k is the current state.

In this case, the parameters in the recursive CH molecule do not mean any roots in a polynomial.
In contrast, these hydrogen parameters are ::;ubjected to compute the laste::;t value of the modeled signa!
in term::; of :;orne values locally stored in carbon atoms. For instance, it can be seen as a difference
equation with coefficients equal to hyclrogen parameters.

6.3

Analysis of the AHN-Algorithm

The Algorithm 6.'1 wru; analyzed in terms of its computational time cornplexity and its stability. In
that way, the following subsections present these theoretical results.
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6.3.1

Computational Complexity

Consider any given system E with input signals x E lRn and output signals y E lRm. Also, consider q
training samples of E in order to get a model S(x) E lRm using Algorithm 6.4 with Cmax compounds
and nmax molecules per compound. Assume that a minimum error

E

> O satisfies the stop criterion for

finding the best set of length of bonds between two adjacent molecules in a compound. Then, Theorem

6.1 holds for Algorithm 6.4.

Theorem 6.1. (time complexity) Algorithm
Timax

2 Cmax 2 2 and a smal/ va/ue E >

6.4

has time complexity O(cmaxnmaxqln

¼)

with q 2'.

Ü.

Proof Consider Algorithm 6.4. Time complexities are measured using the worst case assumption, as

follows:

(a) forming of compounds:
This procedure is located at the most inner do-while loop in Algorithm 6.4. Considering the worst
choice for creating the structure of a compound, the STRUCTURE-COI\IPOUND procedure is analyzed
(see Algorithm 6.1). Its first assignment is time complexity 0(1). The second step splits E into
partitions E; for i

nmax

= 1, ... , n{ma,·}, using the set of bounds L. If assuming a simple method for splitting

that system, it can be used the set of rules of the formas (6.31), for all training samples.

Ro:: ifLo:-La S Xk < Lo:.o:+1, then (xk,Yk) E En, with

Q

= l, ... ,Tlmax

(6.31)

Then, each rule R 0 in (6.31) requires 4 operations (i.e. 2 comparisons, one AND-operation and one
assignment). Since there are

nmax

rules in (6.31), and assuming the worst case when the q samples are

in the last rule Rn"'ªx' then the time complexity is 0(4nmaxq). The third step considers a for-loop.
First, the measurement of energy in a partition is required. Suppose that Ek has qk samples. Using
(6.11), the energy of the partition can be obtained from (6.32): where, Yk represents the k-th sample
of output signa! in Ek. Notice that this representation is valid because the integral of (6.11) depends
on the number of qk samples in Ek.
Qk

Ek =

¿llnll
i=l

2

(6.32)
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Clearly, (6.32) needs Qk - l additions and Qk multiplications. Thus, the time complexity for computing
the energy in each partition is 0(qk)- Since, there are two measures of energy, one sum of those, three
comparisons and a decision from (6.12), and a selection of two CH-primitive molecules in a lookup
table, the time complexity until now is 0(qk

+ Qk + l + 4 + 1)

,...., 0(qk)- Then, a while-loop endoses

a decision procedure. At most, the while-loop enters three times, only if two subsequent bonds with
orders kJ, kJ+r are equal to 3. In addition, the if-else decision has order 0(3) ,...., 0(1) beca use the total
operations are: one for the decision, one for the subtraction and one for the selection in a lookup table.
At last, the while-loop has time complexity 0(9),...., 0(1). At the end, the for-loop has time complexity
nmax-1

¿

11-max

(0(qk)

+ 0(1)),...., 0(q + nmax), since q = ¿

k=I

is 0(1

Qk· The overall time complexity of Algorithm 6.1

k=I

+ 4nmaxQ + q + nmax + 1),...., 0(4nmaxQ + nmax + q + 2)

assuming that the returning operation

is one instruction.
Now, consider the

BEHAVIOR-COMPOUND

procedure of Algorithm 6.4 (see Algorithm 6.2). First,

counting the number of CH-primitive molecules in a compound is easy to check in at most 0(nmax)In addition, considering randomization as a single instruction, the initialization process of the set of
lengths of bonds is equal to 0(nmax
to 0(nmax

+ 1)

+ 1) operations. Similarly, calculating the set of bounds is equal

operations. Then, a do-whilc loop is implemented. As already known, the splitting

procedure requires a time cornplexity of 0(4nmaxq). The second step inside the do-while loop is a
for-each loop frorn k = L ... , nmax· Firstly, it computes the hydrogen pararneters, hydrogen values and
carbon values using least squares estimates. In fact, this rnethocl has time complexity 0(C 2 N) [59];
where C is the climensionality of the input clomain and N is the number of training sarnples. In terms
of Algorithm 6.2, thc time complexity of tltis step is 0(d 2 qk) and it can be approximated to 0(qk)
because d
ami d

«

= {l. 2, 3}

Qk-

is restricted to the number of hydrogen atoms in the CH-primitive molecules,

Then, the for-loop also computes the error between the partition

I::k

and the structure of

CH-primitive molecules using (6.11). It can be seen that this cornputation requires Qk subtractions,

Qk - l adclitions and Qk + l multiplications. Then, the time cornplexity is 0(3qk) ,...., 0(qk)- At last,
the loop runs n,,, 01_. times for the
n

for-loop in Algorithm 6.2, is

nuw.r

partitions of 1::. Thus, the upper bound complexity of the
n,na.1·

rn<Lr

¿

k=I

(0(q,.)) "'O(q), since q

= ¿

CJk· Finally, the while-loop updates

k=l

the set of lengths of boncls using (G.16). Clearly, it needs three operntions (i.e. two subtractions ancl
one multiplication) for the n - 1 lengths of boncls. Thus, the time complexity for the last step is

0(3nma.r - 3),...., 0(nmu:i·)- In that sense, the overall time complexity of one iteration in the while-loop
is 0(411 1110 _1.q

+ q + n,,w,·) "'O(n,,,,,_,.q + q + n,,,,,_.. ) "'O(nmu.rq) hecause 0(nma.rq) > 0(q) 2'. 0(n,,,u,·)
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2: 2.

In order to determine the number of cycles in the while-loop, the following discussion uses the notion
of the analytical complexity in descent methods as (6.16). For instance, consider the optimization
problem (6.33),
min f(r)

(6.33)

rEIRw

Where, f(r) is the objective function to find the optimal values of lengths of bonds. Moreover, consider
a relaxation of (6.33) using a sequence of values {f(r)}, such that, f(rt+i) :S f(rt) for all t

= O, 1, ....

This problem can be solved applying a descent method, if the following properties hold [60]:

• f (r) is bounded below.
• J(r) has a first derivative J'(r) continuos in

]Rw_

• J'(r) is Lipschitz, such that, IIJ'(rt+1) - J'(rt)II :S Lllrt+l - rtll with sorne positive value L, and
11 ·

II standing for the Euclidean norm (6.34); where, x = (x1, ... ,xn) is a vector in JRn.

llxll =

Vx? + · · · + x;,

(6.34)

If this is the case, the values of the set {r} * are reached with an accuracy

f

> O at time complexity

O(ln ¼), using a gradient descent method [60]. Notice that the steepest descent method (6.16) is valid
for solving (6.33) because the gradient descent method coincides with the steepest descent method
when

11 · 11

stands for the Euclidean norm [61].

function E¡(r)

= Eu - E

11

In order to apply (6.16) correctly, let f(r) be a

representing the difference of the energy of any molecule u and the energy

of any molecule v with intermolecular distance ruv_ It is enough to prove that E¡(r) has the above
properties. By definition of (6.14), energies Eu and Ev are bounded below to Eu = E 11 = O; thus, E¡(r)
is bounded below at E¡(r)

E'¡(r) '.:::'. 6.E¡(r 1 )

=

= O,

proving the first property. On the other hand, it is easy to see that

E¡(r 1+ 1) - E¡(r 1 ) and because E¡(rk-) E JRw,Vk

proviug the second propcrty.

= O. l. ... ,

then 6.E¡(r) E JRw,

Finally, to prove the third property, E¡(r) needs to have a second

6. 2E¡(r 1 ), then
116. 2E¡(r 1)11 :S L. Thus, it

derivative E'j(r), such that, IIE'j(r)II :S L,'vr E JRw. It is easy to see that E'j(r) '.:::'.

6. 2E¡(rt) = E¡(r1+2) -

2E¡(r1+d

+ E¡(rt)

is properly defined. l\Ioreover,

proves the third property. At last, the while-loop in Algorithrn 6.2 has time complexity O(nmaxQ ln ¼).
Finally, Algorithm 6.2 has time complexity O(nma:r

+ n,,w -q ln ¼+ 3),....., O(nmo:i·q ln ¼)
1

the returning operation ami building instructions iare one computation.

assuming that
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The last procedure in forming of compounds is the
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ENTHALPY-RULE

as shown in Algorithm 6.3. lt

requires the calculation of two energies. In fact, they can be computed using (6.32). Thus, the both
measurements of energy has time complexity 0(2q) "' O(q). Then, the heuristic m is computed in
one operation and the if-then rule requires three operations (one comparison, one addition and one
assignment). The overall time complexity of Algorithm 6.3 is O(q + 1 + 3 + 2) "'O(q), assuming that
the returning operation is one instruction per variable.
Summarizing, the overall process of forming
plexity of

O(cmaxTimaxQ

In¼) since

O(nmaxQ

Cmax

In¼)>

compounds (i.e. the worst case) has time com-

O(nmaxQ)

> O(q) >

O(nmax)-

(b) forming of mixtures:
Once a set of Cmax compounds are formed, a mixture is done as noticed below the outer do-while loop
of Algorithm 6.4. In fact, generating the structure requires at most O(cmax) time, as well as generating
the basis of the mixture. In addition, the set of stoichiometric coefficients is done via least squares
estimates. Using the above discussion, the time complexity of this procedure is O(c;;, 0 xq). At last, the
returining operation is considered constant for each variable. To this end, the forming of mixtures has
time com plexi ty of O (c;nax q) sine e O (c;na .r) > O (Cmm·).

(e) the overall algorithm:
Considering the time cornplexity of both procedures of forrning cornpounds and mixtures, the overall
time complexity of Algorithm 6.4 in the worst c&;e is calculated based on (6.35):

(6.35)

If transforrnation

=

CmaxQ

Cmax·

asymptothically equal to (6.36) with q ?:

nmax

nmax

Cmax

?: 2, then

is applied, then (6.35) is rewritten as O
ln ¼ ?:

if

?:

x

7lma,-

At last, O

?:

Cma:r

(xnmax

(xnmax

In¼+

XCmax)-

Also,

In¼) ?: O (xcmax), thus (6.35) is

?: 2 ami a small value E > O:

(6.36)

So, it is shown that Algorithm 6.4 h&; an upper bound time complexity as (6.36) with q ?:
Cma:i·

?: 2 and a srnall value

f

nm":r

>

> O.
D
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6.3.2

Stability

The efficiency in accuracy of learning algorithrns is desirable when proposing new learning rnethodologies. In fact, stability analysis of algorithrns gives an interesting rneasurernent in terrns of efficiency.
Particularly, the analysis of stability of Algorithrn 6.4 is presented, using the sensivity analysis developed by Bousquet and Eliseeff [62] in which it airns to determine how mucha variation in the input of
the algorithrn rnodifies the behavior of its output [62].
Consider any given systern of the forrn I: = (x, y) with an input signal x and an output signal
y. Also, consider q training sarnples of I: in order to get a model S(x) using Algorithrn 6.4 with

e compounds and n molecules per compound. Also, let L be a loss function such that it measures
accuracy in Algorithm 6.4 between the model S(x) in x and the output value y, expressed as (6.37).

C(S(x), y) = (S(x) - y) 2

(6.37)

Moreover, the loss function L is said to be a-admissible if L is convex with respect to its first
argument z E IR and (6.38) holds:

(6.38)
Then, Algorithm 6.4 has uniform stability

í3

with respect to the loss function L if (6.39) holds;

where, C(SE, .) represents the loss function of all samples in I: and C(SE,,, .) represents the loss
function of all samples in I: without the i-th sample.

VI:, Vi E {1, ... , q}, IIC(SE, .) - L(S"E,\i,

-)lloc:::; /3

(6.39)

Thus, (6.39) assures that the maximum difference between the cost of sorne input data set to
Algorithm 6.4 and the cost of the same input data set with one variation. is less or equal to an upper
bouncl

p. At last, S(x) will be stable if í3 clecreases proportionally to ¼-

In order to define the response of algorithm 6.4, a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) F is
introducecl. The fundamental property of a RKHS is written as (6.40); where, there is a unique kernel

k in the Hilbert space H, such that, Vx, y EH, k,.(y) = k(y, x) is a function in the Hilbert space, ancl

f

E H is a set of functions in a convex subset of a linear space F.
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VJ E F, Vx, f(x) = (J,k(x, .))

(6.40)

Thus, the following Theorem 6.2 holds for stability in artificial hydrocarbon networks in which
it assures that Algorithm 6.4 is spanned by the optimum set of functions

f

that minimizes the loss

function .C, and by a unique kernel k.

Theorem 6.2. ( uniform stability) Let k be a bounded kernel such that k(x, x) :S ,-;, 2 and y E [a, b]
be the output vector of S(x) bounded in the range B

= llb - ali- Then, Algorithm 6.4 has uniform

stability f3 with respect to the loss function .C defined in ( 6. 37) that is 2B -admissible if S is defined by

1

q

L .C(J, y;)+ >-11c11~, Vy; E [a, b]
q

SE= argmin JEF

(6.41)

i=l

Moreover,

2,-;,2 B2

/3-S >. mm
. {q },ViE{l, ... ,n},jE{l, ... ,c}
l]

l e n
withq=-"\"'"\"'Qij

e L..,
L..,
j=l i=l

(6.42)

Proof. The definition of Algorithm 6.4 in terms of (6.41) comes directly from the theorem related to

the definition of algorithms in Hilbert spaces as described by Bousquet and Eliseeff [62]. In fact, the
uniform stability

/3 of any given algorithm

As in the Hilbcrt space reproduced by the kernel k is like

(6.43):

(6.43)

Where, u refers to the admissibility of loss function .C associated to As, ,-;, is the upper bound of
the kernel k such that \::/x. k(x. x) :S ,-;, 2 < oc, the parameter >. is the penalty in the norm of the basis
N(J). \::/f E F such that N(f)

= llfllf :S 1J: with sorne positive value of B, and mis the number of

training samples.

In order to prove (6.42). consider that thc uniform stability /3 of least squares estimates is equal to
(6.43) with u= 2B (as described by Bousquet and Eliseeff [62]) like in (6.44):
2h· 2 B 2
/J
<>.m
--

f

(6.44)
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Actually, Algorithm 6.4 uses least squares estimates in each of the n CH-primitive molecules to
forma compound. Thus, let q; be the number of samples in the i-th CH-primitive molecule, such that
n

¿

q=

q;. Then, using (6.44), each molecule provides a ma.ximum risk bounded by (6.45).

i=l

/3;
Notice that from definition, B
uniform stability

211:2B2

$_ -,-,Vi

E {l, ... ,n}

(6.45)

Aqi

= llb - all

remains constant for all molecules. Thus, the overall

/3c of a compound is given by the ma.ximum of all uniform stabilities {/3;} as depicted

in (6.46).

/3c =

L /3;
n

211:2 n2

$. - , \ - max

i=l

(

1)
---:- , Vi E {l, ... , n}
q,

Moreover, Algorithm 6.4 uses e compounds. Thus, the total uniform stability

(6.46)

/3r of S is given by

the maximum of all uniform stabilities {¡3gl} of compounds like (6.4 7); where % is the number of
e

samples in the i-th molecule of the j-th compound such that cq =

n

¿ ¿

%·

j=l i=l

/3r =

2
L¡3gl $_ T
max
e

j=I

2 n2

(

1 )

---:-:-

.Vi E {1, ... ,n},j E {l, ... ,c}

(6.47)

q,J

Then, (6.47) proves the uniform stability of Algorithm 6.4 depicted in (6.42).

o

Notice that Theorem 6.2 provides the upper bound of uniform stability. In fact, (6.42) gives the
notion that increasing the number of samples per molecule per compound q;J gives a better stability of
Algorithm 6.4. Finally, it is remarkable to say that Theorem 6.2 guarantees stability of Algorithm 6.4
only for approximation systems, since artificial hydrocarbon networks is mainly developed for these
problems.

6.4

Features of Partial Knowledge Extraction

An objective of artificial organic networks, aml in particular of artificial hydrocarbon networks, is the
idea to extract information from the obtained artificial hydrocarbon network to provide metadata and
in consequence to better understand a modeled system. For instance, the following levels of information
are given whe11 the trniniug process of artificial hyclrocarbon networks finishes: molecular clustering.
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Figure 6.3: Example of an artificial hydrocarbon network using structural formulas.
clustering of compounds, stoichiometric coefjicients, hydrogen coefjicients, and lengths of bonds or
molecular bounds.

Furthermore, in order to have a visual representation of artificial hydrocarbon

networks, it is considered the adoption of structural formulas in chemistry.

Figure 6.3 shows an

example of a structural formula applied to artificial hydrocarbon networks.

• Molecular clustering: Artificial hydrocarbon networks organize molecules in order to capture
clusters of information. In fact, these clusters are grouped by similar behaviors. One cluster of
similar points is approximated by one molecule; thus, the number of molecules in an artificial
hydrocarbon compound corresponds to the optima! number of clusters generated.

• Clustering of compounds: The number of compounds refers to the number of components
that will form a basis of the final approximation. In particular, with a slight modification of
Algorithm 6.4, each compound should extract particular information. For instance, consider the
decomposition of an audio signa!, representing the fundamental signa! and the harmonics with
artificial hydrocarbon compounds.

• Stoichiometric coefficients: These parameters are the weights of the behavior of the artificial hydrocarbon network. In fact, each coefficient can be interpreted as the total weight each
compound is supporting to the final approximation of the model.
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• Hydrogen coefficients: In univariate artificial hydrocarbon networks, it is easy to check that
hydrogen parameters are the roots (or zeros) of the approximated molecular behavior. In addition, from the fundamental theorem of algebra, the number of real-valued hydrogen parameters
represents the number of times the approximated output y crosses by zero. Another geometrical
interpretation of hydrogen parameters is that since h E C can be decomposed into its rectangular
representation h = a

+ wi

Va, w E JR, the real part a gives an insight about when the molec-

ular behavior changes its concavity but not necessarily crosses in y = O. On the other hand,
if hydrogen parameters are read using the bounds of molecules as the interval domain of the
molecular behavior; then, hydrogen parameters inside that interval will say how far or close are
a set of similar points clustered by that molecular behavior. In addition, all data captured by
any molecular behavior might be reproduced using hydrogen parameters. This direct application
of hydrogen parameters can be used for learning purposes when the AHN-structure turns to an
inference system.

• Lengths of bonds (or molecular bounds}: They measure the optimal length between two
adjacent rnolecules. In fact, these distances provide the interval of action in molecular behaviors.
Since these distances implicitly measure similarity in points, those can be used for clustering
reasoning. It is remarkable to say that unlikeness in clusters might refer to possible discontinuities
or other interesting points in the behavior of the modeled system. Thus, lengths of bonds or
alternatively molecular bounds, capture these interesting points.

6.5

The AHN-Algorithm as a Learning Method

In this section, artificial hydrocarbon networks algoritlun is compared with the most common al-

gorithms in machine learning and sorne optimization algorithms, in terms of: computational time
cornplexity !59, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73], characteristics of learning algorithms, and
characteristics of built models and types of problems solved.
For instance, Table 6.3 summarizes the time complexity of learning algoritluns as well as characteristics of those like: supervised or unsupervised, parametric or nonparametric. cleterrninistic or
nondeterministic, probabilistic, and univariate or multivariate algorithrns. In adclition, Table 6.3 also
presents the clirect type of problerns that algorithms can sol ve (approximation or precliction, classification. optimization), i.e. the main purpose of algorithms. Furthermore. it is rernarkable to say that
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Symbol I Description
number of samples
n
e
number of attri,bute variables
d
dimensionality of inputs
k
number of clusters
number of iterations
i
maximum number of parents in Bayesian networks
e
M
number of trees in random forests
s
number of random repetitions
number of compounds in AHN
e
m
number of molecules in AHN
E
tolerance greater than zero in AHN
Table 6.2: Symbols used in Table 6.3.

the chart reports the time complexity of classical or simple algorithms unless otherwise noted. Table
6.2 shows the symbols used in Table 6.3.
Focusing on artificial hydrocarbon network algorithm (AHN), it is clase related to backpropagationbased multilayer neural networks (BP) and support vector machines (SVM) in terms of supervised
learning, non-probabilistic models used for approximation/classification problems. It is important to
note because it gives a general view of where artificial hydrocarbon networks is located, as revealed
in Fig. 6.4. Notice that artificial hydrocarbon networks is also located between regression algorithms,
like linear regression (LR) and general regression (GR), and clustering algorithms like k-nearest neighbor (kNN), k-means algorithm (kM) and fuzzy clustering means (FCM). Smoothers are not too far
away from regression algorithms and artificial hyclrocarbon networks. Roughly speaking, the above
discussion rneans that artificial hydrocarbon networks builds approxirnation and classification models
as well as like-smoothers ( i.e. filtering systerns).
Unfortunately, in terrns of time cornplexity, artificial hydrocarbon networks cannot be easily compared with support vector machines or backpropagation-based multilayer neural networks. However,
if the nurnber of cornpounds and rnolecules (units of AHNs) are fixed, artificial hydrocarbon networks
would be less complex than support vector machines, when the nurnber of training sarnples is large.
The backpropagation algorithrn depends on the topology of the artificial neural network, thus a cornparison of AHNs and I3P cannot he computed in tenns of cornputational time complexity (see Table
6.3). At rnost, backpropagation algorithrn is based
cornplexity O(ln

¼)

where

E

011

gradient descent methods that actually has time

> O is a srnall tolerance value that is used as stop criterion, also used in

artificial hydrocarbon networks.
Finally. it is irnportant to highlighl that sorne time complexities summarized m Table 6.3 are
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General
linear regression {LR)

O(c2 n)

X

X

X

X

X

X

general regression (GR)

O(c2 n)

X

X

X

X

X

X

running mean smoother {RMS)

O(n)

X

X

X

X

X

X

kernel smoother (KS)

X

X

X

X

X

X

decision trees {DT)
random forest {RF)

O(nd)
O(nc 2 )

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

O(Mcnlogn)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

naive Bayes classifier {NBC)
Bayesian networks {BN)

O(nc)
O(cd•)

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Gaussian mixture models {GMM)
support vector machine (SVM)

O(Sikn)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

O(n 3 )

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

k-nearest neighbor (kNN)

X

X

X

X

X

k-means algorithm (kM)

O(knd)
O(ndk+l logn)

fuzzy clustering means {FCM)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

O(indk)

X

X

X

X

X

X

expectation-maximization {EM)

O(Sikn)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

simulated annealing {SA)

OP

*
*

*
*

*
*

X

OP

*
*

X

tabu search {TS)

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

Evolutionary
gene expression algorithms (GE)

NA
NA

memetic al_qorithms {MA)

NA

_qenetic al_qorithms {CA)

Artificial Neural Networks

TD
TD
TD
TD

X

particle swarm optimization ( PSO)

NA

ant colon y optimization ( A CO)

NA

bees colony optimization (BCO)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

NA
NA
NA
NA

*
*
*
*
*
*

chemical reaction optimization (GRO)

NA
NA

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

artificial hydrocarbon networks {AH N)

O(Cmnln ~)

X

backpropa_qation (BP)
_qeneralized Hebbian al_qorithm {HA)
Hopfield's nets {HN)
Kohonen maps (SOM)
Swarm Intelligence

intelligent water drops ( I W D)
cuckoo search (CS)
bacteria! fora_qin_q optimization {BFO)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Chemically Inspired
DNA computin_q (DNA)

X

X

X

Table 6.3: Characteristics of comrnon learning algorithrns. (X)-marks stand for a characteristic found in
the rnethod/algorithm. (*)-marks refer that a method/algorithm <loes not present that characteristic.
(OP)-marks refer to a method/algorithm which its time complexity varies depending on the specificproblem and/or optimization algorithm. (TD)-marks stand for a method that its time complexity is
topology-dependant. (NA)-marks refer to a method/algorithm that <loes not build a model directly.
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BP

. · SVM itAHN

non
probabilistic

DNA

GA
GE

CRO\/MA

:::~/~'TS
es

, •,Aco

BFO

SA

BCO

KS

•

•HA
kNN
• kM--•
HN
FCM.
:--SOM

RMS

.

I

NBC
.

EM

eGMM
BN

•

RF DT

probabilistic
classificatio

approximation

Figure 6.4: Clustering map of learning algorithrns/rnethods of Table 6.3. Labels are acronyrns of
algori t hms / methods.

specializcd. Far exarnple, thc time cornplexity of linear/ general regression is hased on the lea.<-;t squares
estirnates algorithm, the time complexity of clecision trees is cornputed with the standard C 11.5 training
algorithm, time cornplexity of Bayesian networks is computecl in polytrees, time cornplexity of kernel
smoothers is calculatecl with the easiest known nearest neighbor srnoother. In acldition, time cornplexity
of expectation-maximization (EM) is computed for ranclom EM algorithrns, as well as in Gaussian
mixture models.
On the other hand, Table 6.4 reports clmracteristics of rnodels when they are built from sorne learning algorithms. In this chart, artificial hyclrocarbon networks algorithrn builds continuous, nonlinear
and static models representing white or gray boxes of a given systern. Notice that nonrecursive rnodels
are trained, thus dynarnic moclels are not taken into accountd. However, artificial organic networks
framcwork does not limit training moclels, allowing recursive models for dynamic systems, as proposed
earlier.
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linear regression {LR}

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

general regression (GR)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

running mean smoother (RMS)

X

X

X

X

X

X

kernel smoother {KS)

X

X

X

X

X

decision trees {DT}
random forest {RF}

X

X

X

X

X

X

Method/ Algorithm

u

Q)

Cll

(U

>,
=

::,
u

~

"'
z

o=

:E

u
(U

General

X

naive Bayes classifier {NBC)

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Bayesian networks {BN}

X

X

X

X

X

Gaussian mixture models (GMM)

X

X

X

X

X

support vector machine {SVM}

X

X

X

X

X

k-nearest neighbor (kNN)

X

X

X

X

k-means algorithm {kM}

X

X

X

X

fuzzy clustering means (FCM}

X

X

X

X

X

expectation-maximization { EM}

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

NA
NA

simulated annealing (SA)
tabu search {TS}
Evolutionary

NA
NA
NA

genetic algorithms {GA}
gene expression algorithms {GE)
memetic algorithms {MA)
Artificial Neural Networks
backpropagation ( BP)

X

generalized Hebbian algorithm (HA)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Hopfield's nets {HN}

X

X

X

X

X

Kohonen maps (SOM)

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

Swarm Intelligence

bees colon y optimization {BCO)

NA
NA
NA

intelligent water drops {IWD}

NA

cuckoo search (CS)

NA
NA

particle swarm optimization {PSO)
ant colon y optimization {A CO)

bacteria! Joraging optimization {BFO}
Chemically Inspired

NA
NA

DNA computing {DNA)
chemical reaction optimization (GRO)
artificial hydrocarbon networks {AH N}

X

X

X

X

X

X

Table 6.4: Characteristics of models built by common learning algorithms. (X)-marks stand for a
characteristic found in the model. (NA)marks refer that a method/algorithm does not train a model
directly.

Chapter 7

Results and Discussion
This chapter reports experimental results of the implernentation of artificial hydrocarbon networks
in both approximation and classification problems. In acldition, two comparisons using feedforward
multilayered neural networks and self-organized rnaps were done.
On the other hand, this chapter presents a set of applications using artificial hydrocarbon networks.
First, it presents a filtering for audio signals. Then. a facial recognition is implementecl using metaclata
of artificial hydrocarbon networks. After that, a novel hybrid fuzzy inference system using artificial
hydrocarbon networks is proposed; and finally, a set of implementations in control applications using
this fuzzy-rnolecular inference system is presented, i.e. a position controller for computer numerical
control (CNC) machines, a spatial vector pulse-width modulation (PvVM) for alternating current (AC)
rnotors, allCI a liquicl leve! controller far coupled-tanks systems.
Finally, it discusses the overall performance of artificial hydrocarbon networks, highlighting its
rnain advantages and disadvantages.

7.1

Experimental Results

This section reports severa! experimental results about the implementation of artificial hydrocarbon
networks (AHN for short) far approxirnation and classification problems. In particular, it presents an
implementation for approximation of functions ami far cluastering \vell-known classification problems
ami data sets.
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7.1.1

Approximation Problems

Approximation of systems are also reffered to modeling. In that sense, this section presents a set of
experimental results over modeling univariate and multivariate functions. In fact, an example of a
multivariate function modeled with artificial hydrocarbon networks and artificial neural networks was
developed in order to compare both methods.

7.1.1.1
Let

Approximation of a Noisy, Univariate and Nonlinear Function

f be the behavior of any given system

a normalized random function. A model

=

(x,J(x)) as expressed in (7.1); where, 9N stands for

J of f

using artificial hydrocarbon networks in the input

~

domain x E [-1, 2) was implemented as follows:

f(x) = x 5

-

4x 2

+ 1 + 2gN,

x E [-1, 2)

(7.1)

1000-sample pairs (x,f(x)) were uniformly obtained in the interval x E [-1,2). Then, running
Algorithm 6.4 a model
number of compounds

j was obtained using a maximum number of molecules
Cmax

=

1, a tolerance

a comparison between function

E=

f ancl the model

1 x 10-4, anda step size r¡

=

nmax

= 6, a maximum

0.001. Figure 7.1 shows

J with dashed lines representing the bounds between

molecules in the AHN-structure. In particular, this model has a mean absolute squared error value of
0.3341 due to the noise of the system.
Notice that the algorithm found 4 molecules with a compound as depicted in Figure 7.2. This result
shows that artificial hydrocarbon networks can model univariate nonlinear functions and also can act
as a filter over the data. In addition, the algorithm computes a saturated linear chain of CH-primitive
molecules.

7.1.1.2

Approximation of a Piecewise Univariate Function

An important property of artificial hydrocarbon networks algorithm is its ability to find discontinuities
in any given systern using lengths of bonds, as shown below.
Let

f be the behavior of any given systern

~

= (x.f(x)) as expressed in (7.2). Then, an artificial

hydrocarbon networks was used to obtain a model jo[ fin the input domain x E [-1, 1].
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Figure 7.2: Artificial hydrocarbon network structure of

f(x) =

J modeling the function fin

arctan (1rx)

-1.0 :S x < 0.1

sin (1rx)

0.1 '.S X< 0.9

cos (1rx)

0.9 '.S

X

(7.1).

(7.2)

'.S 1.0

200-sample pairs (x,f(x)) were uniforrnly obtainecl in the interval x E [-1, l]. Then, running
Algorithm 6.4 a model

J was obtained using a maximum number of molecules

number of compounds

Cmax =

a comparison between function

1, a tolerance

E=

f and the model

1 x 10- 4 , anda step size 17

=

nmax

= 6, a maximum

0.01. Figure 7.3 shows

J with dashed lines representing the bounds between

molecules in the AHN-structure. In particular, this model has a mean absolute squared error value of

5.15

X

10- 6 .

Three CH-prirnitive molecules the artificial hyclrocarbon compound were optirnally found, as shown
in Figure 7.4. Moreover, the bounds of molecules captured the discontinuities of

f in (7.2). For

instance, the first discontinuity ocurrs at x = 0.1 and the first bound is located at x L = 0.06. The
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f

in (7.2) and the response of its AHN-model.
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j

rnodeling the function

second discontinuity occurs at x = 0.9 and the second bound is located at

7.1.1.3

XL =

f

in (7.2).

0.89.

Approximation of a Nonlinear Multivariate Function

Let F be a systern representing the nonlinear behavior of ¿

= (x 1 ,x 2 ,y1 ) like (7.3). A rnoclel F of F

was found using artificial hydrocarbon networks in the input dornain (x 1 ,x 2 ) E IR. 2 .

F:

x1

= cos(t)

X2

=t

Y1

= sin(t)

, t E [O, 15]

(7.3)

For this experirnent, 1500-sample tuples (x 1 , x 2 , yi) were uniformly obtainecl in the proper input
space. Then, running Algorithrn 6.4 a model
nmux·

r¡

=

F was

6, a rnaximum number of compounds

Cmax

obtained using a maximum number of molecules

=

1, a tolerance

E

=

1 x 10- 4 , ami a step size

= 0.01. Figure 7.5 shows a comparison between F and its moclel F. In particular, this moclel has a

mean absolute squared norm error value of 7.33 x 10- 6 .
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Figure 7.6: Artificial hydrocarbon network structure of model

P of function

Fin (7.3).

Five C H-primitive rnolecules model F as dcpicted in Fig. 7.6. J\Ioreover, this experiment proves
that artificial hydrocarbon networks can capture nonlinear and coupled attribute variables in systems.

7.1.1.4

Comparison with an Artificial Neural Network

Let F be a vector of functions representing the nonlinear behavior of

A model
x

P=

= (x1,x2)

(J J
1,

2)

~

= (x, Ji (x), fz(x))

like (7.4).

of F was obtained using artificial hydrocarbon networks in the input domain

E lR 2.

(7.4)

In fact, 1000-sarnple tuples (x 1.:.r 2.f1(:r 1,x 2).fz(x 1.x2)) were randomly obtained in the proper
input space. Then, running Algorithrn GA a model

P

was obtained using a maximum number of
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of function Ji in (7.4) and the response of its AHN-model
molecules

nnwx

step size r¡

= 6, a maximum number of compounds

Cmax

= 1, a tolerance

f

= 1 x 10- 4 , and a

= 0.01. Figure 7.7 shows a comparison between function Ji and the model

1.2 shows a comparison between function

h

and the model

1

2.

11 .

1

1

and Fig.

In particular, the overall rnodel has a

mean absolute squared norrn error value of 0.3099.
Five CH-primitive rnolecules moclel F as depicted in Figure 7.9 with parameters surnmarized in
Table 7.1. Moreover, artificial hydrocarbon networks can capture nonlinear ancl couplecl attribute
variables in systems. As shown in this experimental result, training an artificial hydrocarbon network
for multivariate systems is simple.
In contrast, the sarne example were done using artificial neural networks (ANN). In that case,
a feedforwarcl rnultilayer neural network was used with 6-hiclclen neurons with hyperbolic-tangentsigmoicl activation functions like (7.5) ancl 2-output neurons with linear activation fuctions like (7.6);
where, x represents an input of the activation function ancl e stands for the exponential function.

f(x) = 1 +

2
e-2x -

1

(7.5)
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1
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Table 7.1: Parameters of the AHN-structure depicted in Figure 7.9.

(0.05, -0.47)
( -0.42, 0.90)
(-0.26, 0.63)
(-1.23, 7.94)
(-0.28, 1.16)
(-2.06, 17.50)
(-0.39, 2.13)
(-4.04, 36.38)
(-0.03, -0.23)
(1.85, -17.73)
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f(x) = .r

(7.6)

The backpropagation algorithm was used to train it. After 193 epochs, the response of the artificial
neural network was obtained, as shown in Figure 7.10 with a mean absolute squared norm error value of
0.1157. The same attribute variables and target variables from the experirnent fed the neural network.
Notice that in both artificial neural networks ancl artifical hydrocarbon networks rnodels, the result is
very similar. However. the weights of the neural network do not represent any information about the
system, while length of bonds, hydrogen values ancl carbon values give a partial unclerstanding of the
system. For example. the latter values can be used as metadata for generating other processes.
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Classification Problems

This section presents the results of two clustering applications using artificial hydrocarbon networks
over the well-known Iris data set and the exclusive-OR (XOR) operation. Moreover, this section
reports a comparison between artificial hydrocarbon networks and self-organizing maps over the XOR
classifier, to contrast both self-organizing methods.

7.1.2.1

Clustering of a Nonlinear Multivariate Data Set

Consider the well-known Fisher's Iris data set [74, 75]. It is a 150-samples data set comes from three
different species of Iris flowers to which four variables were measured: sepal length (xi), sepal width
(x 2 ), petal length (x 3 ), and petal width (x 4 ). All the 150-samples has numeric labels for the three
different species of flowers: Iris setosa (1), Iris versicolor (2), and Iris virginica (3). Then, artificial
hydrocarbon networks were used for building a nonlinear classifier Jo[ the Iris data set.

In particular, the classifier was built using 75% of the data set, chosen random samples of the form
(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , y); where, y is the label of Iris flowers. Then, running Algorithm 6.4 a model

obtained using the training data with a maximum number of molecules
of compounds

Cma,r

= 1, a tolerance

E

= 1 x 10-4, and a step size

response of the nonlinear AHN-classifier

J.

r¡

nma~·

J was

= 3, a maximum number

= 0.095. Figure 7.11 shows the

In particular, the classifier has a misclassification rate of

10.7% using the 150-sarnples as testing sarnples.
The nonlinear AHN-classifier is depicted in Figure 7.12. As noted, three C H-primitive molecules
clusters the data set. In particular, ea.ch C H-prirnitive molecule coresponcls to a clifferent class of Iris
flowers.

7.1.2.2

Comparison with a Self-Organizing Map

Consider the exclusive-OR (XOR) boolean operator

f hetween two attribute variables (x 1 , x2) as

written in (7.7); where, a · b stands for the AND operator between a ancl b, and a stands for the
NOT operator of a. Also, supposc that the logical Yalue false are values in the interval [O.O, 0.3]
and the logical value true are values in the interrnl [0.7. 1.0]. Then, a nonlinear classifier

J of J was

implemented using artificial hyclrocarbon networks.

(7.7)
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Figure 7.12: Artificial hydrocarbon network structure of the nonlinear classifier
data set.

J of the Fisher's Iris

In fact, it was built using 200 random samples of the form (x 1 , x 2 • y); where, y is the !abe! of the
logical value f. Then, Algorithm 6.4 used the training data with a rnaximum number of CH-primitive
rnolecules n,,, 0 ,,.

=

5, a maximum number of compounds

Cmax

=

1, a tolerance

f.=

1 X 10- 4 , anda step
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j of the XOR operation

f.
size TJ

= 0.001. Figure 7.13 shows the classification of 300 random samples as a testing set using the

obtained nonlinear AHN-classifier

J.

In particular, the classifier has a misclassification rate of 4.3%.

The nonlinear AHN-classifier is depicted in Figure 7.14. As noted, three CH-primitive molecules
cluster the data set.
In contrast, a 2D Kohonen self-organizing map (SOM) was trained for the same experiment in
order to compare it against to the AHN-model. In that way, the SOM was designed with an output
!ayer of 20 x 20 neurons using the same 200-samples (x 1 ,x 2 ,y) as the input vector of the network.
After 200 epochs, the response of the self-organizing rnap was obtained, as shown in Figure 7.15; where
white regions represent the logical value false and black regions the logical value true. In fact, these
regions are not the current positions of the 400 neurons. Moreover, the classification process obtained
a misclassification rate of 9.5%.
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,,
Figure 7.15: Response of the nonlinear self-organizing map of the XOR operation f.
Notice in Figure 7.15 that sorne white regions are located inside black regions dueto the topology
of the SOM. In contrast, Figure 7.13 reveals that the AHN-model can classify slightly better the XOR
problem than the SOM net, i.e. misclassification rates of 4.5% and 9.5%, respectively. To this end,
it is important to highlight that an artificial hydrocarbon network classifier is a supervised algorithm
while a self-organizing map classifier is an unsupervised algorithm.

7.2

Real-World Applications

This section reports severa! cases studies in which artificial hydrocarbon networks have been implernentecl. The first application developed was a filtering of white noise from audio signals. Then, a facial
recognition based on signa! identification was done using the parameters of the artificial hydrocarbon
network structure. Furthermore, a hybrid fuzzy inference system using artificial hydrocarbon networks
is proposed. Finally, a set of different control implementations of that hybrid fuzzy-molecular inference
system is presented. For example: a position controller for a direct current (DC) motor, a position
controller for computer numerical control (CNC) machines, a spatial vector pulse-width rnodulation
(PWM) controller for an alternating current (AC) motor, and finally a liquid leve! controller for a
coupled-tank system.
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Filtering White Noise in Audio Signals

Audio signa! applications present problems like the addition of noise signals that interfere with the
original ones, arriving in poor performance of audio. For signa! analysis, this addition of noise causes
imprecise data of information that blinds important features in time and frequency domain, while for
human ears, it causes non-intelligibility of audio. Nowadays, the huge industry of mobile applications
allow to search an unknown segment of music by recording it and sending over the web to query the
basic information about the track. In fact, the main process of these applications is to filter the recorded
signa! in order to clean the original segment of music because it is corrupted with environmental and
hardware noise.

In general, audio filters are analog or digital. In the following section, consider digital audio filters,
e.g. filters implemented in software. In digital signa! processing, audio filters can be classified into
finite impulse response (FIR) filters and infinite impulse response (IIR) filters. The first one uses a
filter kernel that reaches a finite zero frequency response while the second one uses a filter kernel that
responds in frequency with infinite exponential decaying sinusoidal functions. In practice, convolution
implements FIR filters and recursion implements IIR filters. In advance, FIR filters use convolution
of the input signa! while IIR filters uses convolution of the input but also of the output signals [76j.
Severa! audio filtering applications consider two interests: improving either time domain response
or frequency domain response. Smoothing, noise recluction ancl clirect current (DC) removal are typical
problems in time clomain while separating frequencies is typical in frequency clomain. However, it is
very difficult to improve time ancl frequency responses with the sarne filter. Thus other teclrniques
have been proposecl. For example, the moviug average and winclowed-sinc filters are widely usecl in
time clomain. In contrast, tite single 2-pole filter ancl Chebyshev's filter are used in frequency clomain.
The above examples fall into linear filters. These kinds of filters have a linear response from the input
signa!. However, there are other prominent filters that respond in a uonlinear way from the input
signa!. Classical nonlinear filters are basecl on the time-varying Wiener's filter, probabilistic filters and
homomorphic filters [76j.
Consicler a special kincl of noise so-called white or uniform noise. In particular, white noise recluction
caunot be hanclled easily in audio siguals berause it coutaius similar low rnagnitude components in ali
the spectrum of frequencies that is typically confusing or overlapping with mainly voice signals aucl
musical signals. In that sense, linear filters cannot dean the signa! efficieutly all(l nonlinear filters for
these purposes have been proposcd. In fact. receut tendencies on filtering signals fall into adaptive
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Figure 7.16: Segment of audio signa) for training an artificial hydrocarbon network structure.
nonlinear filters. Those are primary nonlinear filters that react to segments of audio signals. Depending
on the time and/ or frequency responses in these intervals, the fil ter provides different actions. In
particular, most of adaptive filters are covered by artificial intelligence techniques like artificial neural
networks or fuzzy systems [77].
Furtherrnore, artificial hydrocarbon networks have a filtering property that in conjunction with
molecular units can be aclapted to audio signals in order to filter noisy signals. For instance, consider
a segment of an audio signa) corrupted with white noise. Then, an artificial hydrocarbon network can
act as filter of this audio signa) using the above properties.
In order to irnplernent and validate artificial hydrocarbon networks as filters in audio signals, a
set of experirnents were designed over three different environments: filtering the segment of an audio
track corrupted with white noise in software, filtering the segrnent of an audio signa) recorded with
a microphone ami corrupted in software, and filtering the segment of an audio track recorded with a
mobile phone and corrupted in a non-ideal environment.

7.2.1.1

Methodology

First, an audio signa)

s

is clivided into batches, so-called windows. Each window that starts in time t 0

has a finite size of time t 1,v measured in seconds, i.e. rnilliseconds. Then, each window is approxirnated
with an artificial hydrocarbon network of n CH-prirnitive rnolecules, determining the time length of
n different partitions, i.e.

t~)

of i partition, using the length of bonds, as shown in Figure 7.16.

In order to reduce the time computing the approximation of windows, the structure of the artificial
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= 1, anda maximum of nmax molecules, previously

set. For each window, an artificial hydrocarbon network is performed, using Algorithm 6.4. At last,
this process called adaptive AHN-filter will reduce noise in signal s. As noted, this is a simple and
transparent way to perform a filter using artificial hydrocarbon networks.
On the other hand, three evaluations are implemented to measure the performance of the adaptive
AHN-filter. The first one considers a comparison between the adaptive AHN-filter and the classical
FIR-filter. For instance, the FIR-filter [77, 76] is expressed as a finite weighted sum as (7.8); where,
x[t] is a finite sequence of data representing the input signal in t, {bk} is a set of filter coefficients
found by designing methods like windowing, y[t] is the finite sequence representing the output signal
in t, and N represents the order of the FIR-filter.
N

y[tl =

I: bk . x[t -

kJ

(7.8)

k=O

The second evaluation considers the short-time objective intelligibility (STOI) value which it represents a monotonic relation with the average intelligibility of filtering signals. In fact, the STOI metric
offers an objective, non-qualitative way to measure the intelligibility of filtered signals with respect to
original signals, in the range of O.O to 1.0. Thus, a higher value of STOI stands for a better performance
about filters [78].
The last evaluation considers the well-known signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which it measures the
ratio between the average power of the interested signa! P(s) and the average power of the noise signa!
P(p) as written in (7.9). If the SNR-value is greater than 1, then the signa! contains much more
meaningful information than noise [79].

SNR = P(s)
P(p)
7.2.1.2

(7.9)

Results

In order to prove the performance of the adaptive AHN-filter, three experiments were clesigned. The
first experiment uses an audio signa! digitally corrupted with white noise; the second experiment was
run

011

a digital signa! processing (DSP) hardware; all(I the third experiment considers a naturally

corrupted audio signal coming from a recording using a mobile phone.
The first experiment considers a five-secoud mono-chanuel audio signa! segrneut sampled at 44. lOkH z
of a popular rock band. lt was uormalized and corruptecl with white noise of 15% SNR. Figure 7.17
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Figure 7.17: Audio signa! of experiment 1: (black) original audio segment, (gray) noisy signa!.
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Figure 7.18: Filterecl audio signa! of experiment 1: (a) response of the adapti ve AHN-fil ter , (b) response
of the FIR-filter.
shows the original ancl t he corrupted signals. In particular , the adaptive AHN-fil ter was built using
n max =

10 ancl tw = lOms. Figure 7.18a presents t he response of the adaptive AHN-filter in time

domain. In addition, a classical 30-th order FIR-filter was implemented and its response is presented
in Figure 7.18b.
In addition , Figure 7.19 depicts a comparison in frequency domain of t he original signa! (Figure

7.19a), the response of adaptive AHN-filter (Figure 7.19b) and t he response of t he FIR-filter (Figure
7. 19c). Notice t hat t he cut-off frequency lies on 5000Hz in t he AHN-filter response and 7000H z in
the FIR-filter response, qualitatively demonstrating t hat adaptive AHN-filters can achieve lowpass
responses. In acldition , t he STOI-value was measured in both responses obtaining 0.6628 for t he
aclaptive AHN-filter and 0.8083 for the FIR-filter. Thus, a FIR-filter is 18% more intelligible than
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Figure 7.19: Analysis in frequency domain of experiment 1: (a) black: noisy signal, gray: original
signa!, (b) response of the adaptive AHN-filter , (c) response of t he FIR-filter .
t he adapt ive AHN-filter . Finally, the SNR-value of the fil tered signa! when applying the adaptive
AHN-filter is 2.3318 and 0.8609 when applying the FIR-filter , proving t hat adaptive AHN-filters can
clean signals in a b etter way.
From the above experiment, a filter based on artificial hydrocarbon networks can reduce considerably the noise in audio signals. However, t he STOI-value suggests that the filtered signa! using t he
adapt ive AH -filter is not much intelligible, but in terms of noise reduction, t he SNR-value reveals
that t he AHN-filter has better performance than the classical FIR-filter. In fact , Figure 7.19 shows
that a non-adaptive filter, i. e. FIR-filter, has poor performance of filtering white noise, while the
adapt ive AHN-filter can reach a b etter performance. Table 7.2 summarizes the overall performance of
the experiment .
On the other hand , t he second experiment co nsiders the implementation of the adaptive AHN-filter
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Figure 7.20: Audio segment of experiment 2: (a) black : noisy signal, gray: original signal, (b) response
of the adaptive AHN-filter, (c) respon e of the FIR-filter.
on a DSP NI-Speedy 33 hardware; an educational board for signal processing that can be easily programmed using t he LabVIEW platform . In t hat case, the audio signa! was obtained via a microphone
connected to the analog input of t he hardware. Then, t he audio signa! was corrupted programmatically
with whi te noise of 20% SNR. The response of the adaptive AHN-filter is then obtained and finally
the filtered signa! is reproduced on headphones connected to the analog output port of t he hardware.
Figure 7.20a shows a 3-second audio signa! collected from t he hardware sampled at 44.lOkHz . Figure 7.20b shows t he response of the aclaptive AHN-filter and Figure 7.20c shows t he response of t he
FIR-filter , in time domain. The AHN-filter was built using nmax = 10 and tw = lOms. It can be seen
in Figure 7.20c that classical FIR-filter achieves lowpass filtering but cloes not attenuates noisy signa!
while voiceless. in comparison with t he response of adaptive AHN-filter (Fig. 7.20b).
In adcli tion, Figure 7.21 shows a comparison of the adaptive AH -filter and the FIR-filter in fre-
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Figure 7.21: Analysis in frequency domain of experiment 2: (a) black: noisy signa!, gray: original
signa!, (b) response of the ad apt ive AHN-filter, (e) response of t he FIR-fil ter.
quency domain. Figure 7.21b reveals that the adaptive AHN-filter can eliminate most ofthe white noise
in t he corrupted signa!, but it does not cancel ali white noise after 5000H z. Actually, t he FIR-filter
can <leal with high frequencies, e.g. after 5000H z ; but it cannot fil ter white noise in low frequencies,
as revealed in Figure 7.21c in the interval from 3000H z to 5000H z . A qualitative comparison is also
complemented with the quantitative STOI metric; in which, the response of the adaptive AHN-filter
has 0.6404 of STOI value and 0.6648 STOI value obtained from t he filterecl audio signa! using t he
FIR-filter. Thus, FIR-filter is relatively 3.7% more efficient than t he adaptive AHN-filter, in terms
of intelligibility. Finally, applying the SNR metric, the response of the adapt ive AHN-filter obtained
8.3917 ancl t he FIR-filter 1.4556, showing that the adaptive AHN-filter reduces white noise better than
FIR-filter. Table 7.2 summarizes these results.
The last experiment considers an audio segment corruptecl with noise of the environment. In that
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Figure 7.22: Audio segment of experiment 3: (a) black: mobile phone audio signal, gray: CD track
audio signal, (b) response of t he adaptive AHN-filter, ( c) response of t he FIR-filter.
case, a mobile phone was used for recording the audio signal from an audio CD track. Actually, in
order to compute t he results of the artificial hydrocarbon network based filter and t he FIR filter; the
same segment of audio signal was extracted from t he audio CD. At last, five-second mono-channel
audio segment sampled at 44.lOkHz was used in the experiment as shown in Figure 7.22a. Analyzing
Figure 7.22a, the recorded audio signal is corrupted with 15.1% SNR. Figure 7.22b shows the response
of the adaptive AHN-filter with

nmax =

10 and tw = lOms, and Figure 7.22c shows t he response of a

30- th orcler FIR-filter, both in t ime domain.
In adclition, Figure 7.23 shows a comparison between t he responses of both filters in frequency
domain. The cut-off frequency of t he adaptive AHN-filter is approximately 4500H z ancl 5000H z in
t he FIR-filter. In fact, Figure 7.23c reveal t hat sorne of white noise could not be removed by FIR-filter
in low frequencies, but it is very efficient in high frequencies. In contrast, the AHN-filter in Figure
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Figure 7.23: Analysis in frequency domain of exp eriment 3: (a) black : mobile phone audio signal,
gray : CD t rack audio signal, (b ) response of t he adapt ive AHN-filter , (c) resp onse of the FIR-filter.
7.23b has a better performance in low frequencies eliminating white noise. In terms of intelligibility,
t he STOI-value of the adapt ive AHN-filter is 0.3514 and 0.491 8 for the FIR-fil ter. At last, t he SNRvalue for t he AHN-filter and FIR-filter are 6.1314 and 1.9239, resp ectively. At last, from the ab ove
experiments, adaptive AHN-filters can at tenuate noise significantly; however , a t radeoff between t he
STOI and the SNR has t o be considered. Table 7.2 shows t he overall results of t he last experment.
As shown in Table 7.2 , the AHN-filter is an excellent white noise fil ter, measured in terms of t he
SNR-value. However, it is important to note that t he aclapt ive AHN-filter has to b e improvecl in terms
of t he intelligibility, meas ured with the STOI-value.
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Description

time size of audio signa!
number of channels
sample rote
noise corruption
AHN-filter specifications

FIR-filter specifications
STOI-value

SNR-value
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Experiment 1

Experiment 2

Experiment 3

5 seconds

3 seconds

5 seconds

mono-channel

mono-channel

mono-channel

44.lOkHz

44.l0kHz (mic)

44.l0kHz (mobile)

15% SNR

20% SNR

"'15.1% SNR

10 CH-molecules

10 CH-molecules

10 CH-molecules

tw = l0ms
fe= 5000Hz

tw = l0ms
fe= 5000Hz

tw = l0ms
fe= 4500Hz

30-th order
fe= 7000Hz

30-th order
fe= 5000Hz

30-th order
fe= 5000Hz

0.6628 AHN

0.6404 AHN

0.3514 AHN

0.8083 FIR

0.6648 FIR

0.4918 FIR

2.3318 AHN

8.3917 AHN

6.1314 AHN

0.8609 FIR

1.4556 FIR

1.9239 FIR

Table 7.2: Summary of experimental results.

7.2.2

Facial Recognition Based on Signal ldentification

Facial recognition is a challenging problem in computer vision because it is computationally complexity
due to position, illumination, environmental and instrumental noise, pose, etc. that affect the performance of algorithms [80]. In that sense, many robust facial recognition algorithms have been developed
[80, 81]. However, undesirable effects are drawn when they are applied in real-world applications. Severa! algorithms are widely used, for example [80]: background removal, illumination normalization,
artificial neural networks, discrete cosine transform, and hybrid algorithms. In that context, the purpose of this case study is to propose a novel facial recognition system based on metadata of artificial
hydrocarbon networks in order to minimize timing of feature matching.

7.2.2.1

Methodology

The following case study is based on previous work of Mata and others [82]. The proposed facial recognition system is shown in Figure 7.24. This facial recognition system considers three main components:
pre-processing, feature extraction and classification.

For this application, consideran input red-green-blue (RGB) image I(x,y) with AJ x N pixels.
Initially, the pre-processing step computes a RGB-color to grayscale transformation of image J(x,y)
to a grayscale image G(x.y).
Once the latter is obtained, a feature extraction step over G is computed. The two-dimensional
discrete cosine transform is applied to G(x,y) obtaining a transformed image F(u,v) in the frequency
domain. In fact, the discrete cosine transform (DCT) is one of the most prominent feature extraction
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Figure 7.24: Facial recognition system based on artificial hydrocarbon networks.
techniques in imaging [83, 81]. It is a separable linear transformation that compact the energy of an
image in frequency. For a two-dimensional image, the DCT is expressed as (7.10); where I(x,y) is
the intensity of pixel at (x, y) coordinates, N and M are two integers values related to the size of the
image M x N, u and v vary from O, ... , N -1 and O, ... , M -1, respectively, and 0:(u), o(v) hold (7.11).

F( u,v ) = o ()
u o (v )~tA~tI(
L.., L..,
n,m ) cos (1rn(2n+l))
N
cos (1rv(2rn+l))
1\ll
2

n=O m=O

a(")~ {

1

1l

=

ll

i- o

2

(7.10)

Ü

(7.11)

a(v)

~ {[¡
~

v=O

{

V

'F-

Ü

l\foreover, low frequencies of DCT contain the average intensity of an image that are very useful in
facial recognition systems. High frequencies of DCT contain other components of an image like noise
and illumination variations [80]. Since, the first values of the DCT are require<l, a zigzag or<lering
or raster sean order is computed to F to reorder the values of DCT in a vector, placiug the most
important values at first, giving a vector v. The above technique avoids sorne problems of pose and
position.
In particular to this application, the first 50 elernents in v are considered. Furtherrnore, v is highly
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Figure 7.25: Feature extraction based on artificial hydrocarbon networks using metadata.
dynamic but for a set of face images with different poses, the set of v vectors tends to be equal. Then,
taking advantage of the latter, v is approximated with an artificial hydrocarbon network AHN with
Cmax

= 1 and a fixed number

nmax

= 6 of

C H-primitive molecules. It is remarkable to say that an

artificial hydrocarbon network filters a systern but also finds interesting points, as shown in Figure
7.25. Notice that the transitions between CH-primitive molecules capture the tendency of elements
in the vector. Then, length of bonds (or alternatively bounds of molecules) can be used for capturing
information in the vector of DCT elements of an image.
Finally, a feature vector

fr with length of bonds (or bounds of molecules) of a target image Ir is

stored in the database. Then, k different feature vectors
order to compute the feature vector

fT

will be stored in the image gallery. In

fr for a set of similar target images, the set of DCT ordering

vectors {Vi} of each sample image are used for training the artificial hydrocarbon network associated

tofr.
On the other hancl, the facial recognition system calculates the feature vector fs of a testing image

Is. Thus, the classification step uses the Euclidean classifier (7.12) with p; as the i-th element of a
target vector fr and q; as the i-th element of a testing vector f s. The mínimum distance Dr associated
to a target vector

h

will determine the matching of Is as (7.13). To this end, C is the matching index

of two images Is and [y.
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Figure 7.26: Collection of images from person l in the set of images in the case study. All faces have
Oº tilt-angle, and the pan-angle are +30°, +15°, Oº, -15° and -30° from left to right.

Figure 7.27: lmage samples, (top) person l to person 5, (bottom) person 6 to person 10.

N

D =

L (p; - q;)

(7.12)

2

i=l

C = argmin {Dr}

(7.13)

T

7.2.2.2

Results

Fifty images from the public head pose image database of Gourier, Hall and Crowley [84] were used.
Selected images come from 10 clifferent people with 5 clifferent poses each. Figure 7.26 shows an
example of pose variations ranging from +30º to -30º in pan angles with Oº tilt angle, in the set of
selected images. In that sense, the training set consists of 60% of the latter set, i.e. 3 random poses
per person. Figure 7.27 shows one pose of the 10 people in the training sample.
The above facial recognition system based on artificial hyclrocarbon networks were implemented.
Ten different artificial hydrocarbon compounds were obtained, one for each target person. These
structures were trained with a fixed number of rnolecules
step size of r¡ = 0.05. At last, one feature vector

llmu:r

= 6, one cornpound

Cmax

= 1 and a

fr with 7 elements (bounds of rnolecules) was found

for each person. Table 7.3 shows the resultant set of fcature vectors for each person.
Then, the 50 selected images were used as tite testing set. The facial recognition system based on
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Table 7.3: Set of feature vectors for each person in the set of images in the case study. L; represents
the i-th bound of molecules in AHNs.
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Figure 7.28: Variation of recognition rate with the option number.
probability of image Is to be correctly classified.

It represents the cumulative

artificial hydrocarbon networks has a misclassification rate of 10%. In fact, the system can arder the
facial identification from the most probable person to the less probable one. Actually, the system can
identify 64% of the images as its first choice, 18% of the images as its second choice, and 8% of the
images as its third choice. Figure 7.28 shows the recognition rate from each person versus the choice
position.
As shown in Figure 7.28, the system can easily recognize images from people 1, 3, 6, 7, 9 ami 10,
while people 2. 5 and 8 are the most difficult ones to recognize. It is evident from Figure 7.27 that
person 2 ami person 8 are visually similar, explaining the difficulty of recognition.
Concluding, the above experimental results dernonstrate that a facial recognition system based on
artificial hyclrocarbon networks can be easily implement for variant poses. Interestingly, this approach
uses metadata of artificial hydrocarbon networks structures, in contrast to other applications.
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Fuzzy-Molecular Inference Systems

In this section, a novel hybrid fuzzy inference system using artificial hydrocarbon networks is proposed,
so-called the fuzzy-molecular inference system. First, the proposal is introduced and then it describes
the properties of the fuzzy-molecular inference system. In following sections, sorne control applications
using that proposal are described.

7.2.3.1

Description of the Proposal

Considera fuzzy inference system like Figure 7.29. The fuzzy-molecular inference system can be viewed
as a block with crisp inputs that are mapped to a fuzzy space and then resulting values are returned
to as crisp outputs. In order to do so, this inference system considers three steps: fuzzification, fuzzy
inference engine and defuzzification. In addition, the exists a knowledge base in which information is

stored about a given specific problem.
In the fuzzification step, the fuzzy-molecular inference system receives a crisp input x, known as
a linguistic variable, and it is mapped to a fuzzy value in the range of [O, 1]. Then, !et F be a fuzzy
set and µF(x) the mernbership function of F, 'c/x E X; where X is the input dornain space. Moreover,

µF(x) E [O, l] is a real value representing the degree of belonging x to the fuzzy set Fas shown in
(7.14).

(7.14)

In addition, this linguistic variable can be partitioned into k different fuzzy sets F;, for ali i = 1, ... , k.
Then, its membership value is calculated over the set of membership functions

µF;

(x) for ali i = 1, .... k.

To this end, the shape of these membership functions depends on the purpose of the problem dornain,
e.g. triangular functions.
The fuzzy inference engine step is a rnechanisrn that computes the consequent value Yp of a set
of fuzzy rules that accept membership values of linguistic variables. Thus, Jet Rp be the p-th fuzzy
rule of the form as (7.15); where, {x 1 , ... , xk} E X is the set of linguistic variables in the antecendent,

{F 1 • ... , Fk} is the set of fuzzy partitions of the input space X, Yp is the variable of the consequent in
the p-th rule, MJ is the j-th CH-rnolecule of an artificial hydrocarbon network stirnulated with the
resulting fuzzy implication value µLl(xl, .... xk) (defined below), ancl

~

is any T-norm function.
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Figure 7.29: Block diagram of the proposed fuzzy-molecular inference system.

Rp : if ~ (x1 E Fi, ... , Xk E

A), then Yp

E Mj

(7.15)

If assuming that µt:,. (x 1 , ... , Xk) is the result of any T-norm function, then (7.15) can be rewritten as
(7.16); where, 'Pj is the molecular behavior of Mj. For example, let µt:,.(x 1, ... ,xk) be the min function
(7.17).

(7.16)

(7.17)
In the defuzzification step, it calculates the crisp output value y as (7.18) using ali fuzzy rules of
the form as (7.16); where, µt:,.p(x 1, ... , xk) is the fuzzy evaluation of the antecedents and Yp is the p-th
consequent value, for ali fuzzy rules.

(7.18)
At last, the fuzzy-molecular inference system has a generic fuzzy inference engine, proper knowledge
of a specific problem domain can be enclosed into a knowledge base. It is a matrix that summarizes ali
fuzzy rules of the form as (7.16) in the following way: (i) generate ali possible combiuations of input
variables using the labels of each set in the fuzzy partition of iuputs, covering ali the fuzzy rules, and
(ii) for each combination, assign the corresponding label of molecule .MJ that will act when thc fuzzy
rule is fired.
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Properties of the Fu.zzy-Molecular Inference System

The fuzzy-molecular inference system combines interesting properties from both fuzzy logic and artificial hydrocarbon networks. Advantages of the fuzzy-molecular inference system are the following:
• Fuzzy partitions in the output domain might be seen as linguistic units, e.g. "low", "high".
• Fuzzy partitions have a degree of understanding (parameters are metadata).
• Molecular units deal with noise and uncertainties.

lt is remarkable to say that molecules are excited by consequent values, thus molecules does not model
a given system, but transfer information from a fuzzy subspace to a crisp set. Moreover, molecular
units have the property of filtering noise and uncertainties, especially important in real-world control
applications, as described in the following sections.

7.2.4

A Position Controller far DC Motors

In control theory, a control system can be considered as an autonomous system that regulates the
behavior of other systems. For instance, consider the following systern, as shown in Figure 7.30. A
trainer hardware module is prepared for sending a reference signa! r(t) from a knob and a feedback
signa! y(t), i.e. the current position of a direct current (DC) motor to a host in which a control law
is running. The correction signa! u(t) computed is sent back to the trainer module in order to feed a
DC motor. In particular to this case study, a NI CompactRIO reconfigurable and embedded system
based on field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) is used as the host. In addition, Lab VIEW is used
for programrning the control law on the NI CompactRIO ancl for rnonitoring the performance of the
fuzzy-molecular control systern.
On one hand, both the reference signa! r(t) that comes from a knob and the position signa! y(t)
are in the voltage range [O.O, 5.0]V; where, 0.0V represents an angle of O and 5.0V represents an
angle of 180. On the other hand, the correction signa! u(t) is the input voltage of the DC motor in
the range [O.O. 5.0]V; where, 0.0V represents the maximurn angular velocity of the motor to rotate
counterclockwise, 5.0V represents the maximum angular velocity of the motor to rotate clockwise and
2.5V means no rotation (halt). It is remarkable to say that the position of the DC motor increases in
counterclockwise direction and decreases in clockwise clirection.
In addition, consider the control system of the case study depicted in Figure 7.31 in which a position
control of the DC motor is implemented. It consists of a control law thal regulates the behavior of
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Figure 7.30: Overall system of the case study. The trainer module interacts with the NI CompactRIO
(host) as a control law and it is monitored with LabVIEW.
r(t)

e(t)
Control

y(t)

u(t)

Law

DC motor

1--+-+Y(t)

Figure 7.31: I3lock diagram of the PD position control of a DC motor.
the overall system in order to reach a specific goal (i.e. control the position of a DC motor) using two
inputs - the error signa! e(t) and the change of the position signa! y(t) - and one output - the input
voltage of the DC motor u(t) -: and the DC motor, referred as the plant.
The objective of a control system like Figure 7.31 is to track a reference signa! r(t) with the position
of the DC motor y(t). In that sense, classical linear and nonlinear control system have been widely
studied to this purpose. The most prominent control law is called proportional-integral-derivative
(PID) controller [85] as expressed in (7.19); where, P is the proportional constant, I is the integral
constant, D is the derivative constant, e(t) stands for the error between a reference signa! r(t) and the
current value of the controllecl variable y(t) as in (7.20), é(t) stands for the derivative of error, and

u( t) is the correction signa!.

u(t)

= Pe(t) + I

.!

e(t)dt + Dé(t)

(7.19)
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Figure 7.32: Block diagram of type-1 fuzzy inference systems.

e(t)

= r(t) - y(t)

(7.20)

If I = O, then the control law is considered as a PD-controller and also if D = O then the resultant
control law is called P-controller [85]. As noted, the PID-controller is based on the error signa! e(t);
however, other control laws can act over different variables. However, there are other controllers like
the so-called fuzzy controllers that can be implemented without knowing the model of the plant. In
addition, those are very important in real-world applications because they can deal with uncertain and
imprecise information, mapping nonlinearities from the input domain (attribute variables) to a fuzzy
space and transforming the latter into the output domain (target variables). Focusing on fuzzy control
systems, three models can be found in literature: Takagi-Sugeno inference systems [86], Mamdani's
fuzzy control systems [87, 88] and Tsukamoto's inference models [89].
In a nutshell, Takagi-Sugeno inference systems apply polynomial functions to construct the consequent values using pairs of input-output data of a given system to model [86]. i\Iamdani's fuzzy control
systems refer to control laws that apply fuzzy inference models with fuzzy sets in the defuzzification
phase [87]. In contrast, Tsukamoto's inference models implement monotonical membership functions
[89].
In any case, the basic fuzzy inference model, known as type-1 fuzzy system, consists of three steps,
as shown in Figure 7.32. The first step is the fuzzification process in which the input domain is
rnapped into a fuzzy space using fuzzy sets that assign a memhership value of any element in the input
domain to be part of the fuzzy set. Once ali mernbership values are computed, the inference step
is performed using propositional rules ancl computecl consequent membership values, ancl the third
step is the defuzzification process in which membership values obtained frorn the inference process are
transfonnecl into an elernent of the output domain.
As said befare, fuzzy inferencc rnoclels use fuzzy parlitions. so-callee! fuzzy sets ancl lhey are of
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Figure 7.33: Types of fuzzy sets: (a): type-1 fuzzy set representation, (b): type-2 fuzzy set representation.
two types: the type-1 fuzzy sets (Figure 7.33a) which assign a membership value of any element to be
part of the fuzzy set; and the type-2 fuzzy sets (Figure 7.33b) which assigns a two membership values,
i.e. primary and secondary memberships, in order to model uncertainties on boundaries of type-1
fuzzy sets. In particular, the region inside these two membership functions is called the footprint of
uncertainty [90, 91].
The generalized fuzzy system is the so-called type-2, as shown in Figure 7.34. In fact, type-1 is a
particular case of type-2 fuzzy systems because the footprint of uncertainty in type-2 systems embeds
type-1 fuzzy systems, e.g. a type-2 fuzzy system can be reduced to a type-1 fuzzy system if the
secondary membership function is equivalent to the primary membership function.
Then, type-2 fuzzy systems consist of three steps. The first two steps are fuzzification and inference,
while the third step is known as output processing. The latter is subdivided in type-reducer anc!
defuzzification steps. In that sense, type-reducer step computes the centroids of ali embedded type-1
fuzzy systems in a footprint of uncertainty. As a result, these centroids are used for calculating the
output value in the defuzzification step.
In particular, consider Mamdani's fuzzy control systerns [88]. Roughly speaking, type-11lamdani's
fuzzy control systems are important because fuzzy sets can <leal with uncertain data, but when the
input domain is corrupted with noise the response of type-1 is significantly poor. In addition. type-2
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Figure 7.34: Block diagram of type-2 fuzzy inference systems.
Mamdani's fuzzy control systems enhance the latter problem; but the implementation of type-2 systems
are highly complex in comparison with type-1 in terms of the number of operational computations and
the ideal unlimited fuzzy sets to evaluate under the footprint of uncertainty region [90, 92]. Then,
applications based on Mamdani's fuzzy control systerns have to rnake a tradeoff between using type-1
or type-2 fuzzy systems. In that sense, the fuzzy-rnolec:ular inference systern is proposed as a position
controller of a DC motor in order to exploit both types of fuzzy systerns when a tradeoff between them
is rec¡uired.

7.2.4.1

Methodology

A position controller using the fuzzy-molecular i11fere11cc system was designed, like the controller
depictecl in Figure 7.29. The fuzzification step considers two input variables (error signa! e(t) and first
derivative ofposition signa! y(t)) in the partitioned spacc with three type-2 fuzzy sets: "negative'' (N),
"zero" (Z) and "positive" (P). Figure 7.35 shows thc fuzzy sets for input e(t) and Figure 7.36 shows
the fuzzy sets for input y(t) . Ali parameters were tuned rnanually. Notice that type-2 fuzzy sets are
determined using the prirnary rnembership function ¡1~ (:r) ami the secondary mernbership function

¡1~(x), the latter asan aclditional value of uncertainty. As a matter of fact, the region insicle both
membership functions is called the footprint of unccrtainty (7.21) of a fuzzy set A.

FOU(A)

=

LJ

(1,~í(:r).¡,1/i(x))

(7.21)

.1·EX

It is remarkable to say that when the secondar~· membership function 1s equal to the primary
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membership function, then the type-2 fuzzy inference system is reduced to a type-1 fuzzy inference
system.
Then, the fuzzy inference engine calculates the consequent values of both primary and secondary
membership values µ~ (x), µ ~ (x) using tite knowledge base shown in Table 7.4. Consequent values
YL and Yu are similarly obtained using (7.18) for both primary and secondary membership values,

respectively. As noted in Table 7.4, the output signa! was partitioned into three CH-molecules lt11 for
ali j

= 1, .... 3 that represent the action to be held. In particular, the output signa! was partitioned

into the following molecules: "clockwise" VW), "halt" (H) and "counterclockwise" (CCW). Figure
7.37 shows the artificial hydrocarbon compound used for this position controller. Parameters were
found using Algorithm 6.4.
At last, the Nie-Tan rnethod [93] wa:; usecl for cornputing the final value ofthe output variable u(t)
for the type-2 fuzzy controller because of its simplicity of computation. Consider other methocls like
Karnik-IviendeL Greenfield-Chiclana. or \Vu-l\Iendel for type-reduction [93. 90, 92, 91, 88]. In fact, the
Nie-Tan rnethocl generates a type recluction of the form as (7.22); where, y is the crisp output value

u(t).
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(7.22)

Results

In arder to demonstrate that the fuzzy-molecular inference system far fuzzy control systems can be
used, an experiment over system of Figure 7.30 was designed. The experiment considers a comparison
between the fuzzy-molecular inference based fuzzy control system designed previously and a Mamdani's fuzzy controller system designed with the sarne pararneters far type-1 and type-2 fuzzy systems.
Actually, the output variable was partitioned far the Marndani's fuzzy controller systern into three
type-2 fuzzy sets: "clockwise" (CW), "halt" (H) and "counterclockwise" (CCW). Figure 7.38 shows
this partition far the output variable u(t).
On one hand, the fuzzy-molecular inference (FMI) based position controller far a DC motor was
reduced to a type-1 fuzzy system by only considering the primary membership functions in the fuzzification step, as well as in the Mamdani's fuzzy controller.
The system was subjected to a step function without noise as shown in Figure 7.39a. Results of
the fuzzy-molecular controller determine that it had a step response of 0% of maximum overshoot, a
rise time of 1.0s and a maximum error of 2.5° in steady state. On the other hand, the system was
subjected to a step function with 35% of noise as shown in Figure 7.39b. Results of the FI\II controller
reports a 0% of rnaximurn overshooting, a rise time of 1.1s and a maximurn error of 5.8° in steady state
rneasured from position 180º. Far contrasting, Table 7.5 summarizes the oYcrnll results of the FI\II
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Figure 7.39: Comparison of the step response of the FMI and Mamdani type-1 controllers: (a) without
noise, (b) with 35% noise.
and Mamdani fuzzy controllers. Notice in Figure 7.39a that the response of the FMI controller is 50%
faster than the response of the Mamdani controller and has a less value of maximum error in steady
state than then Mamdani controller. In cornparison, Figure 7.39b show::; that both fuzzy controllers
are well ::;table

a:;

mea::;ured (5.8° and 5.5° of rnaxirnum error in steady ::;tate). However, FMI controller

is still faster (1.ls of rise time) than the response of the !\lamdani controller (2.5s of rise time). As
noted, FMI controller has a better response for dynamic uncertainties than the Mamdani controller.
Also, the system was subjected to a ramp function without noise as shown in Figure 7.40a. Results
determine that the FIM controller has a maximum error of 3.6° in steady state while the Mamdani
controller has 6. 7º. Furthermore, the ::;y::;tem was subjected to a ramp function with 35% of noise as
shown in Figure 7.40b. The FMI controller reports 11.0° of maximurn error in steady state aml the
Mamclani controller report::; 12.3°. Also, Table 7.5 summarize::; the overall results of thi::; experiment
with respect to the response of FMI aml !\Iarndani fuzzy controllers. lt is eviclent from Table 7.5 that
both fuzzy controllers clecrease their performance in pre::;ence of noi::;e. However, the Fl!\l controller
can track the reference signal better than the :tvlamdani coutroller, as shown in the steacly state error.
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Noise (%)
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Rise Time (s)

Steady-State Error (º)

Step Response

FIM
Mamdani

o

1.0

2.5

35

2.0

5.8

o

1.1

4.7

35

2.5

5.5

Ramp Response

o

FIM

35

o

Mamdani

35

-

3.6
ll.O

6.7
12.3

Table 7.5: Experimental results of type-1 fuzzy controllers.
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Figure 7.40: Comparison ofthe ramp response ofthe FMI and Mamdani type-1 controllers: (a) without
noise, (b) with 35% noise.

In addition, note that the FMI controller is slightly faster than the l\Iamdaui controller.
On the other hand, the type-2 fuzzy-molecular position controller for a DC motor clescribed previously was implemented as well as the type-2 Mamdani controller. Again, the system was subjected to
a step function with 35% noise and without itas shown in Figure 7.41a aud Figure 7.41b, respectively.
The same process was done with a ramp function and the responses of both controllers are shown in
Figure 7.42a and Figure 7.426, respectively. The overall results are summarized in Table 7.6.
As noted from Table 7.5 and Table 7.6, the step responses of both FHd and :tvlamdani type-2
fuzzy controllers remain similar to type-1 controllers, as expectecl. Thus, type-1 and type-2 FIM fuzzy
controllers are slightly equivalent with or without perturbations.
Frorn Figure 7.42a and Figure 7.42b, it can be seen that the response of type-2 fuzzy controllers
are slightly better than type-1 controllers, as expected. Frorn the point of Yiew of rarnp response,
the FIM controller presents similar performance than the l\Iamclaui coutroller without noise (3.8° and
3.7° maximum steady state errors, respectively). Agaiu, both coutrollers preseut the sarne tendency
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Fuzzy Controller

Noise (%)

Rise Time (s)

Steady-State Error (º)

Step Response

FIM
Mamdani

o

1.0

2.5

35

1.0

5.0

o

2.4

4.7

35

2.6

5.5

Ramp Response

FIM
Mamdani

o

3.8

35

9.1

o

3.7

35

12.1

Table 7.6: Experimental results of type-2 fuzzy controllers.
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when they are exposed to noise, and in comparison with type-1 controllers, type-2 fuzzy controllers
act slightly better as found in Table 7.5 and Table 7.6 (FIM: 17.2% better, Mamdani: 1.7% better).
On one hand, from the above results, fuzzy-molecular inference models can achieve fuzzy control
applications. Moreover, these FIM-model based controllers can be used as an alternative for type-2
fuzzy control systems. This statement comes from the evaluation and comparison of step and ramp
responses between the FIM-controller and the Mamdani fuzzy controller, both models subjected to
static and dynamic uncertainties. In this case study, a Mamdani's fuzzy control system was used
because it is the fuzzy inference system most implemented in industry.

7.2.5

A Position Controller for CNC Machines

A machine tool is a type of machine used to shape salid materials, mainly metals. lts main feature is
lack of mobility, as they are usually stationary machines [94]. In any case, machine tools transform the
shape of materials, for example by cutting, shearing, boring, grinding, drilling, and so forth. Among
major conventional machine tools are [94]: milling machines, lathe machines, drilling machines, boring
machines, and grinding machines. In arder to shape materials, these machine tools can be operated
manually or by automatic control. Particularly, machine tools with automatic motion control are
referred to as computer numerical control (CNC) machines [95].
Many previous research have been carried out to improve the accuracy of motion control on CNC
machine tools based on different control strategies [95]. Literature reports that different clesigns and
clevelopmcnts of motion control stratcgies for CNC machine tools can be classifiecl by their control
characteristics and according to their convenience of application in various machining processes [95, 94].
1\vo basic types of motion control positions can be founcl: point-to-point control (PTP), and continuous
path or contouring control (CP). In PTP systems, the most important characteristic is the accuracy
of the final position without any concerns about how to reach that position. Examples of machines
requiring only PTP controllers are CNC drilling machines, and nibbling or punching machines. On
the other hand, in CP systerns the too! follows a desired or reference path accurately. l\Ioreover,
when a clesired path is followed in CP systerns, only spatial ami not temporal accuracy is required. In
other worcls, the time lag along the path between the position of the too! ancl the reference position is
usually insignificant, and it is acceptable as long as the too! rnoves along the reference accurately [96].
Examples of continuous path machines are multi-axis milling machines, machining centers all(l lathe
machines. Such machines can have up to six or more axes that are under simultaneous rontrollers in
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order to produce complex 3D parts, accurately [96]. Other authors considera type of motion control
position so-called the tracking control (TC) [97, 98]. The latter moves the cutting tool from point to
point, i.e. tracking, of the workpiece to be machined. Thus, a machine line is specified by both the
start and end points. In that way, the cutting tool machines only over the specified line. Examples of
technological operations of this type are: grooving straight and straight bevels. At last, the goal of TC
systems is to minimize the trcking error, defined as the magnitude of the deviation from the reference
trajectory and the actual trajectory [98, 97].
In order to achieve high precision machining, motion control on CNC machine tools precisely
controls the movement of their axes so that they follow a desired path or contour [96]. In a typical
machine too! system, each axis of motion is driven by a control loop. The controlled variable, e.g. the
axial position, is fed back and compared with a reference input, i.e. the required axial position. The
resulting error signal between the reference input and the actual axial position drives an associated axis
motor through a controller so as to minimize or eliminate the position error [99]. Different strategies
are used to design these motion controllers for CNC machine tools [94]:
• Open-loop control systems. They are characterized of one-way information transmission instruc-

tions, thus there is no feedback of the actual position of a tool. It is the simplest control and
<loes not guarantee high accuracy due to its sensibility to disturbances.
• Semi-closed-loop control systems. They measure the position of a tool using the rotation angle

of the shaft of a motor, and that measurernent is sent back to the computer in order to calculate
the error between an estirnated position via the rotation angle and the reference position.
• Closed-loop control systems. They are characterized to use a feedback of the actual position

of a tool attached to the displacement table. Again, this measurement is used to compare the
reference position and the actual position. In constrast to semi-closed-loop control systems,
closed-loop control systems measures the displacement of the tool directly. At last, it is the most
accurate and robust system.
There are severa] traditional automatic control techniques that are currently in the state-of-the-art of
the modern motion control teclmiques of CNC machines. In fact, these techniques can be classified depending on their usage in CNC machine tools such as [96, 97, 100, 101, 102, 103]: feedback controllers
(i.e. P, PID, state-feedback controller), feedforward controllers (i.e. ZPECT, IKF), cross-coupling
controllers (CCC), ancl others (i.e. optima!, predictive, adaptive, repetitive). Actually. intelligent con-
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trollers have been proposed as an alternative to reach high accuracy mainly because these controllers
can <leal with uncertainty, noise and unknown characterized systems (plants). The most common examples of intelligent techniques applied to control systems are fuzzy logic and artificial neural networks
[104, 100, 105]. To this end, a fuzzy-molecular position controller for CNC machines is proposed to

achieve high precision machining.

7.2.5.1

Methodology

A fuzzy-molecular PD based position controller for a CNC machine is proposed, as presented below. In
order to implement and validate it, a reconfigurable CNC micro-machine tool was used as the hardware
of the case study, and a set of comparative studies were designed.
On one hand, a reconfigurable micro-machine tool assembly toolkit (RmMT) was used [17, 106, 107],
a previous work of Tello and others [108]. lt has mechanical, electrical, electronic, and control pieces.
In fact, this machine too! was designed so as to fulfill three different piece mechanization functions;

all that is needed is to reconfigure the position and to change the RmMT cutting too!. Table 7.7
describes the RmMT's technical specifications of the actuators of the movement axes. Three possible
configurations of the RmMT are: lathe, milling and drilling. For this case study, the RmMT was
implemented in lathe configuration.
The lathe is the simplest configuration in the RmMT system. lt uses few components for assembly
ancl always runs horizontally. This configuration is basecl on two axes of motion (X-axis ancl Z-axis).
lt contains the following components: a too! holder fixed to the axes of rnotion, the cutting too!,

and the spinclle and a fixed tower that functions as a carrier spindle, as shown in Figure 7.43. In
this configuration, the RmMT can mechanize workpieces using rotation while tite actuators move
the cutting too! in a controllecl manner against tite surface of the workpiece, cutting the workpiece
according to numerical control specifications.
On the other hand, the following fuzzy-molecular position controller for the RmMT in lathe configuration was proposecl. It is remarkable to say that this fuzzy-molecular controller was cluplicated
for both X-axis and Z-axis actuators because the Rm1IT uses iclentical direct current (DC) motors. In
fact, this controller requires two inputs: the error function e(t) between the reference position
the actual position
t represents time.

Xc

Xr

and

like (7.23), and the change in the actual position ±c(t) definecl as (7.24): where,
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Parameter

Value

Motor type

Direct current motor

XYZ Travel range

(15 x 15 x 15)mm

XYZ Resolution

0.0085µm

XYZ Max. velocity

2mm/min

XYZ Incremental motion

0.2 µm

XYZ Nominal power

2.0W

XYZ Voltage input range

-12Vto i-12V

XYZ Max. normal load capacity

5kg

Spindle type

air motor

Spindle maximum speed

30,000rpm

Table 7.7: Technical specifications of the actuators in the RmMT.

Figure 7.43: A view of the RmMT in lathe configuration prepared for the application.

e(t)

Xc(t)

= Xr(t) - Xc(t)

= :rc(t) - Xc(t -

(7.23)

1)

(7.24)

The input domain space was partitioned in three fuzzy sets for each input, like: "negative" (N),
"zero" (Z) and "positive" (P). The proposed membership functions for each partition of each input are
depicted in Figure 7.44a and Figure 7.44b, respectively.
Moreover, the set of fuzzy rules to this fuzzy-rnolecular position controller is shown in Table 7.8.
lt is irnportant to highlight that three CH-molecules were used to forrn the artificial hydrocarbon
compound of the defuzzification step. The three molecules used are: "move backward" (!vl 8 w ), "stop
motion" (Ms) and "rnove forward" (Ahw). Notice that molecules model linguistic variables that are
easy to understand in terms of the functionality of the controller. The proposed ru·tificial hydrocarbon
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1

e

1

±e

N

N

N

z

N

p

z
z
z

N

p

p

N

z

p

z

p

p

I

Molecule

1

Maw
Maw
Maw
Maw
Ms
Mpw
Mpw
Mpw
MFw

Table 7.8: Knowledge base of the fuzzy-molecular PD position controller.
compound used in the fuzzy-molecular PD controller is shown in Figure 7.45 in its structural formula.

In arder to determine the performance of the proposed fuzzy-molecular PD position controller,
three other controllers were designed and implemented in arder to compare them against the proposed
controller. In that way, the three designed controllers are: a clru-;sical PID controller manually tuned,
a classical PID controller auto-tuned, and a fuzzy PD-~Iamdani controller.
Although various modern control theories have been developecl, the PID controller has been widely
used in CNC machine tools due to its simple architecture ancl ease of implementation in hardware
or software [85, 94]. In fact, the PID controller can be easily irnplemented, even when an accurate
mathematical model of the target system is unknown. However, it is necessary to tune constant gains
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Figure 7.45: Structural formula of the artificial hydrocarbon compound used in the fuzzy-molecular
PD controller.
accurately in the controller based on the dynamics of the system [94]. In time domain, the PID
controller is expressed as (7.25); where, u(t) is the correction signal in time t, e(t) is the error between
the reference and the actual controlled variable, and Kp, K1, Ko are called the proportional, integral
and derivative gains, respectively [85].

u(t) = Kpe(t)

+ Koe(t) + K1

f

e(t)dt

(7.25)

In a nutshell, an integral action is used to eliminate the steady-error when a ramp reference is
desired, as in the case of linear cuts, and to reject the externa! disturbances. However, implementing
an isolated I controller might cause iuestability, and it must be combined with a proportional action to
enable a stable system, so-called PI controller. On the other hand, a derivative action aids in shaping
the dynamic response of the system. If it is complemented with a proportional action, it is called PD
controller [94, 85, 99].
Therefore, the design of a PID controller involves the determination of the constant gains. In
that application, a PID controller was implemented with constant gains, shown in Table 7.9, tuned
manually. The error function used for each axis controller was computed as (7.23). The output range
of the correction signa! was constrained to the interval - lOV to

+lOV,

corresponding to the input

voltage of the proper DC motor.

In addition, the usage of autotuning algorithms for a PID controller improves its performance. In
that sense, a heuristic algorithm known as the Ziegler-Nichols method [85] was run in order to obtain
the constant gains of a PID controller designed for the case study. Table 7.9 reports the final gains
obtained with that method.
On the other hand, a fuzzy PD-1\Iamdani controller was also implemented using the same fuzzy
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Manually-tuned

Auto-tuned

Kp

10.0

32.232

K1

0.010

0.029

Kv

0.001

0.005

Table 7.9: Constant gains of the PID controllers used in the case study.
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Figure 7.46: Membership function of the output correction signa! u.
partitions of the inputs and the fuzzy inference rules like the proposed fuzzy-molecular PD controller
(Figure 7.44 and Table 7.8). At last, the defuzzification step was designed with three fuzzy partitions in
the output correction signa! u: "backward" (BvV), "stop motion" (S) and "forward" (FW), similar to the
molecules in the artificial hydrocarbon compound of the proposed controller. The output membership
functions of the fuzzy PD-Mamdani controller are shown in Figure 7.46. Finally, the center of gravity
(COG) method was used, as shown in (7.26); where, y represents the crisp output value of the fuzzy
controller, y; is a discrete value in the output space, and µe is the membership value of the G fuzzy
partition of the output space evaluated in y; [88]. It is important to note that once the u value was
calculatecl, it was scaled with a factor of 10 in arder to achieve an output value between - lOV allCl
+lOV.

y=

7.2.5.2

L µc(y;) · Yi
¿,µc(Y;)

(7.26)

Results

A comparison between the proposed fuzzy-molecular PD controller ami the other three controllers
previously described was done. In that sense, the RmMT assembly in lathe configuration machined
the workpiece shown in Figure 7.47 with the four controllers.
The response of the four controllers nnd the absolute error are shown in Figure 7.48 and Figure
7.49, respectively. The steady-state values of each controller al each slep of the G-code are summarized
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Figure 7.47: Plane of the desired workpiece, in millimeters.
in Table 7.10. It is important to note that the cutting too! has a width of 0.3mm. The workpiece zero
position was selected at the upper-left comer of the workpiece, as shown in the bottom diagram of
Figure 7.47.
Visually, Figure 7.48 shows that both PID controllers are not too much precise in comparison
with the fuzzy based controllers. For example, consider the overshooting in both PID controllers
(Figure 7.49 also compares the absolute error reached in the four controllers). In addition, Table 7.11
summarizes the performance of the four controllers in the workpiece rnachining. These measurements
were obtained in unit step response and with a maximum velocity of 0.6mm/min in both DC motors.
As noticed in Table 7.11, the fuzzy-rnolecular PD controller has the best metrics in terms of rise time,
settling time, maxirnum overshooting and the maximum absolute steady-state error. On one hand, the
fuzzy-molecular PD controller is slighlty better in comparison with the fuzzy Mamdani-PD controller
(it is 3.32s better in rise and settling times, and it is 250% relative better in steady-state error). On
the other hand, the fuzzy-molecular PD and the fuzzy Mamdani-PD controllers are better than both
PID controllers, as expected.
Also, note that each controller performs a different overall termination time, ancl it can be cornputed
by adding up ali transition states in both axes. Calculating. the proposecl fuzzy-molecular PD controller
finished the workpiece rnachining in 27.06s, the PID controller manually-tuned finished in 90.32s, the
PID controller auto-tuned finished in 89.23s, and the fuzzy T\Iamdani-PD controller finished in 55.72s.
In spite of the time machining is out of scope in CNC machine tools, this characteristic may be
considered when implemenl ing motion cont rollers.
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Figure 7.48: Response of the four controllers dueto the G-code of the desired workpiece. All positions
are mea8ured from the workpiece zero-position. (solid line) actual position, (da8hed line) reference
position. (left) X-axis, (right) Z-axis.

(X,Z)

fuzzy-molecular

PID manually-tuned

PID auto-tuned

fuzzy Mamdani

(-0.200,0.000)

(-0.200,0.000)

(-0.206,0.000)

(-0.218,0.000)

(-0.194,0.000)

(-0.200, 1.000)

(-0.200,1.001)

(-0.206,1.001)

(-0.218,0.999)

(-0.194,0.994)

(0.500,1.000)

(0.499,1.001)

(0.502,1.001)

(0.536,0.999)

(0.494,0.994)

(-0.200,1.000)

(-0.201,1.001)

(-0.196,1.001)

(-0.198,0.999)

(-0.195,0.994)

(-0.200, 1.500)

(-0.201,1.500)

(-0.196,1.503)

(-0.198,1.497)

(-0.195, 1.495)

(0.500,1.500)

(0.499, 1.500)

(0.503, 1.503)

(0.508,1.497)

(0.495, 1.495)

(-0.200, 1.500)

(-0.200, 1.500)

(-0.196,1.503)

(-0.198, 1.497)

(-0.194,1.495)

(-0.200,2.500)

(-0.200,2.501)

(-0.196,2.505)

(-0.198,2.496)

(-0.194,2.494)

(0.200,2.500)

(0.199,2.501)

(0.202,2.505)

(0.201,2.496)

(0.194,2.494)

(0.200,4.500)

(0.199,4.499)

(0.202,4.504)

(0.201,4.525)

(0.194,4.485)

Table 7.10: Comparison of the steady-state positions of both axes reached by the four controllers and
the desirecl positions of the G-cocle relative to the workpiece zero-point, rneasured in rnillirneters. The
wiclth of the cutting too! is 0.3mm.
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Figure 7.49: Absolute error of the four controllers dueto the G-code of the desired workpiece. (left)
X-axis, (right) Z-axis.
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t .•

M.O.

Emax

fuzzy-molecular PD

3.38s

3.38s

O.O%

0.001mm

PID manually-tuned

4.35s

7.54s

33.3%

0.005mm

PID auto-tuned

5.42s

12.O9s

5.5%

0.035mm

fuzzy Mamdani-PD

6.7Os

6.7Os

0.0%

0.006mm

Controller

Table 7.11: Performance ofthe four controllers measured in unit step response with a maximum velocity
of 0.6mm/min. (tr) rise time, (ts) settling time, (M.O.) maximum overshooting, (Emax) steady-state
error.
Finally, Figure 7.50 shows the machined workpieces obtained with the four dfiferent controllers and
the real values of these workpieces, measured with an optical comparator.
As noted in the experimental results, they validate the performance and the implementability of the
fuzzy-molecular position controller. In fact, when rnachining the workpiece, the proposed controller
presented a better performance (3.38s in rise time, 3.38s in settling time, 0.0% of maximum overshooting and ±0.0ülmrn of rnaximum steady-state error) than the other controllers. As expected, both PID
controllers did not present better perfomance than the fuzzy Mamdani-PD controller. In addition, the
latter had similar performance like the proposed fuzzy-molecular position controller, except for the
steady-state error between 0.001mm (fuzzy-rnolecular PD controller) and 0.006mm (fuzzy l'vlamdaniPD controller). In conclusion, the proposed fuzzy-molecular position controller can be used as an
alternative motion controller for CNC machine tools, mainly improving the performance in accuracy
of position and time machining.

7.2.6

A Liquid Level Controller for Coupled-Tanks Systems

Coupled-tanks systems (Figure 7.51) are widely used in rnany industries, such as: petrochemical,
paper making, water treatment, phannaceutical, and so forth. 1-lowever, these systerns require fficient
liquid level controllers, due to the liquid stored in a prirnary tank pumped to a secondary tank that
are actually coupled together. Literature and industry report that a PID controller is the most used
strategy in coupled-tanks systems [109].

Other approaches for these systems are: prn,sivity [110],

robust predictive control [111], sliding rnodes [112, 113], artificial neural networks [114[, rnoclel reference
aclpative control [115], and feedback linearization [116].
For instance, consider the coupled-tank systern shmrn in Figure 7.51. It can be modelecl using the
trnnsfer function (7.27) with (7.28); where, L is the liquid level of the seconclary tank. V is the voltage
of the water purnp in the prirnary tank, H 1 and H 2 are the liquid levels of primary ami secondary
tanks respectively, Q 0 , Qb ancl Qr are the related flows associatecl to the valves in the system, A is the
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Figure 7.50: \Vorkpieces obtaiued with tlw four coutrollers. The real width of the cutti11g too) was
0.305mm.
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Tank Cross-Sectional
Areas, A

!\
H¡
Pump

Val:veB

Va.lveC
Va!ve A

Figure 7.51: Diagram of a coupled-tank system [l].
tank sectional areas, Kp is the pump gain and Kh is the sensor leve! gain both on the secondary tank,
and

s

recalls to the frequency domain.

Then, this case study proposes a robust fuzzy-rnolecular liquid leve! controller for the above coupledtanks systern regulating the liquid leve! of the secondary tank L usiug the voltage of the water pump
in the primary tank V.

L(s)
V(s)

(7.27)

U= (D1
D l --

7.2.6.1

~
dH 1

'

+ D3) (D2 + D,1)

D 2 --

dQ,,
c/H 2

'

D-.3 --

- D1D2

~
dH 1

'

D 4 --

(7.28)
dQc
dH2

Methodology

The following case st udy is based on previous work of Bastida and others [117]. A coupled-tanks
system CE105 rnanufactured by TecQuipment [2] was used for that case stucly. Its mathematical anc!
experimental transfer function models are reportee! in (7.29) ami (7.:30), respectively [1], as well as its
frequency rnodel shown in Figure 7.52. It is comprised of two separate vertical tanks connected by a
fiow channel. as shown in Figure 7.53. This systems has three rotary valves allowing fiow variations in
it. In particular. valves I3 and C provide clirect clischarge of primary ami seconclary tanks. The scales
adjancent to each valve indicate the relative discharge rates from O to 5 (close to open).
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Figure 7.52: Bode diagrams of the coupled-tanks system used in the case study [l].
experimental model, ( + line) mathematical model.

(salid line)

In addition, each tank is fitted with a pressure sensing liquid level transducer. The output of the
pump is rnonitored by a flow sensor in line. For example, the liquid leve) sensor L of the secondary tank
ranges from OV to lOV in direct current (DC) corresponding to 0mm to 250mm liquid level. Finally,
the water pump of the primary tank V requires a voltage between OV to 10V in DC corresponding to
Ocm3 /min to 4400cm 3 /min in flow rate.

In that sense, a robust fuzzy-molecular PD liquid leve) controller was proposed. Particularly, it had
to be robust in terms of the relative discharge rates of valve C: leve) 2 (mid-close), leve) 3 (miel-open)
and leve) 4 (almost-open). Alternatively, the proposed controller had to respond in any of the discharge
rate levels described so far.
The fuzzy-rnolecular PD liquid controller requires as inputs: the error e(t) between the liquid-level
reference signa) and the actual liquid-level; and the change in the liquid-level L(t). The input dornain
space was partitioned into three fuzzy sets: "negative" (N), "zero" (Z) and "positive" (P). The proposed
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Figure 7.53: Coupled-tanks system used for the experiment [2].
1

e

I

L

I

Molecule

N

N

Mz

N

z

Mz

N

p

Mz

z
z
z

N

Mp

z

Mz

p

Mz

p

N

Mvp

p

z

Mp

p

p

Mp

1

Table 7.12: Knowledge base of the fuzzy-molecular PD liquid-level controller.
fuzzy membership functions of the inputs are depicted in Figure 7.54. Additionally, the fuzzy rules
used are summarized in Table 7.12. Finally, three CH-primitive molecules were used for building the
artificial hydrocarbon compound: "zero" (]Hz), "positive" (Mp) and "very positive" (Mvp). Figure
7.55 shows that artificial hydrocarbon network.

7.2.6.2

Results

In order to prove the robustness of the proposed fuzzy-rnolecular PD liquicl-level controller, three
experimental step responses were clone for the set of discharge rate levels described above. Figure 7.56
shows these step responses for leve! 2, leve! 3 ancl leve! 4 of clischarge rntes, respectively. Notice that
only at leve! 2 the step response has a maximum overshooting of 22% while at levels 3 and 4 there
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Figure 7.57: Resultant response of tracking a reference value using the proposed fuzzy-molecular PD
liquid-level controller.
is no maximum overshooting. In addition, the settling time at each leve! discharge rate response are
f82

= 41.5s, t 83 = 39.5s, and t 84 = 76.0s, respectively. At last, the maximum steady-state error at each

discharge rate leve! are E 2 = 1.05mm, E 3 = 1.10mm, and E 4 = 0.95mm, respectively. This experiment
reflects the robustness of the controller.
In order to prove that the proposed controller can track the reference value, an experiment in a
discharge rate leve! 3 was run. Figure 7.57 shows the resultant response of the controller.
Finally, another experiment was done proving that the proposed fuzzy-molecular PD liquid-level
controller can respond to changes in the discharge rate leve! of the secondary tank, ranging from leve!
2 to leve! 4, as shown in Figure 7.58. It can be seen that the controller is robust clue to changes in
thc discharge rate leve!, maintaining a maxirnurn steacly-state error of E = 0.95mm. It is rernarkable
to say that the overshooting at the level-2 section (Figure 7.58) is due to the clynamics of the system.
Aclually. the controller only acts when the liquicl leve! value is under or close to the reference value,
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Figure 7.58: Step response of the fuzzy-molecular liquid-level controller dueto changes in the discharge
rate level of the secondary tank.
and the dynamics of the system acts when the liquid level is far above the reference value (see Table
7.12).
As shown in this case study, the proposed fuzzy-molecular PD liquid-level controller can <leal with
nonlinearities in the coupled-tanks system, also considering a robust approach for different discharge
rate lavels at the valve associated to the secondary tank of the system. Moreover, this controller allows
the step response to have a mínimum overshooting in levels 3 (mid-open) and 4 (almost-open), i.e.
the most cornrnon valve configurations in real-world applications [112, l]. Additionally, the proposed
controller reduces the settling time in ali valve configurations, in constrast with the settling time

t 8 = 500.0s of the PID controller implemented in [1] for a level-2 discharge rate configuration.

7.2.7

A Spatial Vector PWM Controller for AC Motors

Induction motors (or alternating current AC motors) are the most used ones in industry dueto their
inexpensive, maintenance-free, and high efficiency at rated speed and torque characteristics [118]. On
the strategies to control induction motors are two well-known schemes: the field-oriented control (FOC)
[119] and the direct torque control (DTC) [120, 121].
In that sense, consider direct torque control. It is widely used in induction motors with high
dynamics because it is able to control the stator flux and torque separately, ancl when these variables
are correctly estirnated, DTC behaves as a robust control under variations of the motor parameters
and perturbations [121]. Figure 7.59 shows a typical DTC scheme. As seen, stator flux and torque
are estimated using voltages and currents frorn the induction motor. Then, the controller is based on
a hysteresis regulator of stator flux and torque. and a selection table of voltages over a space vector
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Figure 7.59: Conventional DTC-scheme for induction motors.
of the inverter. This selection table determines one voltage over six nonzero and two zero voltages to
be fed into the inverter. In particular, these nonzero voltage vectors are arranged with 60º-angle of
separation. Then, the inverter uses these voltage vectors to regulate the three-phase voltages based on
a pulse-width modulation (PWlvl) strategy. At !&-;t, this three-phase voltage feeds the induction motor
[121, 120). In particular, it is known as a spatial vector pulse-width modulation (SVPWM) inverter
when the latter is regulated by a spatial voltage vectors like in DTC.
The direct torque control ha.'i some weaknesses like ripple in torque, stator flux and current; specially
during the steady-state operation of induction motors [121). In that sense, this Ca.'ie study propases
to use a fuzzy-molecular based controller in arder to determine not only the rnagnitude voltage vector
but also the angle of this voltage vector, making a srnooth transition between voltage vectors sent to
the SVPW1I inverter.

7.2.7.1

Methodology

The following case study is b&-;ed on previous work of !barra and others [122). In this case study,
a fuzzy-molecular based controller is proposecl to determine the optima! voltage vector (separated in
magnitucle ancl angle) that ha.'i to be sent to the SVPW:\I inverter in orcler to perform a direct torque
control for incluction motors. The proposecl DTC with a fuzzy-molecular basecl controller is shown in
Figure 7.60. This propasa! considers to regulate the magnitucle of the voltage vector
error EF hetween the magnitude of the stator flux reference
stator flux

IFI,

IFI*

IVI

using the

allCI the actual magnitucle of the

ancl to regulate the angle of the voltage vector L'.'.V using the error

l:,'T

betwcen the
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Table 7.13: Knowledge base of the fuzzy-rnolecular controller in the DTC: (a) magnitude of voltage
vector IVI, (b) angle of voltage vector LV.
torque reference T* and the actual torque T ancl the integral in error

JET,

and adding this quantity

to the actual angle of the stator flux LF.
The fuzzy-molecular based controller is proposed with three fuzzy partitions of each input variable:
"negative" (N), "zero" (Z) and "positive" (P). These fuzzy sets are shown in Figure 7.61. In addition, it
proposed the fuzzy rules summarized in Table 7.13. Finally, three CH-primitive molecules were used
for building the artificial hydrocarbo11 compound depicted in Figure 7.62: "negative" (A/N ), "zero"
(A/z), ancl ·'positive" (lllp). Consideran output gai11 of 0.07 for the magnitude and 0.5 for the angle
of voltage vector.
In order to proved the proposed co11troller, this case study considcrecl a cascade velocity controller
implemented with a classical Pl-controllcr with values

J( p

=

(i

ancl J{ 1 = 2, as shown in Figure 7.63.
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SVM generator

Figure 7.64: I3lock diagram of the case stucly simulation.
This PI-controller requires the error Ev between the velocity reference V* and the actual velocity V
of the incluction motor. In that sense, the PI-controller outputs the torque reference T* used in the
fuzzy-molecular based SVPWM controller depicted so far.

7.2. 7.2

Results

The proposecl DTC using a fuzzy-molecular based SVPWl\I controller with a PI velocity controller
wa.s designecl and implemented in a l\IATLAD@ simulation, as shown in the block diagram of Figure
7.64, with a 5N m constant load torque. The parameters of the incluction motor used in the case study

are shown in Table 7.14.
Figure 7.65 shows the response of the stator flux, Figure 7.66 shows the response of the torque,
Figure 7.67 shows the response of the velocity, and Figure 7.G8 shows the resultant currents. Notice
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Description

Value

nominal power

2238VA

voltage

220Vp-p

frequency

60Hz

stator resistance

0.435!1

stator inductance

0.002H

mutual inductance

0.0693H

inertia

0.089kg · m 2

friction factor

0.005N · m · s

pole pairs

2

Table 7.14: Parameters of the induction motor used in the case study.
that the stator flux is well reached to

IIFII * =

l.5Wb with an absolute error in

IFI

of 0.019Wb and

no ripple is present. In addition, the response of the torque presents smooth ripple in steady-state
operation with a maximum absolute error of 8.82Nm. Moreover, the response of the velocity <loes not
present maximum overshooting, it has a settling time ts = 0.045s within a 5% error-band, a settling
time ts
V*

= 0.052s within a 2% error-band, and an absolute steady-state error of 0.25rad/s related to

= 50racl/s. Lastly, currents present low ripple after the transient state as shown in Figure 7.68.

In acldition, a classical Pl-controller were also tuned for the same experirnent (i.e. for the rnagnitude

of the voltage vector: K p = 0.5, and for the angle of the voltage vector: K p = 0.05, K 1 = 0.5) in
order to compare it with the response of the fuzzy-rnolecular based SVPWM controller, as surnrnarized
in Table 7.15 (see also Figure 7.67). In that sense, this experirnent provee! that the proposed fuzzyrnolecular basecl SVPW1'·I controller can irnprove the performance of a DTC controller based on a
classical PI-controller.
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Figure 7.68: Resultant currents of the DTC.
description

1

Pl-controller

I

AHN-controller

stator flux response
steacly-state error

0.077\Vb

0.019\Vb

torque response
max. steacly-state error

ll.77Nm

8.82Nrn

velocity response
settling time (5%)

0.049s

0.045s

settling time (2%)

0.063s

0.052s

steacly-state error

0.43racl is

0.25racl/s

Table 7.15: Comparison between a classical PI-controller and the proposed fuzzy-molecular based
SVPWM controller.
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Discussion

In this section, a discussion of the ordering of molecules in artificial hydrocarbon compounds and
sorne insights on the convergence of artificial hydrocarbon networks is presented. In addition, it also
discusses the advantages and weaknesses of the algorithm shown in the results.

7.3.1

Ordering of Molecules in a Compound

When working with artificial hydrocarbon networks, one might ask for the behavior of the algorithm
in terms of the ordering of C H-primitive molecules in artificial hydrocarbon compounds. For example,
if there is an artificial hydrocarbon compound structure, let say a compound C = (M 1 , M 2 , Ah, M 4 )
like (7.31), does the algorithm perform any action when molecules change their order? For instance,
what happen if molecules M 2 and M3 in (7.31) are interchanged during the training procedure?

(7.31)
Analyzing Algorithm 6.4, it is ea.sy to check that each loop

111

the inner do-while structure a

cornpound, e.g. (7.31), determines a fitting curve operation (BEHAVIOR-COl\IPOUND). In fact, the
latter procedure splits the data observations I: into n clusters (Algorithm 6.2), giving always a new
clustering invariant to the order of molecules. Thus, the AHN-algorithm is not affected to the order
of rnolecules and does not perform auy different action to deal with it. As au example, Figure 7.69
shows the performance of the AHN-algorithrn in terrns of the overall squared error measured at each
iteration when rnodeling function (7.32). Since Algorithm 6.4 considers randorn initialization of length
of bonds, ten nmniugs of the AHN-algorithrn were done, reporting at Figure 7.69 the average of the
squared error and the boundaries at the average plus/minus standard deviation. In fact, molecules
Af2 ancl

lvh were forced to be interchanged at iteration t =

200. Notice that the squared error (Figure

7.69) clic! not be affected by this interchange.

j(J:) =

sin( 1rx)

-1.0::::::

X<

0.9

(7.32)
{ cos( 1rx)

0.9:::::: X:::::: 1.0

On the other hand, if the order of CH-primitive molecules chauges wheu performing au inference
proceclure, it is clear that the corresponding response of molecules will affect the reasouiug process
\)l'callSC'

tlwy do uot represeut the partitions found by Algoritlun 6.4. Figure 7.70 shows the iuference
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procedure of the original AHN-structure C

7.3.2

(M 1 ,M2,M3,M4) and the modified AHN-structure

On the Convergence of the AHN-Algorithm

Another concern of the artificial hydrocarbon networks algorithm is its convergence. In fact, the
convergence is mainly affect by the optimization procedure for finding the best lengths of bonds
between molecules in an artificial hydrocarbon compound. As shown in Theorem 6.4, this optimization
procedure was proved to be solved with a descent method, i.e. the updating rule of lengths of bonds
depicted in (6.16). From literature [60], it is known that a descent method assures convergence to a
local minima, except when the objective function is a convex function with one mínimum guaranteeing
global convergence.

In that sense, the AHN-algorithm converges at least to a local mínima in the space of ali possible
configurations of the organized and parameterized AHN-structures. Moreover, AHN-algorithm cannot
guarantee reaching global minima, as shown in the counterexample shown in Figure 7.69. As noted,
there is a local mínimum at iteration t

= 20

and a presumible global mínimum when t -t

::,o,

proving

that there exists more than one mininum and concluding that the algorithm cannot guarantee global
convergence. In addition, this experiment was run with a step size '7

= 0.01 handling with the problem,

as shown in Figure 7.69. However, a greater step size (e.g. r¡ = 0.1) <loes not guarantee to avoid that
local minima, proving that the convergence of the AHN-algorithm also depends on the step size.
Furthermore, another experiment was run over the function (7.32) using a fixed compound (7.31)
to prove that if there is a right selection of the step size 17, then an optima! solution can be found.
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This experiment consists of modifying the current result of the length of bond between molecules
and M 3 at iteration t

=

lvh

200 with a fixed value r 23 = O. l. Figure 7. 71 shows the response of the

AHN-algorithm to this experiment. Notice that at iteration t = 200 the squared error value increases,
but the algorithm tends to find the optima! solution even with this perturbation. In acldition, a similar
experiment was done with two modifications at iterations t

= 40

and t

= 200. Again, Algorithm 6.4

tends to find the optima! solution as shown in Figure 7. 72.

7.3.3

Advantages and Weaknesses of the AHN-Algorithm

As shown from the results, artificial hydrocarbon networks can achieve high accuracy solutions to
the modeling problem in terms of fitting functions, inference of uew information and classification
of training data. In additiou, results showed that organized ancl parameterized AHN-structures can
help to analyze and understand, at least partially, the systems that artificial hyclrocarbou networks
modeled. For example, approximation problems (Section 7.1.1) and classification problerns (Section
7.1.2) proved that artificial hyclrocarbon uetworks can cleal with noisy, univariate multivariate and
uonlinear correlated data: thus modeliug applications with this kind of iufonuatiou can be solved
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Figure 7.71: Response of the AHN-algorithm with a perturbation at t = 200 in its natural training
procedure: (strong line) mean of the squared-error, (light lines) mean plus/minus standard deviation
of the squared-error.
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Figure 7. 72: Response of the AHN-algorithm with perturbations at t = 40 and t = 200 in its natural
training procedure: (strong line) mean of the squared-error, (light lines) mean plus/minus standard
deviation of the squared-error.
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easily with artificial hydrocarbon networks. Thus on the advantages of using artificial hydrocarbon
networks, this algorithm can:
• Organize information dueto its structure resulting on a hierarchical representation of the system.
• Find interesting points in data, e.g. discontinuities or local extrema, using the lengths of bonds.
• Deal with noisy data resulting on a generalized model or a filter of the system.
• Compute approximators and classifiers over a set of many attribute variables at the input, given
as a result multiple-input-single-output (MISO) models.
• Compute approximators and classifiers for many target variables at the output, given as a result
multiple-input-multiple-output (rvIIMO) models.
• Recognize and encapsulate different behaviors in the data, resulting on a clustering of information
(molecules) dueto functional relationships, e.g. pattern extraction.
• Mix recognized behaviors (molecules) to form new approximators or classifiers (mixture of
molecules) using previous information.
• Converge at least to a local mínima in the space of ali possible configurations of the organized
and parameterized AHN-structures, finding a stable solution.
However, it is important to highlight sorne weaknesses present in the AHN-algorithm. For example,
very uoisy data (~> 20% of SNR) can be an illness into the segmentatiou of molecular behaviors
through bounds of molecules; because high noise in systems can be approximated to a piecewise
fuuction in which artificial hydrocarbon networks recognizes them and probably it could be stuck
on them.

Also, it is irnportant to note that using the least squares estirnates (LSE) method for

optimizing the behavior of molecules limits the number of attribute variables in data because when this
number increases, the complexity of the LSE-method also increases. In that seuse, other optimization
teclmiques might be implernented on the behavior of molecules. Finally, it is remarkable to say that the
proposal implicitly uses an Euclidean norm for clustering behaviors in molecules implying ball-shaped
resultant clusters that in sorne cases would not be useful. Thus other norrns might be implemented
for clustering behaviors of molecules.
On the other hand, artificial hydrocarbon net,vorks algorithm was irnplernented on severa! cases
studies (Section 7.2) proving its efficiency in other fields. For example. filteriug white noise on audio
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signals was a direct application of the AHN-algorithm dueto its filtering property, as highlighted above.
From the results, high perfomance on cleaning white noise was obtained. In addition, facial recognition
based on signa! identification proved that artificial hydrocarbon networks can model signals; but also
it can extract interesting information stored in its paramaters such that they can be used as metadata.
Furthermore, a new hybrid fuzzy inference system with artificial hydrocarbon networks was proposed, mixing the properties of both methods arising a linguistic interpretation of output partitions
encapsulated in molecules, and dealing witn noise and uncertain data. Results confirm its applicability to control systems where this fuzzy-molecular inference system dealt with highly noise data
(35% noise). Additionally, software and hardware implementations of the proposed method were done.
Real-world applications like the design of position controllers for CNC machine tools or the design of
SVPWM controllers for AC motors proved that artificial hydrocarbon networks can be implemented in
academic as well as in industry applications. Lastly, a liquid-level controller for coupled-tanks systems
revealed that fuzzy-molecular inference systems might be used in control applications for robustness.

Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Directions
This chapters reviews the propasa! and results obtained so far as well as exposes the conclusions of
the work. In addition, it prese11ts future directions of the propasa! a11d the new challe11ges in artificial
organic networks.

8.1

Conclusions

On one hand, this work proposed a 11ew supervised learning teclrnique narned artificial organic networks, inspired on chemical organic compounds (Chapter 5). In particular, this technique defined a
framework with cornponents, interactions, the basis of learning heuristic based on a rnodel energy, and
its formal clefinition. ivloreover, this work rnakes emphasis 011 the characteristics of the novel technique:
encapsulation, inheritance of inforrnation, orga11ization, mixing properties, stability and robustness.
In aclditio11, thc framework identified two irnplernentability problems in tcrrns of building ancl traini11g
artificial organic networks.
On the other hand, artificial hydrocarbon networks was proposed as a multivariate, supervised
learning algorithrn inspired 011 chemical hydrocarbon cornpounds, using the framework of artificial
organic 11etworks (Chapter 6). lt exploits the stability and organization of hyclrocarbo11 compouncls
in order to describe a computational algorithm for the rnodeli11g problem. This work also provecl
rnathernatically the cornputational time complexity ancl the stability analysis of artificial hydrocarbon networks. ivloreover, artificial hydrocarbon 11etworks can be usecl for inference ami classification
problerns, as describecl in the results ami cases stuclies (Chapter 7). Actually, rcsults and cliscussion
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proved that artificial hydrocarbon network also meets the characteristics described in artificial organic
networks.
As shown in the results, artificial hydrocarbon networks can model and classify univariate and
multiavariate nonlinear systems with high accuracy as measured with the mean squared error analysis
and the misclassification rate. Furthermore, severa! real-world applications were implemented using
artificial hydrocarbon networks proving its efficiency in other fields like: a white noise adaptive filter
for audio signals, a facial recognition based on signa! identification using metadata of AHN-structures,
and fuzzy-molecular inference based controllers. In fact, the latter allowed to design motion controllers
for DC and AC motors, position controllers for CNC machine tools, and liquid-level controllers for
coupled-tanks systems. Finally, an artificial organic networks toolkit for LabVIEW"1was developed.
Concluding, artificial hydrocarbon networks is an efficient learning algorithm for automatic processes in modeling problems. Also, this work designed and implernented artificial organic networks,
the first learning technique (i.e. modeling, inference and classification) inspired on chemical organic
compounds.

8.2

Future Directions

This work opens a new research in artificial organic networks as a learning technique. In that sense,
it suggests the following directions:

• New algorithms based on artificial organic networks
Chemically inspired algorithms. Algorithms inspired

011

chemical organic cornpounds to

define their functional groups and molecular structures to obtain certain characteristics of
organic compounds.
Artificial basis algorithms. Development of new artificial functional groups and sets of atoms
independently to chemical organic compouncls. to perform new characteristics in artificial
organic networks.

• lmprovements in artificial hydrocarbon networks
Forming of compounds. DeYeloprnent of new algorithrns for building aml training artificial hydrocarbon compounds. For cxample: new partition procedures, new rnethocls of
optirnization of molecules, alternativc algorithms to thc least squares estimates metl10d.
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Forming of mixtures. Development of new metrics for training mixtures of artificial hydrocarbon compounds. For example: capturing the maximum variance in data, defining
metrics of dissimilarity in compounds.
Shapes of compounds. Development of algorithms for building different configurations of
artificial hydrocarbon compounds. For example: recurrent compounds for dynamic systems,
branching compounds, and geometric-based structures.
Covalent bondings. Studies on new metrics in lengths of bonds for pattern recognition:
similarity in position, similarity in shape, similarity in behavior, etc.
• Applications
Fuzzy-molecular inference systems. Development of fuzzy-molecular inference systems using
an entire structure of artificial hydrocarbon networks from fuzzification to defuzzification.
lmplementability. Studies on new approaches using artificial hydrocarbon networks, exploiting characteristics like: filtering, uncertainty, robustness, adaptability, and learning.

Appendix A

Comparative Chart of the Most
Common Organic Compounds
This is a comparative chart of chemical organic compounds respect to the molecular structure, introduced in Section 4.3. Stability ancl complexity values are based on the energy criteria and type of
chemical bonding [3, 6]. Table A.l enlists the symbols used in the chart.

J

symbol

description

1

H

hydrogen

o

oxygen

e

carbon

X

halogen

R

any organic structure

Table A.l: Symbols usecl in the cornparative chart.

organic compound

functional group

stability

complexity

alkane

-CH (simple bond)

high

low

alkene

-CH (double bond)

high

low

alkyne

-CH (triple bond)

high

low

arene

rings of double bonds

medium

medium

halo alkane

R-X

medium

lo\\·
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organic compound

functional group

stability

complexity

alcohol

-OH

low - very reactive

low

ether

R-0-R

high

low

thiol

-SH (sulfhydryl)

medium

low

amine

R-N (amino)

medium

medium

aldehyde

C =O+ H, 2H (carbonyl)

medium

low

ketone

C =O+ 2C (carbonyl)

medium

low

carboxylic acid

C02H (carboxyl)

low

medium

polymer

-

-

high

carbohydrate

-

medium

high

lipid

-

medium

high

amino acid

-

medium

high

protein

-

medium

high

DNA

-

high

high

RNA

-

high

high

Appendix B

Correlation Experiment Between
Signals and Molecules
This appendix describes an experiment that was run in order to find any correlation between the output
response of a system and the type of CH-primitive molecules that form an artificial hydrocarbon
compound, using the energy information of the systern.
Let ¿
there is
AHN

= (x.y) be a system with an input signa!

110

x andan output signa! y. Also, !et suppose that

other information about the systern. Then, assume that an artificial hydrocarbon network

= (f ¡, <I>. A, x) with behavior S(x) has to approximate ¿_ Hence, the build topological structure

prohlem (BTSP) clairns for finding rnolecules aml cornpounds,

r ¡, of an artificial hyclrocarbon network

using an algoritlnn f, such that AHN can approxirnate ¿_ In that sense, an expcrirnent was designecl
and run in order to fine! any correlation between ¿ and

r ¡.

For instance, consider the energy E of signa! y in the interval x E [L min. Lma,.J, calculatecl as (B. l):
where,

IIJII

stands for the norrn off.

.!

Lmax

E(y) =

llyfdx, x E [Lmi11,Lmu1·]

(B.1)

L111in

Thus using (B.l). the energy E; of a partition ¿i is expressed as (B.2): where, ;ri is the input and
y; is the output signals of ¿i in thc interval

x;

E [L1, L2]-
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L2

Ei = E(yi) =

f IIYill

2

(B.2)

dx, Xi E [L1,L2]

L,

From signal theory [123], an energy signal is said to be any signal s such that O < E(s) :::; oo.
Thus, y is an energy signal, and also S(x). In that sense, the output response y might be related to
the behavior S(x).
Initially, a set of energy signals was defined and a prototype of an artificial hydrocarbon compound
was designed. On one hand, the sample of the experiment consists in a subset Sr of test signals

Sk

E

Sr

of the infinite set of all possible causal, aperiodic, energy signals in the closed interval x E [a,b] such
that the energy of those is O < E(sk) :::; oo.

From signa! theory, the subset of test signals was

randomly constructed with a composite of fundamental signals ( unit step, rectangular pulse, signed
function, ramp, sine, sine, exponential, and unit impulse signals). In practice, the input domain was
arbitrary chosen to be x E [O, 5] and the experiment required a 99% confidence. Thus, a total of 22,312
test signals were chosen randomly.
On the other hand, a set of artificial hydrocarbon compounds Se was designed using n = 2 CHprimitive molecules. In arder to create the most stable compounds with two CH-primitive molecules,
three compounds C; E Se for all i
(CH3

-

=

1, 2, 3 were proposed: a simple bond based molecule C 1

=

CH3 ), a double bond based molecule C 2 = (CH2 = CH2) anda triple bond based molecule

C 3 = (CH

= CH).

Actually, each molecule has behavior if!J for ali j = 1, 2, and each compound

C; has behavior 1./J; expressed as a piecewise function (Il.3); where, L 1 is the middle position in the
interval, i.e. L1

= ½(Lmin + Lmax)ip¡(x)

Lmin :::;

X

1¡1,;(x) =

< L¡
(Il.3)

{ ip2(x)

L¡ :::;

X :::;

Lmax

Thus, the experiment consists of classifying each test signa! sk E Sr depending on how clase the
energy of the signa! E(sk) is equal to the energy of the compound behavior E(¡/J;) via one of the three
compounds Ci E Se. Three groups for classification are possible:

• Class 1 : The best approximation via simple bond based molecules.
• Class2: The best approximation via double bond based molecules.
• Class3: The best approximation via triple bond based molecules.
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Figure B. l: Distribution of classes: (a) Class 1 , the best approximation via simple bond molecules, (b)
Class 2 , the best approximation via double bond molecules, (c) Class 3, t he best approximation via
triple bond molecules.
In order to classify each test signa!, t he criterion is based on the mínimum distance ei between t he
energy of test signa! E(sk) and t he energy of each compound behavior E('l/Ji) of compounds Ci E Se
for ali i = 1, 2, 3. This criterion is synthetized in (B.4) with distance (B.5); where, 191stands for the
absolute value of g.

Sk

E Classm , m

= argmin( ei)

(B.4)

i

ei = IE(sk) - E('l/Ji)I , i = 1, 2, 3

(B .5)

After the experiment was run, t he distribution of each class was obtained, as shown in F ig. B. l.
Qualitatively, it can be seen that Class 1 has t he greatest number of samples, in comparison wit h

Class 3 which it has t he lowest number of test signals. Table B.l summarizes statistics from Fig. B.l.
In fact, from Table B.l , Cla ss 1 has 96.4% of test signals, Class 2 has 2.8% of test signals, and Class3
only has 0.08% of test signals. In that sense, it shows a strong relationship to real organic tendencies in
which the most number of form ing bonds in nature are subjected to simple bonds, t hen clouble bonds
appear less, and the number of triple bonds appears last.
Table B.l also reports the mean energy. Roughly, it can be interpreted as the meas m ement of
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Type of Class

Mean Energy

Standard Deviation

Size

1

152.74

341.64

13,577

2

132.21

488.04

388

3

48. 18

108.27

llO
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Table B.l: Statistics of classes in t he experiment.
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Figure B.2: Cla ss 1 : highly dynamic, unstable signals.
dynamics of signals: t he greater t he mean energy is, the more dynamic t he signal is. Actually, dyna mics
of signals is due to oscillations a nd large values of amplit ucle signals, as shown in Figs . B.2, B .3 and
B.4. Interestingly, all signals in each class are very similar.
For instance, Fig. B.2 shows the tendency of profiles in Class 1 ; where signals are irregular and with
sorne p eaks, a few more are periodic - several present ing phase offset - , and t hey may h ave discont inuit ies. Cla ss 2 presents smooth signals with concavities shaping quaclratic functions as observed in
Fig. B.3. Finally, Class 3 depicted in Fig. B.4 presents constant ancl quasi-constant signals and sorne
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Figure B .4: Class 3 : low dynamic, linear and/ or const ant quasi-stable and stable signals.
others are linear. Thus, a relationship b etween energy in signals and compound b ehaviors (explained
by t he dyna mics of signals) was revealed. In nature, t he most flexible orga nic compounds present large
staturated , linear chains and branched chains, while the most rigid and stable organic compounds are
made of double or triple bonds (or by symmetric geometries, out of scope) . This not ion is shown in
art ificial hydrocarbon networks by t he above discussion in which signals with simple b onds (Class 1 )
are not too stable, but dynamic; signals wit h double bonds (Class 2 ) are less dynamic; and , signals
wit h t riple bonds (Class 3 ) are the most stable ones. In fact , another interpretation of exp erimental
results deals wit h t he notion of flexibility. Structures of artificial hydrocarbon network wit h lower
order of bonds are more flexible t han structures of art ificial hydrocarbon networks wit h higher orcler
of boncls. Finally, Table B.1 is usecl for selecting t he best pair of molecules when t he energy of an
output signa! of any given system can be measured.

Appendix C

U ser Guide lmplementation of the
AHN-Algorithm
This appendix presents a friendly user guide irnplernentation of the artificial hydrocarbon networks
algorithrn. As seen in Algorithrn 6.4 (AHN-algorithrn), it requires a three rnajor procedures for building
the structure of a compouncl, for training the cornpouncl created so far, and for optimizing the nurnber
of rnolecules in the compouncl. Thus, the following user guicle presents pseuclocodes for each of these
procedures. At the ene! of tite appendix, the overall implementation of the AHN-algorithm is described.
To visualize the entire algorithrn. see the flow cliagrarn of artificial hyclrocarbon networks clepictecl in
Figure 6.1.

C.l

Building an artificial hydrocarbon compound

This work proposes two ways for building artificial hydrocarbon cornpouncls: (1) using a saturatecl
linear chain of CH-prirnitive rnolecules as shown in Proposition 6.5, or (2) using an unsaturated linear
chain of CH-prirnitive rnolecules as shown in Proposition 6.6 (ancl Algorithm 6.1).

In any Cc:llie, an artificial hyclrocarbon cornpouncl is rnade of CH-prirnitive rnolcculcs. Consiclering
that there are only thrce differcnt CH-prirnitive rnolccules, i.c.

CH 1 , CH2 ami CH; 3, then eacl1

molccule in a compouncl can be icleutifiecl by an iudex k representing a CHk rnolcculc. For example, if
k

= 2.

thcn thc CH-prirnitivc molecule is CH2 . In acldition, assuming that an artificial hyclrocarbon

compound is a linear drnin of C H-primitive molccules, theu a vector C with orclerecl clcmcuts k 1 ..... k,,
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meaning the k-index of a CH-primitive molecule, such that C = (k 1 , ... , kn), should represent an
artificial hydrocarbon compound. Asan example, the compound of (C.l) can be represented with the
vector C = (3, 2, 2, 1, 2). Notice that knowing the number of molecules and the vector C, the set of
nonpolar covalent bonds are completely defined without ambiguities.

(C.l)

C.1.1

Creating saturated linear chains of molecules

Using Proposition 6.5 and the notation of a compound defined above, follow the next pseudocode
(BUILD-SATURATED-COMPOUND)

to create the structure of a saturated linear chain of molecules:

BUILD-SATURATED-COMPOUND(n):

Initialize an array C with n elements of value 2, C= {2, ... ,2}.
Assign the value 3 to the first element of C, C[O]

=

Assign the value 3 to the last element of C, C[n - 1]
return

C.1.2

3.

= 3.

e

Creating unsaturated linear chains of molecules

Using Proposition 6.6, Algorithm 6.1
above, follow the next pseudocode

(sraucrURE-COMPOUND)

ancl the notation of a compound defined

(BUILD-UNSATURATED-COMPOUND)

to creatc the structurc of an unsaturated

linear chain of molecules. Notice that this procedure requires a training data¿;= (x, y). In addition,
consider an index b to define the order of a nonpolar covalent bond, for example: b = 1 for a simple
bond, b = 2 for a double bond, and b = 3 for a triple bond. l\Ioreover, consider a vector B =

(b1 , ... , bn- 1 ) representing a set of orders of bonds inside a compound; then, knowing that vector B and
the number of rnolecules in a cornpound n, the vector C is completely cleterrninecl without ambiguities.
For example, the vector B = (1, 1, 1, 2) represcnts the set of orders of bon<ls in (C.l).
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BUILD - UNSATURATED-COMPOUND(E, n ) :
Ini tialize an array B wi th n - l elements, and set B[O] = O.
Calculate L o = min (x ) and L n = max(x ) .
Calculate a set of bounds of molecules L using (C.2) for i=l , . .. ,n-1 :

Li = L i-1

L n -Lo

+ ---

(C.2)

n

Split E in n equal partit ions E i using SPLIT( E , L).
for j = 1 : (n - 1) do:
Cal culate energies Ej and Ej+l using (C. 3) and add them up:

E = Ej

+ Ej+l :

qk

Ej

=L

l!Ykll

2

(C.3)

k=l

// where, qk is the cardinality of Ej
Calculate B[j]=argminb{[E-Eb[} for all b=l,2,3, using the values Eb of Table 6.1.
while B[j]

+ B[j -

1]

2:

4 do:

i f B[j - 1] == 1, then B[j] = B[j] - l.

else, B[j - 1] = B[j - 1] -1.
end-while
end-for
Set vector
return

C

using the vector of orders of bonds

B.

e

SPLIT(E,L):
for i =O: size(L) - 1 do
for k = l: q do// where q is the cardinality of E
i f L;-1

:S:

Xk

:S:

L;, then (xk, Yk) E E;.

end-for
end-for
return E; for all i = 1, ... , size(L) - 1

C.2

Training an artificial hydrocarbon compound

The structure of an artificial h:vdrocarbon compound can be trained using Proposition 6. 7 and Algoritlun 6.2

(BEHAVIOR-COMPOUND).

Recall that it requires the set of training data I:

= (x. y), the structure

of compouucL e.g. as the vector C explained in Section C. L the step-size O < r¡ < L and a tolerance
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value

E

> O. In that sense, follow the next pseudocode

~EHAVIOR-COMPOUND)

far training an artificial

hydrocarbon compound:

BEVAHIOR-COMPOUND ( E , C , 1), E) :
Let n

= size( C) .

Calculate L o = min(x ) and L n = max(x ) .
Initialize randomly the set of lengths of bonds r -with L o~ r i

~

L n for i

= 1, . .. ,n.

Calculate a set of bounds of molecules L using (C.4) for i= l , . .. ,n- 1:
i

Li

=

Lo

+¿

rt ~ L n

(C.4)

t= l

do:
Split E in n subsets Ei u s ing SPLIT(E,L).
for i

=1:n

do:

Obtain the parameters h,

and ve using LSE ovar (C.5) -with (C.6):

VH

1

Ei

q¡

= 2¿

(Yk - 'Pi(xk)) 2 , lf(xk, Yk) E Ei

(C.5)

k=l
s

cp;(xk)

= ve;

e[i]

¿ IT (xr -

(C.6)

hir)

r=l i=l

// -where, x k E IR 5

•

Obtain E[i] using (C. 5) .
end-for
Calculate E

=¿

E[i].

Update the set of lengths of bonds r using (C. 7), for all i

r;

= r, + diag (-17; (E[i] -

E[i

= 1, ... , n

- l:

+ 1]) I)

(C.7)

Recalculate L using (C.4).
-while E

>E

repeat

Build all CH-molecular behaviors 'Pi using h,

VH

and ve using (C.6).

Build the behavior of compound 1/; like (C.8) using all 'Pi and L:

'Plm(x)
1/;1 (x)=

Lo~ x

< L¡

...

,lfj=l, ... ,m

{
'Pnm(x)
/ / -where, 1/; E IR"' .
return 1/;

Ln-1 ~X~ Ln

(C.8)
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Optimizing the number of CH-primitive molecules

An artificial hydrocarbon compound can be optimized in the number of CH-primitive molecules in
its inner structure, using Proposition 6.8 and Algorithm 6.3. In fact, the latter can be implemented
straightforward, as expressed in the next pseudocode

tNrHALPY-RULE):

ENTHALPY-RULE(E,rj,,n):

Calcula te !!..HE using (C. 9):
q

!!..HE=

L

11Ykll 2

(C.9)

k=l

// where, q is the cardinality of

E.

Calculate !!..He using (C.10):
q

!!..He=

L ll-rj,(xk)ll

2

(C.10)

k=I

Calculate m
If m

> 1,

= l!..HE/l!..He,

then n

=n +l .

return n and m

C.4

Overall lmplementation of the AHN-Algorithm

Lastly, the artificial hy<lrocarbon networks algorithm (Algorithm 6.4) can be implernented using the
following pseudocode

(AHN-ALGDRITHM).

Remember that it first creates a dummy artificial hy<lrocarbon

compound with two CH-primitive molecules. Then, this compound is trnined with the observed data
and it is updated by using the enthalpy-based heuristic rule. If the m-value is greater tlrnn one, then a
new CH-primitive molecule is added to the compound and both the training and optimizing procedures
are repeated until that conclition faile<l or the maximum number uf molecules in the compound is
reached. Then, an error function R is calculated in order to <leterrnine if it is necessary to create a
new cornpoun<l far fitting this error function. If the norm of the error function is less or cqual than the
tolerance value

f

or thc maximum number of cornpounds is reached, thcn the proccdurc for generating

compounds is stopped. Finally, the resultant cornpounds are mixed them up. In that sense, a set of
stoichiometric cocfficients are necessary to determine the weights each compound is contributing with
the overall fitting of the systern ¿_
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AHN-ALG0RITHM(:E ,nmax ,Cmax ,77 , €):
Let e= l.
Create a list of compounds

r,

anda list of behaviors of compounds

w.

Initialize the error function R = y.
do
Let n = 2.
do
Build a compound vector r[c] using:
(a) r[c] = BUILD-SATURATED-C0MP0UND(n), or
(b) I'[c] = BUILD-UNSATURATED-C0MP0UND(R, n ) .
Train r[c] with '11 [c] = BEHAVIOR-C0MP0UND(R, r[c],77,E).
0ptimize the compound calculating [n , m] = ENTHALPY-RULE(R, W[c] , n)
while (m

> 1)

and (n::; nma.x) repeat

Update the error function R using (C.11):

R=R-w[c]
Update the number of compounds e = e
while (IIRII

> €)

(C.11)

+ 1.

and (e::; Cmax) repeat

Create a list of stoichiometric coefficients A and calculate them using LSE over (C.12):

EJ
// where, 1/; E !Rm.
return

r, w

and A

1 ¿q
=2
k=l

(

Yk -

e
)
¿A[i,j]w[i,j]
,Vj

i=l

= 1, ... ,m

(C.12)
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